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Abstract
The research presented in this thesis concerns the problems of maintenance and revision control of large-
scalethreedimensional(3D)modelsovertheInternet. Asthemodelsgrowinsizeandtheauthoringtools
grow in complexity, standard approaches to collaborative asset development become impractical. The
prevalent paradigm of sharing ﬁles on a ﬁlesystem poses serious risks with regards, but not limited to, en-
suring consistency and concurrency of multi-user 3D editing. Although modiﬁcations might be tracked
manually using naming conventions or automatically in a version control system (VCS), understanding
the provenance of a large 3D dataset is hard due to revision metadata not being associated with the under-
lying scene structures. Some tools and protocols enable seamless synchronisation of ﬁle and directory
changes in remote locations. However, the existing web-based technologies are not yet fully exploiting
the modern design patters for access to and management of alternative shared resources online.
Therefore, four distinct but highly interconnected conceptual tools are explored. The ﬁrst is the
organisation of 3D assets within recent document-oriented No Structured Query Language (NoSQL)
databases. These “schemaless” databases, unlike their relational counterparts, do not represent data in
rigid table structures. Instead, they rely on polymorphic documents composed of key-value pairs that
are much better suited to the diverse nature of 3D assets. Hence, a domain-speciﬁc non-linear revision
control system 3D Repo is built around a NoSQL database to enable asynchronous editing similar to
traditional VCSs. The second concept is that of visual 3D differencing and merging. The accompanying
3D Diff tool supports interactive conﬂict resolution at the level of scene graph nodes that are de facto the
delta changes stored in the repository. The third is the utilisation of HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
for the purposes of 3D data management. The XML3DRepo daemon application exposes the contents
of the repository and the version control logic in a Representational State Transfer (REST) style of
architecture. At the same time, it manifests the effects of various 3D encoding strategies on the ﬁle sizes
and download times in modern web browsers. The fourth and ﬁnal concept is the reverse-engineering of
an editing history. Even if the models are being version controlled, the extracted provenance is limited
to additions, deletions and modiﬁcations. The 3D Timeline tool, therefore, implies a plausible history
of common modelling operations such as duplications, transformations, etc. Given a collection of 3D
models, it estimates a part-based correspondence and visualises it in a temporal ﬂow.
Theprototypetoolsdevelopedaspartoftheresearchwereevaluatedinpilotuserstudiesthatsuggest
they are usable by the end users and well suited to their respective tasks. Together, the results constitute
a novel framework that demonstrates the feasibility of a domain-speciﬁc 3D version control.6 AbstractAcknowledgements 7
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Chapter 1
Introduction
“Alone we can do so little; together we can do so much.”
— Helen Keller
Helen Keller, deafblind from just a few months old, was a proliﬁc American author and political
activist. Throughout her life, she was educated and accompanied by Anne Sullivan who herself was
blind. Their incredible story and achievements demonstrate the power of collaboration, that to this date,
despite enormous technological advances more than a century later, remains a challenge for many.
MilestonesincomputergraphicssuchasthefamousvirtualdesignofBoeing777 fromearlynineties
would not have been possible without thousands of people working in parallel over a period of more
than ﬁve consecutive years. In this project alone, the information had to be communicated between
over 6,500 manufacturing personnel, 4,500 engineers and 200 suppliers [Gle98]. It is said that at the
peak of the design process, there were 2,200 workstations connected to eight mainframe computers
running systems such as the Computer-aided Three-dimensional Interactive Application (CATIA) by
Dassault Syst` emes just to support the virtual assembly and analysis. These workstations were used
by multidisciplinary teams of professionals performing among other things stress testing, weighing,
tool design and even training. Although the computational technology and authoring packages have
progressed signiﬁcantly since those days, collaboration and data exchange are pressing issues even 20
years on. As demonstrated by this and many similar examples, some of which are detailed in Chapter 3,
the maintenance of information and assets in a large engineering project often involves many authors
with different skills and toolsets. Being able to access and visualise massive three dimensional (3D)
models is not only important during the design and review stages of a project but it is equally important
during commercial exploitation especially when interacting with potential clients and end users. These
different groups of stakeholders tend to represent diametrically opposite requirements and preferences
that have to be taken into account.
At Arup, a multinational leader in engineering consultancy that sponsored the research presented
in this thesis, a virtual design compromises iterative reﬁnements mostly throughout 3D modelling and
production stages. More often than not, when developing land or transportational systems, these stages
are complicated by local government regulations. For instance, in the United Kingdom (UK), as well
as in many other countries around the globe, it is often a legal requirement to host a public consultation18 Chapter 1. Introduction
during which the members of the general public have the right to voice their concerns and ﬁle evidential
submissions [Dep05]. This is typically achieved via physical exhibitions yet with very large projects
such as the High Speed 2 (HS2) rail, such events incur signiﬁcant costs and risk not reaching the key
stakeholders. Besides, the development plans change frequently and need continual review. In general,
the design process is best summarised as a series of overlapping steps as follows:
1. Firstly, standard two dimensional (2D) design drawings are created based on the initial require-
ments as described by the client.
2. These are then transformed into polygonal 3D models in a cycle of feedback integrating iterations
by tens of designers and engineers. During architectural development, such detailed models are
placed within the virtual context of existing surroundings, e.g. neighbouring buildings, represented
as low polygon geometry.
3. At a point of signiﬁcant progress, a snapshot of the model is taken for series of simulations and
feasibility studies examining diverse factors such as carbon footprint, radiance, noise propagation,
etc. By the time these simulations are completed, the model is likely to have evolved signiﬁcantly
making the results only informative.
4. Next, the project is presented to the clients for approval before it is fully unveiled to the public.
5. Suggestions from the public have to be collected and integrated into the ﬁnal 3D design according
to the public consultation results.
6. Finally, the design is manufactured according to the given speciﬁcation. In case of a built environ-
ment, contractors create their own 3D representations for scheduling and plan of works.
To be able to communicate such a project with all of its stakeholders, it is common to create inter-
active visualisations throughout various stages of the design and development. Massive polygonal 3D
scenes are manually subdivided into smaller sectors at natural splitting points, e.g. individual assemblies,
ﬁre doors or ﬂoor levels, in order to speed up the loading and therefore improve the overall usability of
the system. When interacting with geographically diverse teams, the assets have to be transferred either
physically on storage media or electronically through shared drives over the Internet. This data is then
discussed over the phone while the visualisation is navigated remotely by a designated presenter. The
debate usually involves not only the engineers but also clients who are often consulted on speciﬁc as-
pects of the design. Such an approach is clearly not practical in the fast evolving environment of current
design processes. What is more, individual designs from disciplines such as heating, ventilating, and
air conditioning (HVAC), mechanical, electrical, and plumbing services (MEP), steelwork, etc. have to
be federated into an overview visualisation model before decisions can be made. This thesis, therefore,
investigates novel means of large-scale polygonal 3D data management in order to support collaboration
as well as interactive visualisation that can be shared online without reliance on any speciﬁc modelling
paradigms. Such an approach is akin to a text-based source code management that revolutionised soft-
ware development decades earlier, see Chapter 2 for a comparison and analogy.1.1. Research Problem 19
1.1 Research Problem
The need for collaboration andultimatelyversioncontrolinline-based2D computer-aideddesign(CAD)
systems, the direct predecessors of the digital engineering packages of today, was identiﬁed as early as
theinitialcommercialspreadoftheCADsoftwareitself[NH82,KL84,BKK85]. Thisledtotheproposal
of the ﬁrst unifying version control framework designed exclusively for CAD with a public host such as
a mainframe or a server storing stable revisions and private clients working on volatile updates [CK86].
Since then, the progress in the capabilities of graphics processing units (GPUs) [OHL+08, BHS13]
created the desire for even more detailed and more extensive data representations causing problems
particularly in the domains of 3D modelling and visualisation [ZP05]. Whilst engineering or general
scientiﬁc visualisations have long provided massive datasets, in domains ranging from architectural de-
sign to games industry and even 3D printing, there is a growing need to maintain and visualise large
polygonal 3D scenes that might be edited by multiple users concurrently [CRS+13, RFH+14]. However,
with the ever-increasing data sizes, it becomes more and more difﬁcult to share the models especially
with those users who might not have access to the latest rendering hardware. This is certainly the case
in cultural heritage that has long been advocating the need for a centralised 3D repository [KFH10].
Still, the standard paradigm of collaborative modelling is sharing of ﬁles between various instances
of applications because no one tool provides all the functionality that might be required by the industry.
A common practice is to open 3D assets in a speciﬁc tool, modify them and then re-save those assets
again only to repeat the same process in a different application later on. Since most of these applica-
tions are single-user and desktop-based, such an approach presents problems not limited to maintaining
consistency of the models and dealing with concurrent edits in the same part of a 3D scene. Thus, the
management of graphics assets is an important facility in many ﬁelds. Although some guidelines and de-
scriptions of the best practices exist [JSE05, Aus06], a few standards, if any, are being implemented. In
general, the process can be split between storage on a ﬁle system and history tracking of ﬁle names and
the associated metadata. This usually involves strict naming conventions or ﬁxed ﬁle system hierarchies,
although, to reduce the storage requirements, a version control system (VCS) can be employed.
Alternatively, even a database (DB) might store ﬁle histories. To draw an example from the games
industry, if Perforce [Win05] is used to store ﬁles and Oracle DB [MH10] to track the history, creating
game levels involves querying the DB to get a set of assets, copying them locally and processing them
before loading onto the target console. Dedicated tools such as Temerity Pipeline or Alienbrain offer
digital asset management and related facilities [JSE05]. Specialised high-end CAD packages such as
Dassault Syst` emes Enovia [Das12b] or Bentley AssetWise [Ben11a] provide similar functionality, too.
The Asset Server in Unity3D [Bla13], for instance, is a networked service for asset management that can
utilise various VCSs [Uni10]. However, those systems that are commonly used, e.g. Apache Subversion
(SVN) [PCSF08] or Perforce, are better suited to management of text than binary ﬁles. Line-based
differencing tools make these good at integrating source code but not binary data [HVT98].
What is missing is an open distributed 3D modelling and visualisation framework that would be
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version control capable of supporting all existing production pipelines regardless of the industry. The
research presented in this thesis, therefore, investigates the advances in recent No Structured Query Lan-
guage (NoSQL) DBs over their relational counterparts in order to deﬁne a practical solution to polygonal
3D version control that would be independent of modelling packages. The ﬁrst challenge is to deﬁne a
scalable and extensible core framework for management of non-linear history of 3D scenes constructed
from polyhedral models in the cloud. The second challenge is the distributed access to and visualisation
of such data over the Internet.
1.2 Research Questions
According to Arup Foresight, Research & Innovation [Sim12], engineering and architectural companies
deal with design projects that require collaboration of professionals with different sets of skills and
backgrounds. Changes in their 3D models have to be reviewed by project managers, clients and key
stakeholders who further suggest design modiﬁcations. All of them need the ability to load a large
number of assets for remote inspection and analysis. Despite version control being successfully deployed
to text-based ﬁles for many years, it does not efﬁciently map to all types of 3D assets. Hence, there is
the need for a centralised yet ﬂexible system for management of polygonal 3D data that would integrate
version control with direct online visualisation of large models that are likely to evolve over time. Such
a system would have to support multiple users, distributed access, ﬂexible changes, efﬁcient storage,
access control across projects and revisions, interface with existing packages and should not enforce
any particular modelling paradigms on its users. Thus, the work presented in this thesis was guided by
research questions as postulated below in order to deﬁne a novel system suitable for the likes of Arup.
Each of the questions was broken down into speciﬁc sub-questions that address the overall research goal.
1. Can asynchronous collaborative polygonal 3D editing be scaled up to useful model sizes via the
application of a domain speciﬁc version control system?
1.1. Can a database substitute a traditional ﬁle system-based version control to enable efﬁcient
tracking of the numerous types of 3D assets?
1.2. Is it possible to sustain collaborative editing of polygonal 3D scenes via interactive user-
driven conﬂict resolution without the need for any asset locking?
The ﬁrst question is addressed by the design and experimental evaluation in Chapters 3 and 4. This
work targets the central premise of whether the application of a recent NoSQL DB dedicated to
the myriad of 3D assets offers substantial beneﬁts over the existing solutions. The usability of a
conﬂict resolution interface is further supported by a formative user study in Chapter 4.
2. Can such a speciﬁc 3D versioning framework deliver real-time visualisations of large scale 3D
scenes over the Internet?
2.1. Can client applications on desktop and mobile platforms connect to the versioning framework
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2.2. Can client applications query the system indirectly for revisions and even individual assets in
formats that are independent of their underlying data representations?
The second question is addressed by the experimental prototyping in Chapter 3 and the deﬁnition
of a Representational State Transfer (REST) architecture for access to 3D assets in Chapter 5. This
work extends the revision control framework envisioned in Question 1 to support a rich variety of
client applications for remote repository visualisations.
3. Can a plausible editing provenance be extracted from a sequence of polygonal 3D models?
3.1. Can a timeline of high-level editing operations be implied even when no revision metadata is
available?
The last question is addressed by a novel reverse engineering algorithm and a prototype imple-
mentation in Chapter 6. Unlike traditional VCSs that record changes only as added, deleted and
modiﬁed, this approach extracts many more high level semantic modelling operations without the
reliance on standard metadata. This is complementary to Questions 1 and 2 by attempting to
understand provenance in legacy datasets that would not have been recorded in the novel way.
1.3 Contributions
The main contribution of this thesis is in the deﬁnition and implementation of a novel practical set of
techniques for version control of disparate 3D assets in a new breed of NoSQL DBs and the improve-
ments over existing solutions this technique brings. While the driving force behind this work was the
lack of suitable processes and tools that would support truly collaborative 3D modelling and visualisation
on the scale required by the industry, identiﬁcation of the speciﬁc problems and their formulation was
equally important. The research, therefore, introduces several novel concepts in the domain of 3D data
management and reverse engineering. The contributions of this thesis can be summarised as follows:
1.3.1 Theoretical contributions
• Proposal for a scalable and highly extensible system for management and visualisation of non-
linear history of 3D assets supporting branching and merging in Chapter 3.
• Introduction of the concepts of visual 3D differencing and merging as a means of interactive
conﬂict resolution without the need for per asset locking in Chapter 4.
• Deﬁnition of a novel REST architecture suitable for the management of version controlled 3D
assets over the Internet in Chapter 5.
• Novel algorithm for reverse engineering of a part-based provenance from polygonal 3D models in
Chapter 6.
1.3.2 Practical contributions
• Deﬁnition of a ﬂexible NoSQL DB schema for version control of decomposed 3D assets including
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• Implementation of a prototype 3D Diff tool and its experimental user evaluation in Chapter 4.
• Deﬁnitionofanopenapplicationprogramminginterface(API)implementedintoadaemonservice
and a novel web client application in Chapter 5.
• Prototype implementation of a proposed 3D Timeline tool and its evaluation on six data sequences
spanning hundreds of large 3D models as well as a comparative user study in Chapter 6.
1.4 Scope of Thesis
This thesis is concerned with the practical aspects of representation, storage, version control and dis-
tributed access to the various types of 3D assets that might have been modelled by multiple users con-
currently. In this context, a polygonal 3D model is a hierarchical collection of assets organised in a scene
graph data structure as deﬁned in §3.2.1. Although complex 3D representations such as higher-order
surfaces like non-uniform rational basis spline (NURBS), boundary representation (BREP), constructive
solid geometry (CSG), parametrised models, etc., exist in computer-aided design (CAD), these are not
considered within the thesis. Nevertheless, due to the ﬂexibility of the proposed system, in principle, it
could be extended to capture these data structures just as well, see Section 7.2 for discussion. Since large
polygonal 3D scenes are often comprised of thousands of disparate parts, the focus of the research is on
their decomposition and tracking at the high level of scene graph components rather than the low level
of vertices. The aim is to deﬁne a framework that preserves suitable delta changes via non-linear version
control in a remote repository regardless of the asset type or the ﬁle format. The theoretical contribu-
tions, where appropriate, have been demonstrated on prototype implementations as described throughout
the thesis. Each technical chapter, therefore, provides system overview and detailed description of the
key concepts that guided the design and development of such prototypes.
The 3D repository proposed in Chapter 3 supports all aspects of non-linear version control designed
speciﬁcally for 3D assets. This system can already track changes on cameras, comments, materials,
meshes, textures and transformations. Although animations, bones, higher order surfaces and similar
are not currently supported, the system was deﬁned in such a way that it is very easy to extend the
implementation with these and any other data representations in the future. Locking functionality was
not considered as it is a ﬁle system issue. Desktop, web and mobile clients developed in Chapter 3
demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed architecture and the overall principles of version control.
In a production environment, it would be appropriate to add plug-in interfaces to popular modelling
packages. This, however, is outside the scope of the thesis as the overall goal is to break away from the
vendor lock-in of existing modelling software that is so common in the marketplace nowadays. Instead,
the framework supports many different 3D ﬁle formats that are converted into uniﬁed data structures
stored in the repository. The visual conﬂict resolution interface presented in Chapter 4 provides quick
merge suggestions by swapping the existing scene graph components in the system. The aim is not to
replace editing packages, hence any vertex-level modiﬁcations are left for an external editor.
The server-side daemon application deﬁned in Chapter 5 demonstrates the principles of REST style
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it was discovered that none of the six tested encoding formats provides the right balance between the
number of requests and the speed of decoding. Here, the point was simply to demonstrate the ﬂexibility
of the framework to serve representations of 3D assets that are fully independent of the underlying data
store rather than deﬁning the most suitable format for delivery of polygonal 3D models over the Internet.
Finally, the system for reverse engineering of editing provenance from consecutive 3D models pre-
sented in Chapter 6 estimates a plausible history of possible editing operations. Since different modelling
actions might result in the same models, no ground truth comparison was attempted. Instead, the pro-
posed algorithm and the corresponding prototype visualisation tool were evaluated for their speed and
consistency on six large and considerably different modelling sequences. The usability of the tool was
further evaluated in a comparative user study. Nevertheless, the relative ordering of the detected opera-
tions could not be determined as this would require studies into the behaviour of 3D modellers which is
not the focus of this thesis.
1.5 Structure of Thesis
Chapter2coversrelatedresearchintheareasofversioncontrol, assetmanagementandtheanalysisof3D
models. This contextualises the work described in this thesis and provides a broad spectrum of existing
approaches, some of which motivated the novel solutions proposed in Chapters 3–6. These chapters,
therefore, build upon more than 30 years of extensive research in the interrelated ﬁelds of polygonal 3D
modelling, revision management and data analysis.
Chapter 3 is introductory and presents the main concepts of the management and visualisation of
non-linear history of polygonal 3D models using a NoSQL DB. Firstly, the motivation for the research
is presented. Functional requirements and system architecture outline the overall design of not only this
but all subsequent systems presented throughout the thesis that together form the framework designed
speciﬁcally for 3D assets. Next, the organisation of data within the system is described and the parallels
between a scene graph and a revision history are drawn that enable efﬁcient version control of hierar-
chical assets in a linear data store. These are supported via revision management operations and their
prototype implementation in a desktop, web and mobile clients that are evaluated on diverse polygonal
3D models. The desktop client became the basis for further prototyping in Chapters 4 and 6 while lim-
itations of the direct DB approach were addressed in Chapter 5. Finally, suggestions for extensions are
discussed in Section 3.6.
Chapter 4 presents the related concept of 2-way and 3-way visual conﬂict resolution. The pro-
cessing pipeline describes how two 3D models and optionally their common ancestor are automatically
differenced and then interactively merged into a coherent result. This chapter further introduces the con-
cepts of explicit conﬂicts resulting from concurrent editing as well as implicit conﬂicts as the side effects
of the merging process itself. All of these concepts were developed into a prototype implementation with
support for various visualisation strategies that were evaluated in a formative user study.
Chapter 5 presents a daemon service that overcomes the main limitation of the system presented in
Chapter 3. Instead of client applications connecting to the repository directly, this client-server infras-
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tation that is most suitable for the receiving client. System overview outlines the overall design of the
service which is built atop of the newly proposed API for version control of 3D assets over the Internet.
This is implemented into a prototype application and a corresponding web interface which supersedes
the original web client from Chapter 3. The system was evaluated on three increasingly complex 3D
scenes using six different encoding formats in some of the most popular web browsers.
Chapter 6 presents a novel algorithm and a visualisation tool for reverse engineering of a part-
based provenance from consecutive 3D models. This is especially suitable for legacy dataset that were
not created using the version control techniques described in Chapters 3–5. System overview at the
beginning of the chapter outlines the processing pipeline stages as follows. Firstly, the system performs
an independent segmentation followed by correspondence estimation which is analysed and the results
are plotted as an interactive timeline in a prototype application. This was evaluated on six considerably
different 3D sequences spanning modelling as diverse as architectural development, CAD prototyping
and even free form sculpting. The accompanying user study further evaluates the system for its usability.
Finally, Chapter 7 draws conclusions from this thesis and outlines avenues for future work es-
pecially in those areas that were outside the scope of this thesis. The hope is that the ﬁndings and
suggestions presented here will inspire software vendors in the future in order to embed the proposed
techniques into their next versions of 3D authoring tools.25
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Background
Fuelled by the ongoing globalisation and the advances in information technology, interactive collabo-
rative environments gained on importance over the past years. This is due to an ever increasing in-
terest in rapid design and development processes that are shared amongst teams scattered all over the
world [Joh88, ZS09]. Despite high-end computer-aided design (CAD) and building information mod-
elling (BIM) integrated design tools such as such as Dassault Syst` emes CATIA [Das11] or Autodesk
Revit [VKR13] providing a form of built-in collaboration via centralised data synchronisations, they are
often tied to speciﬁc platforms or proprietary ﬁle formats. Hence, they do not support the breadth and
wealth of the open 3D content generation required by the engineering and creative industries.
Traditionally, such industries rely on highly specialised and diverse authoring tools operated by
skilled professionals with many years of experience. However, in these types of environments, collabo-
ration is still facilitated only through the exchange of ﬁles across various instances of applications. This
poses severe limitations in terms of design and workﬂow as multiple users are unable to work in parallel.
On projects spanning hundreds or even thousands of designers, engineers or contractors, each team uses
their own set of tools and processes. These, unfortunately, prevent asynchronous collaboration as large
scenes often encompass disparate 3D ﬁles that cannot be edited concurrently. Dilemmas that are com-
monly encountered are how to manage edits that involve multiple objects and how to keep their different
revisions synchronised. Thus, the aim of this chapter is to contextualise the research presented in this
thesis by reviewing literature as well as existing solutions and best practices that are commonly used.
The background is comprised of four main sections which narrow down the focus of the thesis in a
manner most suited to each research question. Section 2.1 explores virtual collaboration through past and
current collaborative virtual environments (CVEs) as well as approaches from the construction industry
in the UK. Section 2.2 introduces popular solutions for asset management including the main advantages
of relying on databases (DBs) over ﬁle systems (FSs). Section 2.3 further discusses related concepts of
concurrent editing via differencing and merging. Such techniques that span from the ﬁelds of software
engineering are positioned in the context of 3D graphics including software instrumentation and mesh
composition. Finally, Section 2.4 elaborates on asset distribution and different ways of encoding 3D data
as well as networked protocols, gaming on demand and 3D map services.26 Chapter 2. Background
2.1 Virtual Collaboration
In many engineering industries, collaboration and 3D visualisation differ from general purpose com-
puter graphics requirements in several important ways. Firstly, the processing demands and the overall
ﬁdelity tend to be much higher especially when representing engineering drawings or architectural 3D
models. Simple primitive-based objects or meshes optimised for real-time rendering are neither sufﬁ-
cient nor general enough to support many different industrial concepts. Instead, the engineers have to
deal with various 3D editing packages that create problems beyond simple syntactic discrepancies be-
tween ﬁle formats [Mar07]. Large industrial projects usually depend on a multitude of 3D software that
together address various requirements of each task at hand. The tasks include CAD modelling, stress
testing, radiance evaluation, carbon emissions, crowd simulations, planning and scheduling of works,
etc. [HM04, BKFS13]. However, each demands its own data representations and varying levels of se-
mantic meaning that have to be attached to the geometry. Secondly, specialised engineering software,
unlike games, is traditionally single-user without visual depiction of other operators within the same 3D
space. Although some authoring tools, e.g. Autodesk Revit [VKR13], enable ﬁle synchronisation via
their respective remote repositories [Aut10], they are not generally applicable to the next generation of
concurrent, design-in-context engineering [Bro14, Aro14].
There are many examples of large-scale computer-supported cooperative works (CSCWs) [BS00].
These include the famous virtual development of the Boeing 777 aeroplane [Gle98] from Chapter 1 or
the London King’s Cross train station redevelopment [Ove12] described in Chapter 3. Such projects
involve multiple companies and contractors with thousands of employees working on the ﬁnal product
delivery. Especially in the architecture, engineering and construction (AEC) industries, the interoper-
ability of the authoring tools is a serious issue [Eas12]. This has been only partially resolved by the
Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) [bui13] data format which represents some but not all of the engi-
neering aspects that are required by the construction industry [SFF00, ZYLH14]. The actual concept
of generation and management of virtual representations in architectural projects has been proposed a
long time ago [EFL+74]. Different software vendors used their own label for the concept such as Vir-
tual Building by Graphisoft [Res03], Integrated Structural Modelling by Bentley Systems [Kuh10] or
BIM by Autodesk [Aut03]. Whatever the name, the goal is to enable collaboration and decision making
via 3D models. Traditionally, the focus of CAD was on 2D drawings with the support for layers and
eventual 3D representations [HB05]. Object-oriented CAD systems replaced 2D lines with 3D elements
that could easily capture geometry as well as metadata. Several commercial solutions for collaborative
management of engineering models exist. Bentley ProjectWise [Ben11b] is speciﬁcally designed for
document management in infrastructure projects. This provides ﬁle caching servers for geographically
distributed teams, dedicated web servers for online access as well as connectors to ArcGIS [ESR99]
and Oracle Spatial [Ora12b] systems. This supports search for documents at the ﬁle as well as compo-
nent levels, examination of spatial views for map-based navigation and management of access through
complex relationships. In contrast, Autodesk NavisWorks [Aut07] enables federation of multiple engi-
neering models into one visualisation environment for reviewing purposes using functionality such as2.1. Virtual Collaboration 27
Figure 2.1: Ipswich motorway upgrade project in Arup’s Collaborative Map. A web GIS tool is an
online portal presenting layered 2D aerial photography, building boundaries and street network in an
interactive fashion. Users of the system can collaboratively comment on the proposed development.
commenting, redlining, measurement takeoffs and clash detection. This further integrates with online
solutions such as Autodesk BIM 360 [Aut14b] which further supports multidisciplinary coordination and
on-site management. Similar functionality is offered by Autodesk AutoCAD 360 including integration
with third party ﬁle sharing solutions. However, this stores metadata information in a ﬂat ﬁle on a ﬁle
system (FS). Finally, Graphisoft BIM Server [Gra09] acts as a document store with built-in version con-
trol support for the architectural industry. Component-level locking enables multi-user collaboration by
sharing updates via a centralised DB. Nevertheless, despite much supporting software already in place,
a common approach to version control is to store 3D ﬁles on local or shared hard drives with sequential
ﬁle names based on the current date and incremental revision number. Companies like Balfour Beatty
still heavily rely on solutions such as Business Collaborator [UNI11] ﬁle sharing system to track various
versions of their project documents including 3D models.
In contrast, an example of a transition from ﬁle exchange to virtual collaboration is the Ip-
swich motorway upgrade project by Arup where a custom-made online GIS application Collaborative
Map [Ove11] delivered proposed changes to a wide range of stakeholders, see Figure 2.1. Quoting from
Arup’s Built Environment Modelling (BEM) Handbook [Sim10] (page 37):
“WEB GIS: Hosting an interactive GIS model on the Web allows it to be used by a
wide range of stakeholders and members of the public, to engage with the design, as well as
allowing geographically diverse teams to collaborate on a project.”
Although this tool is able to visualise construction proposals and collect virtual comments by in-
terested parties directly through web browsers, it offers only a top-down 2D overview. Thus, it is not
directly applicable to visualisations where virtual polygonal 3D models need to be examined. This tool,28 Chapter 2. Background
therefore, became the inspiration for the Android app [DSS12] designed speciﬁcally for the purposes
of public consultation as described in detail in §3.4.5. The need for such a technology is underpinned
by the UK Government’s Construction Strategy Plan [Gro11] which mandates the use of collaborative
3D technology on all centrally procured construction by 2016. To achieve this, the British Standards
Institution speciﬁed the requirements for a Common Data Environment (CDE) [The13] to be the single
source of information for collection, management and dissemination of all relevant project data. In the
long term, stakeholders ranging from commissioners all the way through to the building operators and
even demolitioners will need to be able to access, visualise and modify the latest engineering revisions
without the need to manage hundreds of disparate 3D ﬁles in proprietary tools. In addition, there will
have to be an audit trail of changes originating from speciﬁc companies and even individuals that can be
safely relied upon during legal proceedings. Such requirements are, of course, not limited to the con-
struction industry as other sectors would be able to beneﬁt from a centralised 3D repository, too. The
following text, therefore, examines virtual collaboration from the point of view of collaborative virtual
environments (CVEs) in §2.1.1 and 3D asset management in Section 2.2.
2.1.1 Collaborative virtual environments
Large-scale distributed 3D environments have long been of interest to the research and design com-
munities [CS98, KVMP12]. Introduced in 1986, a highly inﬂuential online role-playing game Habi-
tat by Lucasﬁlm was the ﬁrst to coin the term avatar to describe a virtual representation of one-
self [MF08]. Although not in 3D and very limited by the available technology of the day, the game
consisted of a multi-player environment where the host maintained a state of a virtual world and updated
all connected clients accordingly. Early examples of distributed 3D worlds include the Simulation Net-
work (SIMNET) [TBT+87, MT95], Distributed Interactive Virtual Environment (DIVE) [CH93] and the
Model, Architecture and System for Spatial Interaction in Virtual Environments (MASSIVE) [GB95].
These systems tried to overcome geographical constrains in order to support cooperation between poten-
tially a large number of users. What they had in common was the exchange of information over peer-
to-peer connections without the need for a centralised control. Each client would effectively broadcast
its actions and those interested in this information would process it accordingly. The second important
lesson learnt was the understanding that the clients might be different devices with different processing
capabilities all trying to interact with the same virtual environment. Other systems such as Minimal Re-
ality (MR) Toolkit [SGLS93] and the WAterloo Virtual Environment System (WAVES) [Kaz93] further
exploited parallelism in order to share virtual worlds on low-end platforms via a client-server architec-
ture. These systems put even more emphasis on modularity of the design, code reuse and separation of
the rendering hardware from the underlying data manipulation in order to maintain interactive framer-
ates. The ability to represent groups of users simultaneously in the same 3D space is said to support
the perception of presence, location, identity and activity that can be utilised for collaborative purposes
[LHM97]. In the spatial model, that was implemented into both the DIVE and MASSIVE systems, a vir-
tual space is deﬁned as a volume with boundaries within which various objects reside [BBFG94]. These
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exchange of information. For example, one might be able to see an object approaching before being able
to hear it. Based on these principles, CVEs such as Cybergate [Sch97], Virtual Society [LHM97] and
ToolSpace [GS99] enabled rudimentary sharing and manipulation of virtual 3D objects using the Vir-
tual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) [CBM97] directly in web browsers. Their goal was to enable
distributed multi-user collaboration in a virtual space that would be scalable and platform-independent.
The term metaverse collectively describes the convergence of virtual and physical space as the di-
rect successor to the Internet [Ste92]. In this concept, users personiﬁed by avatars interact with the virtual
world as well as each other. There are many examples of metaverses [Tho11]. Arguably, the largest of
them all, introduced in 2003, is Second Life by Linden Lab [Rym07]. This distributed environment is
a multi-user virtual world accessed through a cross-platform desktop-based viewer that heavily depends
on the processing and graphical capabilities of the client machines. Its system requirements list dif-
ferent hardware combinations that are necessary to run the viewer application such as NVidia GeForce
6000 series as the bare minimum [Lin10]. On the server side, a virtual region consists of an area of
256×256 meters with a maximum of 50 avatars and 15,000 objects that is governed by a single central
processing unit (CPU) core [Tho11]. These regions are organised into a grid-like structure to create vast
expanses of land [Au08]. However, the actual 3D objects and textures are stored on independent asset
servers, where each asset is referenced by a universally unique identiﬁer (UUID) [Tel08]. The separation
of assets from the world itself causes frequent system crashes most likely due to a bottleneck between
the servers [Nin08]. The data is live streamed from the cloud to the clients using proprietary commu-
nication protocols which prevent proxy caching on the network. This means the same models have to
transmitted directly from the asset server rather than an intermediary location. In addition, the built-in
3D editor is primitive-based with a restriction to at most 28 components comprising a single complex
model. Lately, an experimental support for meshes has been added [Lin11]. These, however, cannot be
edited in the world directly. Despite these limitations, the platform was shown to support large-scale
collaborations and virtual meetings [Au08], teaching [JTMT09], and even development of whole virtual
campuses [DLFPT09]. A similar platform, albeit much less popular, is Active Worlds [HS02].
Open Simulator [Chi09], also known as OpenSim, is an open-source C# derivative of Second Life.
Similarly to its predecessor, it is capable of hosting multiple worlds in a stand-alone server simulation or
in a grid composed of potentially hyperlinked regions. Founded in 2007, the OpenSim beneﬁted from the
Linden Lab’s release of its proprietary client under an open source licence. This enabled the community
to reverse-engineer the communication system and eventually the server architecture. Although not
supporting some of the game-like features of the original, it runs the same protocol as Second Life
and can be accessed through the original viewer as well as a number of alternatives. There is already
a large number of third-party clients [CCLT+10] that offer varying levels of functionality. OpenSim
further supports parametrised and sculpted primitives created either inside the world or, as in the case
of sculpted primitives, by a bitmap image within a 3D modelling software. Unfortunately, there is no
native support for standard 3D models based on polygon meshes. This problem was further addressed
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more importantly standardised meshes [Ala11]. This project provides its own Qt-based [BS08] viewer
as well as an extended server. Scenes can be imported not only in the Ogre ﬁle format but also as
Collaborative Design Activity (COLLADA) [BF08] objects. However, these implementations have only
a limited polygon count support and are, therefore, not capable of rendering large 3D models. In theory,
an urban model could be broken into sections and loaded within the grid but this has never been tested.
Another example of an open source CVE is Open Wonderland [KY11], a project originally devel-
oped by Sun Microsystems as a showcase for Java 3D capabilities. After Oracle’s takeover of Sun, this
project continued as a community effort [Kor10]. Similarly to other CVEs, Open Wonderland enables
multiple users to interact with each other in a virtual 3D world. Since there is no in-world 3D editor,
the project supports 3D meshes via COLLADA imports [Fou10]. In addition, it directly supports 2D X
Window System software [SG86, Kil96]. This enables native desktop applications to be placed in 3D
environment as texture-mapped polygons. Due to such applications being solely single-user, one has to
take control over a window in order to interact with it. In addition, Open Wonderland provides support
for shared multi-user 2D and 3D applications development. For example, a built-in slide show viewer
allows users to freely browse shared slides independently or synchronised with the presenter. It also
supports embedded web browsers that are accessible from within the 3D world.
Finally, a generally more accessible CVE is offered by a cross-platform game Minecraft by Markus
Persson [Dun11]. In this pixelated procedurally generated 3D world, everything is made up of textured
1×1×1 blocks. In the creative mode, users can freely manipulate the world which leads to numerous
collaborative creations. This platform was also used for teaching purposes [Sho12] and even as the
basis for the Block by Block project with United Nations (UN) attempting to collaboratively develop
virtual urban models of the future [Man12]. Minecraft Overviewer [GCBA12] is an open source renderer
for Minecraft that generates a slippy map overview interface for large worlds created in the game. In
addition, MCEdit [SV12] is an open source world editor that is compatible with the standard Minecraft
servers. As of 2014, the Danish Geodata Agency recreated a 1:1 virtual representation of Denmark in
Minecraft [Age14]. This took approximately 4,000 billion blocks and over a terabyte of disk space.
In summary, a CVE consists of a collection of 3D objects and tools that populate and manipulate
this collection, a communication link which facilitates data transmission, see Section 2.4, and the devices
that display the objects. The collection itself can be persistently stored in a DB or a FS, see Section 2.2,
or it can be volatile and stored in memory, see §2.4.3. At the core of any such a system is a state-sharing
server which updates the connected clients with the latest content of the 3D environment as well as the
actions from every user. Alternatively, the clients can exchange information in a peer-to-peer manner,
although this is a less popular solution as eventual consistency cannot be guaranteed. What is more, even
with a small number of entities, there might simply be too many messages being exchanged at any given
time [Kaz93]. The main disadvantage of these systems is their need for a live connection and session
broadcasting, although with supporting infrastructure such an approach is proven to scale well.
Even massively multiplayer online games (MMOGs) such as World of Warcraft by Blizzard Enter-
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smaller sections, the client will not require updates from all the other users. Rather, it would need in-
formation only about the state of the closest proximity users. Nevertheless, the latency is still an issue
which can be tackled by data replication across different geographical locations. This, however, further
complicates the design of such a system as messages have to be relayed between the nodes across the net-
work. Still, despite the limited graphics quality and other major limitations of most non-gaming CVEs,
the interest in their research continues to this date in areas such as teleconferencing and remote presence
[SSO+11, SS12] and even their distribution using modern speciﬁcations such as WebGL [BEC+14].
2.2 Asset Management
For relatively small projects, relying on a version control system (VCS) is a popular substitute for
purpose-built asset management solutions [SO09]. Especially in demonstrations that include source
code or animation scripting, there is a temptation to place everything into a single repository. However,
popular VCSs that are being used such as SVN [Cha09] or Git [Cha09] use text-based differencing tools
to manage concurrent editing. If the changes take place on different parts of a ﬁle, then the intention of
both authors can usually be preserved by merging these edits, see Section 2.3 for further details. The
Google Docs application suite [Goo12] is another recent example of this type of editing performed in
real-time. This system was even adapted for collaborative academic writing [DW06]. In general, how-
ever, preserving intentions of edits is more difﬁcult with binary data or more complex scene structures.
If a 3D model was stored in a binary format, it is unlikely that two sets of binary changes to the ﬁles
could be merged successfully. A good example of this shortcoming is the ﬁrst open source movie Sintel
which used SVN for its data and asset management. At the end of the project, the repository reached
over 100 GB in size [RVD+11]. What is worse, the team on the project resorted only to linear asset
development, see Figure 2.2, due to the lack of suitable 3D differencing and merging functionality that
would have been able to identify and resolve conﬂicting edits. Nonetheless, as discussed in Section 2.3,
many important lessons can be learnt from existing tools and techniques.
Whilst proprietary asset management systems such as Bentley AssetWise [Ben11a] and Asset
Server in Unity3D [Bla13] are very capable, see Section 1.1, they are either not open, are difﬁcult to
implement or deal with 3D data at an inﬂexible, per-ﬁle level. On the other hand, document-based
management systems such as Business Collaborator [UNI11] create project extranets in order to offer
document and workﬂow ﬁle sharing capabilities. The aim of this thesis is, therefore, to create a domain-
speciﬁc versioning system with the whole 3D scene and its revisions being stored in a single centralised
location. This solution should unify the creation of and access to 3D data as deﬁned in §3.1.1. Such
an approach should also save signiﬁcant storage space over equivalent systems using ﬁle-based revision
control and provide the ability to manage all asset types and not just the geometry.
2.2.1 File systems
An important debate revolves around the relative merits of using ﬁle systems (FSs) versus databases
(DBs) for storing large geometric models. As a simpliﬁcation, FSs provide mechanisms to store, lo-
cate and retrieve packaged data, i.e. ﬁles, on local or remote devices [TW87]. A distributed ﬁle sys-32 Chapter 2. Background
Figure 2.2: An example of a linear asset development in the open source movie Sintel. In this project,
all assets were managed using Apache Subversion (SVN) which was never designed to support 3D data.
tem (DFS) [Sat93] provides transparency of access to ﬁles when the actual storage device is hosted on
different servers, whereas a local ﬁle system provides fast access to local devices. Whether a ﬁle is stored
on a local or a distributed system can potentially have a huge impact on the retrieval process and access
speeds, although distributed devices are usually used to provide data reliability. Common issues with ﬁle
systems include how to support user access control and how to enable atomic or concurrent edits. Hence,
most ﬁle systems come with some form of access control and various mechanisms for managing large
storage such as shared names, symbolic links, etc. [Tan07]. Be that as it may, there are several issues with
using FSs to support large-scale 3D modelling [LTZH09, KFH10]. The ﬁrst is version control. Whilst
VCSs are very popular, they aggregate edits at a per ﬁle level. This means that when assets are changed,
the whole ﬁles are being modiﬁed. However, the scale and type of edits mean that the textual changes
might be quite large and pervasive across the ﬁle. In the domain of 3D graphics, it is common to have a
scene description separate from individual models. There might be a dedicated description ﬁle, though
some formats such as Extensible 3D (X3D) [JIS+13] can recursively include other ﬁles and thus serve
both purposes. Another problem with ﬁles is that certain modelling operations will require loading of
multiple asset ﬁles, even though modelling programs tend to only process one asset at a time. If they do
support multiple ﬁles, this requires careful management, e.g. XRefs in Autodesk 3ds Max [DD13]. This
then leads to the another issue which is that the ﬁle system itself does not provide the facilities to track
assets. Such information must be stored in another form, usually in a format-speciﬁc asset management
system that serves the roles of both revision control and asset tracking [Aus06]. The third issue is access
control which is complicated by the operating system. Unix-like permissions or access control lists can
be useful for managing per ﬁle data access but these can be difﬁcult to handle remotely [SCFY96].2.2. Asset Management 33
2.2.2 Databases
There are several potential advantages of using database management systems (DBMSs) [RGG03] over
ﬁle systems (FSs), especially for the purposes of large-scale 3D modelling. For instance, a database pro-
vides centralised control. The database itself might support multiple servers, caching, etc., but logically
there is only one point of control [GM08]. In addition, DBs are naturally designed to be used either
locally or over the network. Furthermore, the unit of access is under the control of the schema designer.
This means that there is ﬂexibility in how 3D data can be stored—it could be represented as a binary
blob per mesh or as a single entry per vertex. This choice and its implications are further discussed in
Section 3.6. Sophisticated user access control and locks can be integrated into the DB, too. For instance,
Oracle Workspace Manager [Ora12c] enables tracking of current, next and historical versions of data
on a per row basis via locks on version tables. Databases also support some or all of the atomicity,
consistency, isolation and durability (ACID) principles [CB04], so they can preserve data integrity.
CAD databases. In the ﬁeld of computer-aided design (CAD), very early works introduced the notion
of consistent transactions stored in a DB [NH82] and even high-level functional requirements of such
a DB [BSF83]. These include multiple views of data using a variety of devices, support for different
levels of data representations, easy change management as the work progresses, data distribution over
the network, storage and manipulation of geometry and ﬁnally support for metadata. Such concepts were
later transformed into a detailed functional speciﬁcation of a CAD DB [SA86]. In order to reduce the
disk space requirements when storing versions of large design ﬁles, B-tree [Com79] data structures were
used to preserve differential ﬁles rather than the whole revisions [KL84]. These ideas were later grouped
into unifying frameworks for version modelling [CK86, BM88, Kat90]. Still, due to the hardware limita-
tions at the time, the very ﬁrst architectural walkthrough visualisations were able to support some 8,000
polygons only [Bro87]. These works culminated in standardisation efforts around the Product Data Ex-
change Standard (PDES) and the STandard for the Exchange of Product Model Data (STEP) formats that
were ﬁnally merged in 1991 into the International Organization for Standardization (ISO)-STEP [Eas99]
speciﬁcation. For comprehensive accounts of subsequent development in CAD, see [BD94, Ana96].
With the increase in graphics performance and further digitalisation of manufacturing processes, various
systems such as relational, object-oriented and even deductive databases based on logic programming
were used to store large-scale hierarchical CAD objects [Liu99]. Later works concentrated on searching
and data retrieval from these databases including solids [MPSR01, KKM+03], feature based similar-
ities [BKS+05, DA10, BGT+10], shape benchmarks [JKIR06, FGLW08], etc. The research area of
CAD databases is vast, see [TV08, DDB11] for general reviews and [BOSD+12, Yag12] for reviews of
indexing strategies and formal requirements in CAD/CAM/CAE DBs respectively.
Spatial databases.A special subgroup of DBMSs is that of spatial databases [RSV01]. These DBs
originate from the GIS domain [FR13], see Figure 2.1 for an example. They store geographic features
such as points, lines, areas, etc. and data about those features such as heights, names and similar [SC03].
Whilst they can store a wide variety of data, they are structured to provide access on a per feature basis.
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commercial and open source databases support spatial data directly, in particular Oracle Spatial [Ora12b]
and PostGIS [OH11] for PostgreSQL. The Open Geospatial Consortium provides data standards for
interchange of spatial data [BMC+96, Ope11]. Although these systems offer ﬂexibility for generic
spatial and proximity queries, e.g. [HS99, PTMH05], they also introduce several limitations, the most
obvious being a consumption of a signiﬁcant amount of storage that reduces the performance of the
underlying DB [SCR+99, PSZ06]. This has a direct inﬂuence on data transmission and introduces
the need for large backups and replication. Furthermore, GIS systems are not capable of representing
BIM data. 3D ﬁles, on the other hand, group every scene or object into a single binary or plain-text
representation trading ﬂexibility for storage efﬁciency. For instance, individual ﬁles do not support sub-
object queries. Nevertheless, transactional version management in GIS systems using relational database
management system (RDBMS) before [AW96]. In application suite Smallworld [ENT11] the transaction
control is achieved through recording of changes between states identiﬁed by primary keys and the types
of change such as insertion, deletion and modiﬁcation. An alternative is to support map-sheets as an
extension to document management [New07]. Hence, when compared to spatial databases, this thesis
focuses on distributed access to and editing of general polygonal models suitable for content generation
pipelines. Spatial DBs focus mainly on 2D information and metadata, not 3D scenes with properties.
NoSQL databases.In the past few years, the requirement for an efﬁcient data representation and man-
agement that would be suitable for the growing needs of the web led to the rise of the NoSQL move-
ment [RW12]. Unlike traditional RDBMS, NoSQL DBs store collections of structured data offering
greater ﬂexibility, horizontal scalability and ease of use. In general, NoSQL DBs avoid rigid table struc-
tures and tend to be optimised for large read-write operations. Data in these systems is normally stored
either as columns, key-value pairs, graphs or documents [HHLD11]. Several recent studies compare
performance gains over relational DBs [Cat11, ZYLH14]. Assuming that most polygonal 3D models are
commonly represented in a form of scene graphs, i.e. directed acyclic graphs (DAGs), see Section 3.2,
a natural ﬁt for their storage might be those DBs that are capable of representing tree and graph-like
structures. Such systems store information in nodes with their associated interconnecting edges, see
[AG08] for a survey of the ﬁeld and [DSMBMM+11] for a discussion of their important characteris-
tics. Dedicated graph databases like Pregel [MAB+09] are suitable for large-scale distributed processing
that utilises the Map/Reduce paradigm [DG08]. Tasks are performed in parallel so that they can con-
tribute to a single reduction step that generates the results at the end of the processing. Commercial
graph management systems such as Neo4j [RWE13], HyperGraphDB [Ior10] and OrientDB [Tes13]
represent graphs in ﬁle systems (FSs). A study comparing the advantages of Neo4j over relational
MySQL [SZT12] when storing DAGs concluded that, although better at string-based searches, this DB
would not necessarily be suitable for a production environment due to the way the data has to be struc-
tured [VMZ+10]. Another branch of NoSQL advocates the use of document-oriented DBs. Systems
such Apache CouchDB [ALS10] and MarkLogic [Zha09] represent data as collections of polymorphic
JavaScriptObjectNotation (JSON)-based [ECM13]documents. MongoDB[MPH10], ontheotherhand,
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in memory. It also supports full indexing, replica datasets, Map/Reduce and even geospatial indexing
that can provide many features similar to spatial databases. Wordnik [Tam10], for example, stores a
directed graph of 12 billion documents with an average retrieval of 60ms in MongoDB.
In summary, graph DBs are suitable for the discovery of relationships between data such as con-
nectivity in social, biological or informational networks. However, a domain-speciﬁc solution for the
management of non-linear history of polygonal 3D models is unlikely to require graph traversal compu-
tations. Instead, it needs an efﬁcient way of encoding various object-like 3D data in a version control
repository. Indeed, architectural and engineering models, certainly in the ﬁeld of building information
modelling (BIM), are composed of interconnected objects that capture the shape as well as the proper-
ties of a design. Despite all of the aforementioned advantages, there are also arguments against using a
database approach altogether. The main one is that loading from a ﬁle could be faster than loading from
a database. Only a few ﬁle formats are described in a way that can be directly mapped to memory; most
require some form of single pass or multi-pass parsing to construct a consistent in-memory representa-
tion suitable for further processing, see Section 2.4 for examples. This does not mean that the DB access
cannot be fast, of course. A DB might store binary data that is intended to be loaded into memory and
treated as parts of ﬁles for parsing or arrays for passing into the rendering API directly, see Section 5.6.
2.3 Differencing and Merging
The management of versions of documents and other artefacts presents perennial challenges across cre-
ative industries, from engineering through to writing. A problem related to asset control and revision
management is how users can manage different versions of the same ﬁle so that they can then col-
laboratively edit it [Dou95]. One area where version management has been extremely well studied is
software engineering. Most individual programmers or programming teams use some form of VCS
to support their development efforts [BKPS97]. Many ways of using VCS in development have been
documented, from simply acting as a roll-back mechanism that allows the programmers to revert to an
earlier version of the code and discard recent edits across a set of ﬁles through to the management of
multiple versions of a codebase that might have different functionality such as managing bug ﬁxes on a
released version whilst developing a new branch. There is an excellent tool support for VCSs through
open source software such as Mercurial [Mac06], SVN [PCSF08] or Git [Cha09], and commercial soft-
ware such as PerForce [Win05]. All of these systems represent history as a DAG in order to support
branching and merging [Bau08]. Modern integrated development environments (IDEs) such as Visual
Studio [RGAM10], Eclipse [Bur05], XCode [Wen14], Qt Creator [Ris13], etc. can accommodate VCSs
directly. Most VCSs that are supported enable distributed access to the repository so that multiple editors
can modify the ﬁles and one editor can operate on multiple version sets or computers. This then opens
up the risk that different copies of the ﬁles will be edited in conﬂicting ways. Dealing with conﬂicts is
one of the main functions of a VCS. The more general issues of dealing with software changes have
stimulated independent journals and conferences, see [BMZ+05] for a taxonomy. Despite attempts to
automate propagation of software changes, manual intervention is necessary to verify change integration
except in very speciﬁc controlled situations such as source code refactoring.36 Chapter 2. Background
Surveys of software merging [Men02, ASW09] identiﬁed several concepts that are useful when
considering versioning of 3D models as follows:
1. First is the observation that in pessimistic version control, conﬂicting edits are mostly avoided by
locking speciﬁc ﬁles or assets in the VCS. An analogy in a 3D model would be to lock speciﬁc
asset ﬁles to prevent editing. However, in both the source code and in the 3D cases, pessimistic
version control assumes that the changes are local. This might be the case if the meshes, textures,
etc. in the 3D model were not reused elsewhere in the same scene. Pessimistic version control is,
thus, hard to manage and does not scale well. In optimistic version control [BSV98], each editor
gets a full copy of the ﬁles or assets. Unfortunately, when they attempt to reconcile their changes
with another revision, they might ﬁnd that there are conﬂicts and these have to be merged.
2. The second concept that is useful is whether the merging support is state-based, change-based
or operation-based. State-based merging uses only the state of the ﬁles or assets at the time of
merging. It is characterised by the standard visual differencing tools that are common to modern
development environments. In contrast, change-based merging considers all individual changes
done to a version of a ﬁle or an asset. A speciﬁc ﬂavour of this, operation-based merging, asso-
ciates each change with a particular operation in an editor. With operation-based merging, it may
be that the operations can be re-run inside the editor, and two or more sets of operations can be
interleaved appropriately to achieve a satisfactory merge. This can be supported as an extension of
action tracking in modern editors, and it is the basis of a relatively recent work on version control
of 2D images [CWC11]. This thesis, however, focuses on a state-based merging, see Chapter 4,
because common 3D formats do not easily identify operations, and because the system needs to
support a broad range of authoring tools, see Chapter 3 for the reasoning and motivation.
3. Next is the distinction between a raw, a 2-way, and a 3-way differencing and merging. In a raw
merge, which is supported by change-based systems, if two ﬁles conﬂict, the merge is effected
by transferring all changes from the second into the ﬁrst ﬁle. This is prone to problems, and thus
needs veriﬁcation [ASW09]. In a 2-way differencing, two versions of one or more ﬁles, typically a
single ﬁle in most common tools, are presented and the editor selects changes from both to create
a new version that combines modiﬁcations or parts from both input versions. This type of tool is
commonly provided in modern IDEs. A typical layout would include side-by-side views of two
source code ﬁles with highlighted additions, deletions and modiﬁcations. In a 3-way differencing,
the two conﬂicted versions are compared against their common origin. As further discussed in
Chapter 4, in a 2-way differencing, if a change is in one ﬁle but not the other, it is unlikely that it is
possible to tell whether the change is an addition from one ﬁle, or a deletion from the other. With
the addition of their origin, there is no more ambiguity since the common ancestor is known.
4. Finally, thereisthedistinctionbetweentextual, syntactic, semanticandstructuralchanges[Men02].
Most differencing tools use just textual changes, that is, they do a line-by-line change detec-
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Line-by-line changes work reasonably well for code and other text-based ﬁles, but they do not
work well for highly structured or binary data. For code, syntactic and semantic change detection
tools can identify the language being edited. Structural changes are common in code situations,
when a class is refactored, or a piece of code is isolated as a function. There, it can be that these
are extensive textual but little functional changes. The 3D Diff tool [DS12a, DS12b], described in
detail in Chapter 4, performs a form of semantic change detection because its focus is on a scene
graph representation of 3D models. See also a related data organisation discussion in Section 3.2.
2.3.1 Visual differencing
The previous section already described differencing tools designed speciﬁcally for text ﬁles. Most mod-
ern IDEs include some form of visual differencing, e.g. FileMerge for XCode [Wen14] or WinDiff for
Visual Studio [RGAM10]. These tools allow the user to visualise the differences and also create a new
ﬁle that integrates changes from revisions that are being compared. Because of the problems identiﬁed
with textual changes not representing syntactic, semantic or structural properties of the original ﬁles, it
is common amongst such tools to allow raw text editing for situations where a coherent version of the
ﬁle cannot be formed simply by selecting the sets of conﬂicting edits from either of the input ﬁles. To
support structured data, there have been many extensions to other domains, where the differencing tool
models the contents of the ﬁles, rather than the ﬁle itself. Firstly, the tool must be able to detect conﬂicts
in the model and then visualise them appropriately. Secondly, the tool might, but will not necessarily,
allow some form of editing.
The ability to detect and highlight differences falls within the information visualisation and human-
computer interaction (HCI) domains. A comprehensive survey by Gleicher et al. [GAW+11] identiﬁed
three main strategies for visualising differences: juxtaposition (side-by-side), superposition (overlay)
and explicit encodings (time warp or subtractions). Juxtaposition visualisation is the most obvious form
characterised by text-based differencing tools. Superposition is known to be superior in the cases where
there is more structured data to process suchas is the case of trees [MGT+03]. Finally, explicit encodings
annotate a diagram with changes. As discussed in Section 4.3, a side-by-side visualisation is the most
intuitive comparison technique for 3D data especially due to the difﬁculty and clutter of superposition or
explicit encodings in 3D space. There are useful guidelines for developing these kinds of visualisations
such as providing a shared focus and context [WBWK00] that have been applied in Chapter 4.
In software visualisation, especially software diagrams, the problem of change visualisation and
merging is well studied, see [FW07] for a review. Since a common data structure to describe polygonal
3D models across various applications is a scene graph [ZHC+00, BRDA11], there is also a connec-
tion to graph visualisation tools [MGT+03, HvW08]. The ﬂexible tree matching algorithm [KTA+11],
for example, ﬁnds corresponding tree nodes even if they have varying descendants. This and similar
solutions, however, focus on the structure of the graph while this thesis targets polygonal 3D models
with visual differencing as the main user interface. There are also some parallels with work on conﬂict
resolution for 2D hierarchical diagrams [DS10, ZKS11]. The issues are somewhat different as the types
of conﬂicts that are present in a 2D diagram are different to 3D models. For example, restructuring the38 Chapter 2. Background
diagram can help with conﬂict detection, something that would not be immediately applicable to general
polygonal 3D models where the layout is usually critical and directly inﬂuences the ﬁnal rendering.
One of the ﬁrst attempts of dedicated 3D differencing is the abandoned Art Diff for SVN
project [Mej09]. This tool loads 3D ﬁles for a very basic side-by-side visualisation. However, it does
not detect any conﬂicts nor does it support merging. Similarly, Thingidiff [Pat11] is a simple web-based
overlay visualisation for STereoLithography (STL) [Ros88] and Wavefront Object [Inc04] ﬁle formats
suchthatadditionsarehighlightedingreenanddeletionsinred, butstillwithoutanysupportformerging.
For differencing in 2D images, the world’s largest code host GitHub deployed a web-based user
interface (UI) extension [McE11]. This tool offers four visualisation techniques, namely ‘2-up’ as a
simple side-by-side visualisation, ‘Swipe’ as an overlay with a slider unveiling one or the other image,
‘Onion Skin’ as an overlay with varying opacity, and ‘Differencing’ displaying only the modiﬁed pixels.
More recently, they also introduced another extension for visual differencing of STL ﬁles [Ska13]. Here,
the two input polygonal 3D models are overlaid on top of each other. A binary space partitioning (BSP)
tree determines what has been added, shown in green, versus what has been deleted, shown in red. This
furtherprovidesasimpleslidertoblendbetweenthetwomodels, butsameasbefore, withoutanysupport
for conﬂict resolution or merging.
Although standard line-based source code differencing tools are capable of identifying portions
of the original ﬁle even if displaced signiﬁcantly from their previous locations, none of the existing
approaches for polygonal 3D models can identify the same geometry when repositioned within the same
scene. Furthermore, they do not represent the various types of conﬂicts as done in 3D Diff, see Chapter 4.
2.3.2 Edit tracking
Since standard merging of binary 3D ﬁles, their Extensible Markup Language (XML) or plain text coun-
terparts, see Section 2.4, is not feasible, many solutions rely on real-time aspects of simultaneous col-
laborative editing. One approach to identifying changes is to track all editing operations that the users
perform on the ﬁles with the expectation that a record of the operations can be used to inform the merge
process [WK96]. A macro, i.e. a collection of commands in a graphical user interface (UI) [KF92], can
be regarded as an editing history. An example of this is the implementation of concurrency control based
on the selection of objects inside a custom-made 3D editing tool [CO00]. In this system, the VRML for-
mat [CBM97] was used for data interchange between individual clients. Another example is the conﬂict
detection and resolution in a range of multimodal 3D applications via individual actions depending on
their time stamp in a queue [TPZB08]. To lower the data load, this framework passes only manipulation
messages to and from the server instead of the entire 3D scenes. This work was further extended to in-
clude dynamic locking synchronisation [TZ09] which also relies on a server-side queue just like [CO00]
in order to resolve the sequence of edits and their application to a common 3D asset. A similar solution
was implemented as part of the Uni-verse system, see §2.4.3 for details. Proprietary high-end CAD sys-
tems also provide comparable functionality. For instance, Dassault Syst` emes Enovia [Das12b] enables
collaborative editing over the network which can be considered a form of real-time simultaneous editing
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CAD models and classiﬁes them as passed or failed based on user criteria. Similarly, 3D-Diff by 3DSys
[3DS12] is a Visual Basic add-on to Dassault Syst` emes Catia [Das11] that lists and highlights structural
differences in CAD models. Unfortunately, these commercial tools are tied to speciﬁc packages and their
algorithms are not known. Those that are known rely on binary-level delta changes that despite saving
space provide no direct semantic understanding of the scene changes.
Likewise, scientiﬁc workﬂow management systems capture dataﬂows for visualisation and manip-
ulation by recording individual user actions. VisTrails by University of Utah is an open source system
with a broad support for versioning of scientiﬁc workﬂows and visualisation of datasets from their re-
visions. This system provides multi-view visualisations, graphical provenance trees, i.e. histories, and
undo-as-delete functionality [BCC+05, DF08]. VisTrails’ commercial Provenance Explorer for Au-
todesk Maya [Vis12] includes a side-by-side as well as an overlay 3D visualisation tool. However, the
differences are detected and merged based on their underlying provenance histories stored in a relational
database rather than by the extraction directly from 3D ﬁles [Cal09].
In the domain of computer graphics, collaborative editing and visualisation, e.g. the generation of
photo editing sessions based on author demonstrations [GAL+09], are increasingly becoming impor-
tant. The Chronicle system [GMF10] visualises the editing history of 2D documents in a timeline, but
to do so, it instruments the editor and video records the entire session. This tool supports document
history exploration by linking the editing events and components of the UI into playback functionality.
The resulting video is indexed and hierarchically clustered what results in large data sizes for generated
sequences. This system was extended to support Autodesk’s CAD software [Aut12] where 3D mod-
elling sessions are video-recorded and shared via a dedicated website. Similarly, a non-linear versioning
system for 2D images [CWC11] based on the GNU Image Manipulation Program (GIMP) [GS10] is
operation-based and thus records user actions so that they can be replayed via a revision tree. The sys-
tem uses a DAG to represent sequences of edit operations as graph nodes and the corresponding spatial,
temporal, and semantic relationships as graph edges. These recorded graphs are then visualised to dis-
play a revision history. In addition to the side-by-side differencing, it also provides action replay with
a varying speed. Its merge UI shows two revision images and a preview of the ﬁnal combined result
such that any conﬂicting modiﬁcations have to be resolved either manually or by selecting one of the
revisions. In the 3D domain, the Meshﬂow system [DKP11] obtains sequences of user actions via an
instrumented Blender [Bla12] plug-in which records all editing operations. By clustering the edits in
several layers of regular expressions, this system allows for interactive playback of the modelling his-
tory. The algorithm analyses the frequency of repeated operations that can be ﬁltered by type or vertices
that have been affected. However, it only deals with simple meshes, does not scale to large 3D scenes
and provides no support for semantic understanding of changes. Finally, a very recent tool for generating
history assisted views from 3D modelling sessions [CGW+14] generates informative view points during
the editing process. This system records and subsequently investigates the modelling workﬂow along-
side a few discrete snapshots of the model itself in order to infer important regions for visualisation. In
addition, the system can visualise the time the modeller spent on a speciﬁc region via a heat map.40 Chapter 2. Background
Whilst edit tracking as a form of change management is certainly viable, it requires the instrumen-
tation of the editing software and thus is only applicable if it was enabled during the creation process.
Hence, the 3D Diff system developed in Chapter 4 is state-based rather than change or operation-based.
The reason for this decision is the vast variety of tools that can be used to edit 3D models, see Chapter 6.
2.3.3 Mesh compositing
Combining parts of polygonal 3D models or sections of individual meshes in order to automatically
generate novel shapes is a broad research area [SBSCO06, KJS07, Sch10]. Meshmixer [SS10], also a
part of Autodesk, offers a user interface for rapid mesh composition. By geometry drag-and-drop and
mesh cloning they support a seamless transfer of detail from one mesh to another. A standard technique
for establishing analogies between 3D models is to compute a signature for each part [SSCO08] and rely
on a contextual part-based hierarchy to add support for certain conﬁgurations of components [SSS+10].
Over the years, researchers have investigated how to compute consistent alignments and correspon-
dences within surface pairs [VKZHCO11], and on collections of 3D models [NBCW+11, HKG11] as
well as structural regularities within the same scene [PMW+08]. Since in many contexts point-based
correspondence can be ambiguous and fuzzy, a more abstracted part-based correspondence has been in-
vestigated. Golovinskiy and Funkhouser [GF09] ﬁrst proposed consistent segmentation in the context
of mesh pairs. They relied on rigid alignment and nearest neighbours to establish correspondences, and
jointly segment all the input models into separate components. Subsequently, several methods have been
developed to address the problem of consistent segmentation and labelling by clustering points in an
embedded space of local shape features [KHS10, HFL12, SvKK+11, WAvK+12] or by coupled modal
analysis [KBB+13], either in supervised or unsupervised settings. Recently, Kim et al. [KLM+13]
jointly optimised for correspondence, part segmentation, and part-level deformation to analyse model
collections. Unlike these algorithms that investigate similar objects coming from related shapes, the
focus of 3D Timeline [DMS14] is to reverse engineer an editing sequence from multiple frames of a
modelling session. Similarly to the recent inverse image editing [HXM+13], it proposes a set of simple
geometric rules and methods to extract common edit operations and the semantic provenance. The goal
is to detect operations such as mesh reﬁnement, instancing, etc., while the untouched parts of the meshes
remain identical across the frames. The linear sequences of input models are not suited for co-analysis,
since geometric similarities are conﬁned to neighbouring scenes, see Chapter 6.
In the presence of point-level correspondence information across pairs of meshes, early efforts
in computer animation proposed multiresolution mesh interpolation frameworks [LDSS99, MKFC01].
Subsequently, algorithms have been developed to interpolate mesh collections by constructing and
navigating underlying shape spaces [SZGP05]. In contrast, a system for part-based 3D recombina-
tion [JTRS12] establishes mesh correspondence in two unrelated models in order to synthesise new 3D
shapes. Using shape analysis, it determines which parts of the models are in contact and symmetrical.
The UI provides a single slider to control the interpolation weight between the models when replacing
matching sections. Even though this processing is completely automated, many of the resulting shapes
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via a slider, although the challenge there is to reverse engineer the edit trees from the input data. More
recently, in an interesting system MeshGit [DP13], the edit distance between meshes is approximated as
a cost of matching elements. By treating faces and vertices as nodes of a graph with edges representing
their adjacency relations, it converts the task of mesh differencing into a maximum common subgraph
isomorphism problem. The method relies on spatial adjacency and does not handle modelling operations
such as instantiation, free-form shape manipulation, remeshing, etc. A comparison with this algorithm
is presented in §6.5.2. What many of these works have in common is the idea of generation of 3D shapes
and whole models that did not exist before. This can be achieved via consistent segmentation and analy-
sis of the input models. However, these solutions do not determine the actual differences between parts
of models, the main requirement of the system presented in Chapter 4. Such techniques might be useful
in the future when it can be detected whether explicit conﬂicts have a similar shape or not, see Chapter 7.
2.4 Asset Distribution
Distribution of 3D assets over the Internet can use different types of networked protocols and data repre-
sentations. In the HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) [FGM+99], it is the client who requests the most
appropriate representation of resources depending on their intended application. For example, there exist
several encoding formats for the web pages, e.g. HyperText Markup Language (HTML), Extensible Hy-
perText Markup Language (XHTML), etc., each providing its own set of advantages. For 3D data, the
distinction of encodings is even more important as very different component types and ﬁle sizes make up
the structure of a complex 3D scene. As recently demonstrated by Jung et al. [JLH+13], by relying on a
quantisation it is even possible to render a 91 million polygon model in a web browser. It is, therefore,
important to examine various data representations in order to understand their beneﬁts and drawbacks
that might further inﬂuence the design and evaluation of a web enabled system proposed in Chapter 5.
Several previous attempts at providing online access to 3D assets have been implemented before. An
ongoing rest3d initiative sponsored by Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. (AMD) [PA11] proposes to deﬁne
a REST [Fie00] interface shared by all 3D resources on the web. The only suggested delivery formats are
XML [BPSM+08] and JSON [ECM13]. However, both are considered outside the scope of any version
control. Furthermore, the beneﬁts of a REST web service integration have been demonstrated on a C++
scene graph system OpenSG [SBU+10].
Historically, the ﬁrst standardisation efforts began in 1995, setting out the requirements for a scene
description language for the web [LHM97]. This lead to the adoption of a proposal for a static scene
deﬁnition based on the Open Inventor [Wer94] API and ﬁle format referred to as the Virtual Reality
Modeling Language (VRML) [Rag94]. The initial version 1.0 was a simple graphics deﬁnition made up
of transformation and geometry nodes forming a tree hierarchy commonly known as a scene graph, see
Section 3.2. Just like HTML, VRML supports the linking and embedding of other media types including
2D and 3D documents. Later, the static deﬁnition was extended to support interactive scenes and sharing
via new node types for sound, video and mechanisms to associate scripts, animations and events with
3D objects [HMRL95]. These extensions were combined into a proposal for VRML 2.0 which became
an ISO standard known as VRML97 [CBM97]. This added a routing mechanism that enables events42 Chapter 2. Background
to be generated and passed onto sections of a scene graph such as script nodes. With the continuous
advances in 3D graphics, the VRML Consortium was renamed to Web3D Consortium which introduced
a backwards compatible successor to the standard called X3D [JIS+13] as well as an integration model
for HTML5 called X3DOM [BEJZ09]. This lead to the introduction of experimental binary container
nodes such as ImageGeometry and BinaryGeometry [BJFS12] as well as POP Buffers [LJBA13]. These
concepts are now being transformed into a Shape Resource Container (SRC) [LTBF14] as a candidate
for standardisation in X3D 4.0. A competing declarative 3D for the web is Extensible Markup Language
3D(XML3D)[SKR+10]withitsdataﬂowextensionXﬂow[KSR+12]andanequivalentbinaryencoding
format Blast [SSS14]. A prototype server supporting POST and GET methods with XML3D rendering,
although without external referencing of resources, was devised previously [SH12]. Chapter 5 follows
in these footsteps and deﬁnes a fully speciﬁed API with several example data encoding implementations
where signiﬁcant considerations were made for the speed of data delivery on various platforms including
mobile devices as well as versioning. For differences between X3DOM and XML3D, see Section 5.3.
A recent Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) spin-off, Sunglass [DR12], provides a pro-
prietary Web Graphics Library (WebGL)-based [Mar11] collaborative 3D modelling solution. Their paid
for servers can be accessed via a REST API in order to manage JSON mesh representations alongside
the original binary ﬁles. Version control in this system stores a linear history of binary snapshots without
delta changes, lacking support for differencing or merging. Autodesk’s CAD package AutoCAD also
supports editing and sharing of CAD drawings via its online viewer and mobile apps suite [Aut14a]. In
contrast, the open source visualisation system, VisTrails [BCC+05], provides a broad support for the
versioning of scientiﬁc workﬂows. Despite the provenance history being represented as XML or stored
in a relational database, the actual 3D ﬁles have to be managed locally. The spreadsheet-like workﬂows
can be visualized using the Visualization Toolkit (VTK) [SML06] and HTML renderings. Similarly, a
scene graph rendering engine SceneJS [KOL+09], provides a high-level JavaScript API for WebGL. Its
JSON-based representation can be easily transported over the network and stored in a DB. On the other
hand, repositories such as the former Google Warehouse, now known as Trimble 3D Warehouse, Tur-
boSquid or 3D Repository by the Advanced Distributed Learning (3DR) are large online libraries of 3D
assets. Despite offering searchable web interfaces to locate predeﬁned ﬁle formats, only 3DR provides a
basic REST API accessible using XML and JSON encodings [Adv11].
In summary, most online 3D APIs support the XML and JSON data formats, although many lack
version control altogether. There are of course many more formats and approaches to chose from and
the taxonomy of 3D data encodings for the web is summarised in Figure 2.3.
2.4.1 Text formats
The 3D data formats for the web can be categorised into text-based and binary formats. In general,
formats encoded as text are human-readable, although their ﬁle size is usually much larger than of the
equivalent binaries, see Table 5.2. They also need to be parsed which causes an undesirable decoding
overhead increasing the initialisation time before the rendering takes place. The text encodings can be
further subdivided into two distinct groups of document and pure data-based formats as follows:2.4. Asset Distribution 43
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Figure 2.3: Taxonomy of 3D data representations for the web [DSR+13].
Document-based.Usually, the document-based formats represent a whole scene and also some runtime
information in order to enhance an otherwise static visualisation. A common approach is to group
geometry together with animation and shader resources directly within the same document. This makes
the resources available to the document object model (DOM) [Mar02] API at the parse-time, even though
the resulting string encodings tend to be larger in size and, therefore, take longer to download and render
in contrast to binary formats. Often, the interaction with a 3D model is possible only once the parsing
of the entire document has ﬁnished. Inclusion of resources as an attribute or a character component
of XML can be found in popular formats such as COLLADA and X3D. In the context of declarative
3D for the web, a document is simply an HTML page describing one or more 3D scenes. In such a
document, the resources are encoded internally or externally using uniform resource identiﬁer (URI)
semantics. Alternatively, it is possible to include only those resources that are required at the runtime
while referencing all static elements externally, see Figure 5.2 for an example.
Data-based. Multiple formats can be used to encode referenced resources that are external to the doc-
ument. Following the REST [Fie00] principles, externalised text encodings can contain either a single
resource or a collection of resources such as all shaders of a 3D scene in one external ﬁle. Modern
web browsers provide functionality to load such resources during the runtime. XMLHttpRequest (XHR)
[KASS14], the main component of Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX) [Pau05], deﬁnes an API
to transfer data between a client and a server. These were already used to enable X3D sever commu-
nication, most notably to preserve user annotations in a NoSQL DB [Olb12]. Fortunately, XHR is not
restricted to XML only. Together with JSON, these two text-based encodings are the most common
external formats used on the web since web browsers expose native parsing capabilities for both. JSON
is particularly popular since in contrast to XML, it omits the end tags which makes it smaller for highly44 Chapter 2. Background
structured documents that have small data entries. For polygonal 3D models, however, the difference is
negligible as these consist mostly of large vertex and normal arrays while the structure accounts for only
about 5% of the overall scene size [BJFS12]. See Table 5.2 for comparison of XML and JSON ﬁle sizes.
Nevertheless, JSON does not offer a natural way of addressing its internal elements. Web browsers,
on the other hand, provide cascading style sheets (CSS) Selectors and XML Path Language (XPath) to
access elements of DOM, the in-memory representation of an XML document. In HTML, the uniform
resource locator (URL) fragment can be used to refer to elements by their identiﬁer (ID) attribute. Hence,
XML, unlike JSON, can be used to represent collections rather than just the individual resources. Both
formats can be compressed with the Deﬂate [Deu96a] or Gzip [Deu96b] compressions that are available
in all major web browsers. This increases the decoding time but reduces the bandwidth requirements
when transmitting the data over the Internet. Despite this, they both suffer from the issues of any generic
string representations. For the WebGL API to be able to access such data, the strings have to be deseri-
alised into Typed Arrays [Khr13].
2.4.2 Binary formats
Binary encodings are often used to represent proprietary data formats. Some of these can be uploaded
to the GPU directly to avoid unnecessary parsing overheads in JavaScript. As shown in Figure 2.3, they
can be further subdivided into four categories as follows:
Unstructured buffers. Binary data can be transmitted via XHR as ArrayBuffers [Khr13] that represent
any generic ﬁxed-length raw binary data buffer. These cannot be manipulated directly, however, it is
possible to generate Typed Arrays or a speciﬁc data view from them. For example, every four bytes can
be treated as one ﬂoat entry thus deriving a Float32Array. This strategy is used for an internal data
storage of a newly proposed 3D version control repository as demonstrated in §3.4.2. Obviously, such
an encoding provides no explicit structure, hence for 3D data transmission one approach is to request a
bufferpervertexattributeasproposedinBinaryGeometry[BJFS12]orglTF[RPO12]. Unfortunately, for
very large scenes this results in a large number of XHR requests that leads to a reduction in performance
especially over high-latency connections. With many concurrent users this would cause the server to
become unresponsive. However, multiple vertex attributes can be interleaved into a single ArrayBuffer.
Multi-purpose.General structured data can be encoded using multi-purpose binary formats. Several
competing standards for binary XML exist, for instance XML Metadata Interchange (XMI) [Obj11] and
FastInfoset (FI) [Tel05]. A common approach is to rely on a dictionary compression for element and
attribute names and a binary encoding for actual XML data types that can be further compressed, e.g.
using the Deﬂate algorithm as in XMI. Binary encoding of X3D is based on FI in order to exploit its
capabilities such as referencing predeﬁned dictionaries and custom compression methods. These make
the FI a hybrid between a generic XML encoding and a domain-speciﬁc compressed format that can
achieve very high compression rates within a generic format [SS11]. However, no readily available
JavaScript implementation of FI exists so it is not yet utilised on the web. On the other hand, a binary
derivative of JSON is BSON [Mon14a], that was originally developed as an internal data format for
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means of representing the structure and data types in a binary document that can be easily deserialised
during the runtime. In addition, BSON contains extensions for data types that are not part of the standard
JSON speciﬁcation such as a byte array or a date, while omitting its universal number type.
3D speciﬁc. Many open and proprietary domain-speciﬁc 3D ﬁle formats also exist. Some of these exploit
the knowledge about the data properties for the purposes of compression. Open Compressed Triangle
Mesh (OpenCTM) [Gee09] and WebGL-loader [Chu13] are of particular interest for web 3D data deliv-
ery because they come with a JavaScript decoder. Both use classical compression schemas such as Delta
[HGF+02] and ZigZag [Goo14b] encodings. In addition, the WebGL-loader exploits the variable-length
encoding of Universal Character Set Transformation Format–8-bit (UTF-8) [Yer96] to capture any val-
ues with one to three bytes. On the web, any structured binary formats need to be decoded from their
binary representation into JavaScript since they are not directly compatible with Typed Arrays. The time
required for the decoding is signiﬁcant, especially on mobile devices. To prevent blocking of the UI in
the web browser, it is possible to move the decoding into a separate threat using a web worker [Pil10].
Image geometry. A special case of a binary 3D format is encoding geometry in images since there is
no requirement to modify the data in JavaScript. Images are treated simply as data vessels that carry
bytes. These are decoded by the browser natively and can be uploaded to the GPU directly to serve as a
data buffer. Sequential Image Geometry (SIG) [BJFS12] extends this idea even further by splitting vertex
arrays into 8-bit chunks of decreasing relevance that are distributed as a sequence of images. By omitting
the later images, i.e. the least signiﬁcant bits, the approach supports quantisation and progressive loading
as long as the images arrive in the correct order. However, SIG also requires data fetching from images
in a vertex shader that is not yet supported on many mobile devices. On those devices that support
four texture units, these would be occupied by vertex coordinates with two images representing 16-bits,
one image for eight-bit normals and one for eight-bit texture coordinates. If none or too few texture
units are available, JavaScript can create Typed Arrays from the images, although this would degrade the
performance. Nevertheless, imageswereneverdesignedtorepresent3Ddata, soformatssuchasPortable
Network Graphics (PNG) [Bou97] cannot achieve high compression rates for such assets [BJFS12].
2.4.3 Networked protocols
Related to storage and control of assets is the way in which they are transferred over the network. Many
formsofdistributedvirtualworldsandgamesalsoprovidesomesortofnetworked3Dformats[SO09]. A
database implicitly supplies a query language and this can usually be accessed over the network. Of par-
ticular interest are the systems that support distribution of complete scene descriptions alongside scene
edits. Systems such as Distributed Open Inventor [HSFP99] supported the distribution of a full scene
graph and subsequent real-time edits. A related concept, the use of a scene graph as a data format to inter-
mediate between different applications, was presented in the scene graph as a bus project [ZHC+00].
There are of course many remote desktop protocols such as the Remote Framebuffer protocol [RW98],
Windows Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) [Mic14], Google Chromoting protocol [Goo14a], etc., but
these transfer desktops through frame buffer capture rather than actual 3D content. A successor to RDP
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Second Life, described in detail in §2.1.1, relies on a standardised open protocol for sending and
receiving 3D models as serialised XML via a REST API [Len08]. In principle, this protocol could be
re-purposed for sharing of any kind of 3D assets over the Internet, but in practice it is customised for a
real-time application and not for a general-purpose data retrieval. Additionally, it is highly constrained
to the types of data encodings by the platform it was designed for, hence it is not as ﬂexible as other web
3D data representations such as XML3D.
In contrast, a somewhat similar approach to the CVEs from Section 2.1 was taken by the Uni-
Verse project [BS07] which was a collaboration between The Royal Institute of Technology (KTH),
Helsinki University of Technology (HUT) and the Blender Foundation until 2007. This open source
online platform supported sharing of 3D geometry, high-dynamic-range imaging (HDRI) textures and
shaders, all distributed from a centralised server to the connected clients. The main system was built
around a low latency network protocol Verse on top of which different clients and plug-ins for modelling
tools such as Blender [Bla12] were created. All local changes were automatically distributed to the
server and pushed further down to the remaining clients. Unfortunately, the integration of Verse protocol
was dropped from the main trunk of Blender in version 2.5.
The Verse 2.0 protocol [Hn´ ı10, Hn´ ı12], introduced during the 9th annual Blender conference, is
a revival attempt addressing some of the deﬁciencies of the ﬁrst version such as weak security and
utilisation of only a single socket. This further introduced a new packet structure listing version number,
ACK & NAK ﬂags, system and node commands as well as locks granting access permissions to individual
assets that is a signiﬁcantly more complex deﬁnition than the original version. Nevertheless, in [Hn´ ı11],
it was shown to provide better performance than any one of the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) [Pos80],
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) [Pos81], Scalable TCP (STCP) [Kel03] and Datagram Congestion
Control Protocol (DCCP) [FHK06]. This system on its own, however, does not provide any persistent
state preservation so as soon as the server is switched off or rebooted, the already created 3D models
and user interactions are lost. Recently, the ability to store the ﬁnal state of the server in MongoDB
[MPH10] before exiting was proposed [Hn´ ı13]. The current development is primarily focused on reliable
congestion control, prioritisation and scheduling of data to be sent to the client. This will increase the
probability of successful delivery of high priority data blocks.
Each of these network protocols demonstrates that changes can be propagated but this is only one
aspect of a distributed 3D editing. Nevertheless, such protocols could be useful in the future when the
bandwidth requirements of the database transfers become limiting due to the sheer volume of data or the
number of connected users, neither of which fall within the scope of this thesis.
2.4.4 Gaming on demand
Aseparatecategoryinthedistributionof3DcontenthasbeenrecentlycreatedbytheGamingonDemand
(GoD) services that offer instantaneous access to high-end game play and even whole operating system
(OS) over the Internet. Solutions such as OnLive [OnL09], Gaikai [Gai12], Otoy [Hen08], etc. render
game content on a server and transfer the scenes to the end user as a compressed video stream. In
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level of interaction as experienced when running the game locally. However, the real-time 3D rendering
and interaction signiﬁcantly depend on the users’ bandwidth and latency to the server [CWSR12], which
currently limit access to these services to a close proximity to the cloud only [CCT+11, MHUC12].
For OnLive, the accessibility range used to be artiﬁcially limited to a ﬁxed radius from the data
centre [Shr10]. Apart from a dedicated desktop interface, OnLive also offers its own console with a
remote controller, similar to standard gaming consoles that are directly connected to a television set.
Within this console, all of the video decompression and game navigation happens on an underclocked
dual-core 1.2GHz Marvell Armada 1,000 chip with 512MB random access memory (RAM) [Hol10,
Ste10]. OnLive was also the ﬁrst to present a demonstration of Autodesk Maya 3D editing on Apple
iPad executed on Microsoft Windows 7 [Mar10], despite neither of these being supported by the tablet
hardware natively. At the same time, a Samsung Galaxy Tab was able to spectate the live edits that were
streamed from a datacentre 50 miles away. After the ﬁnancial collapse and restructuralisation of OnLive
in 2012, this functionality is now being offered as the OnLive Enterprise solution. Nevertheless, OnLive
was shown to suffer from a “downstream turbulence”, i.e. an uneven distribution of packets sent to the
client [CFGS12]. This is akin to a high-deﬁnition video due to utilising large packets and high bit rates.
In contrast, Gaikai, acquired by Sony Computer Entertainment in 2012 [Gai12], is currently being
integrated into Remote Play for PlayStation 4 (PS4). At the very ﬁrst public testing session by Engadget
[Hol12], with a distance of roughly 15 miles to the cloud and latency between 25 to 35 ms, the reviewers
experienced a signiﬁcant input lag while receiving 720p video stream. Reported were also compression
artefacts mainly visible around small text with less smoothing when compared to OnLive. Furthermore,
in 2013, AMD unveiled Radeon Sky Graphics cards [Adv13] that power their streaming cloud solution
similar to other GoD services. It is generally believed that such solutions require at least a single pro-
cessing unit per user making them computationally demanding [MSG11]. A similar service is provided
by RealityServer [Mig14] originally developed by mental images. This cloud-based rendering provides
real-time ray tracing using Iray [NVI09] that is streamed to the clients.
These proprietary systems inspired open development such as the University of Southern California
(USC) Game Cloud [ZHV12], GamingAnywhere [HHCC13], a low-end architecture [BLCR10], etc.
Even though it would be possible to connect a version control system from Chapter 3 to a cloud-based
rendering system for visualisation purposes, the end-users would still need full access to the assets in
order to modify them locally. Such a requirement can be overcome if the entire modelling runs on the
server in which case the visualisation is not much different from a remote desktop session. In addition,
the service provider has to maintain data centres scattered around the world, increasing the costs and
environmental impact of such solutions. On the other hand, the owner has a full control over the content
and its delivery, reducing the problems such as software piracy, etc. Although the main beneﬁt of a
thin client solution is its portability and low end-user hardware requirements, there are still the problems
with off-line accessibility as well as scalability to many simultaneous users [CFGS12]. For instance, the
extremely high running costs are quoted as the main reason for the collapse of OnLive [Par12].48 Chapter 2. Background
2.4.5 3D maps
Online 3D maps are one of the earliest web browser-based 3D experiences available to the masses.
Google Maps [GE06] is an online service offering Mercator projections [Mal92] of political and satellite
views of the whole world as well as of the street view which provides 360-degree panoramic images at
the street level from various locations. In addition, the map interface at a close range displays basic 3D
shapes of buildings. Data in these services is transferred as JSON rather than XML due to its compact-
ness. The available API is popular with the GIS community as it allows custom extensions such as a
visualisation of London [GSM+08] to be built on top. MapsGL is a WebGL version of Google Maps with
hardware accelerated transitions and overall smoother performance [McC11]. To support wide-spread
content creation for its maps as well as the Google Earth software, Google has developed several online
applications for 3D modelling. Google Building Maker used to be an online 3D editor that enabled its
users to create basic models from aerial photography so that they could be submitted to Google Earth.
This application was, however, discontinued in 2013 [H¨ 13]. Instead, the Google Map Maker [Goo08a]
is meant to replace the demand for future 3D content creation in Google’s services. This interface,
similarly to Building Maker, relies on quadrilaterals to approximate the shape of buildings from aerial
imagery. Bing Maps [Mic10], Microsoft’s version of online maps, offer many similar features including
street level imagery and aerial photography. In addition, Bing Maps used to provide texture-mapped 3D
models of some of the world’s largest cities with the ability to add custom models using 3DVIA Shape
for Maps software [Das12a]. Similarly, Here [Nok13], formerly known as Ovi Maps and later renamed
to Nokia Maps, is a mapping service that, on top of the standard set of features, provides 3D views of
several major cities as well as an earth-like rendering equivalent to Google Earth but in a web browser.
3D buildings in this system are automatically generated and texture mapped using a combination of
aerial photography and laser, hence the low polygon count of the actual models. Unlike the proprietary
services, OpenStreetMap (OSM) [Coa09] follows in the footsteps of Wikipedia and establishes a new
approach to collaborative map content creation in order to develop a freely accessible spatial database.
Its web-based display relies on OpenLayers JavaScript library [Met06] which embeds dynamic maps in
web pages. The OSM-3D [OSNZ10] shows that it is possible to automatically generate web-based 3D
city models from such a database with the addition of height information provided by the Shuttle Radar
Topography Mission [FK00]. Buildings in this system are once again interpolated quadrilaterals with ﬂat
roofs. This website is maintained by University of Heidelberg and offers a 3D view of the data stored in
OSM. Their solution is based on a scene graph with elevation model, although the viewer needs to rely
on a Java plug-in and hence is not as portable as the alternative solutions. [GZ12] further show that it is
possible to use this voluntarily produced data to generate building models and more recently even anal-
yse the topology and geometry of street networks [AYWM14]. OSM Buildings [Mar13] is a JavaScript
library for visualising 3D buildings in this system that relies on a 2D canvas element of HTML and does
not require any WebGL support. There is also an XML3D viewer [Joc12] for the OpenStreetMap and the
OSM Buildings. Despite being collaborative in nature, these systems were not designed for large-scale
development of engineering 3D models as required in Chapter 1. See Figure 5.4 for an example.2.5. Chapter Summary 49
2.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter has been divided into four main sections that cover the key relevant concepts from academia
as well as industry. With the ever increasing diversity of 3D authoring tools, the skills required to operate
them and the geographical spread of individuals across the globe, virtual collaboration is becoming
more important than ever before. Section 2.1 introduced the prominence of collaboration in large-scale
industrial projects. Despite the research into collaborative virtual environments (CVEs) spanning nearly
three decades, these systems are not directly applicable to the development and distribution of complex
3D models. Although the idea of a Metaverse, i.e. the convergence of physical space and the Internet
has been around since the early nineties, it was only recently that the game-like environments such as
SecondLife and Minecraft witnessed a surge in the general interest in collaborative modelling. These
systems, however, suffer from general low ﬁdelity of 3D models and the lack of support for advanced
editing tools. In the case of Minecraft, the entire virtual world is based on pixelated cubes only. Still, its
collaborative nature inspired a worldwide craze with entire countries being recreated in 3D.
Section 2.2 focused on the aspects of digital asset management and the advantages of databases
(DBs) over ﬁle systems (FSs) when dealing with large-scale 3D modelling. Many approaches to the vir-
tual collaboration rely on some kind of searchable persistent storage. Due to the vast number of software
vendors and domain-speciﬁc editing solutions, most of which are proprietary, interoperability of 3D data
is achieved via an exchange of ﬁles on a ﬁle system. Although many dedicated data management solu-
tions exist, they are often bound to speciﬁc software packages and ﬁle formats, or deal with 3D models at
the level of individual ﬁles rather than actual scene components or changes. The problems that arise from
such an arrangement include version control, asset tracking and access control. In contrast, relational
DBs have been extensively studied as a suitable alternative to ﬁle systems for the purposes of CAD man-
agementandgeographicaldatarepresentations. However, thesearenotsuitableforgeneral3Dmodelling
and edit tracking that would ﬁt equally well into the existing production pipelines of creative industries.
Fortunately, the recent NoSQL movement promises ﬂexibility and scalability developed especially with
the modern web applications in mind. Since most polygonal 3D models are organised in hierarchies of
objects or engineering assemblies, Chapter 3 examines the suitability of document-oriented NoSQL DBs
for the purposes of version control in these kinds of 3D models.
Section 2.3 further explored the lessons learnt from the ﬁelds of software engineering and more
speciﬁcally source code version control that might be transferable to computer graphics. There are
already many VCSs with extensive tool support and full IDE integrations available. Thus, important
concepts from software engineering might be useful for management of 3D assets. Firstly, there is the
difference between pessimistic and optimistic version control which determines the need for locking or
merging. Secondly, there is the distinction between state-based, change-based or operation-based merg-
ing depending on what kind of data informs the process. Thirdly, there are the concepts of raw, 2-way
and 3-way differencing depending on the type of VCS and the presence of the common origin of the
differenced models. Finally, there is the difference between textual, syntactic or semantic change detec-
tion. Some of these concepts have been incorporated into the visual 3D Diff tool presented in Chapter 4.50 Chapter 2. Background
Although a common approach to collaborative 3D version control is to instrument the authoring tools
in order to record all the editing operations, this thesis focuses on state-based merging. Whilst the aim
is to preserve the intentions of users in their editing operations, the system also needs to deal with the
wide range of editing tools that are used in 3D modelling. Thus, this thesis does not explore the route
of software instrumentation and instead concentrates on importing and exporting ﬁles into a DB, see
Section 3.1. Edit tracking is an avenue for future work once the plug-ins that connect directly to the DB
are developed. Nevertheless, an alternative approach to edit tracking is to reverse engineer correspon-
dence across multiple 3D models and recompose them into a new combined result. Such an approach
might be used to effect a merge by combining concurrent edits or, as explored in Chapter 6, to generate
a high-level overview of the editing provenance from consecutive 3D ﬁles.
Finally, Section 2.4 explores the area of 3D asset distribution including various networked proto-
cols, gaming on demand and 3D map services. Although not designed for 3D data, the HTTP protocol
is commonly used for asset transmission over the Internet. Data encodings in formats such as XML
and JSON are becoming more and more popular due to their native parsing capability in modern web
browsers. Many existing web-accessible 3D repositories provide the export functionality in both of these
formats. However, those repositories that also offer REST APIs do not necessarily utilise all of the as-
pects of this style of architecture such as version control. In addition, there are many more 3D data
formats, some of which are compressed or binary, that are also available for the web. Figure 2.3 shows
a taxonomy. These different formats are, therefore, evaluated for their efﬁciency and speed of delivery
in Chapter 5. In order to exploit the version control database introduced and developed in Chapter 3,
Section 5.2 further proposes a novel REST API that provides the desired ﬂexibility so that the various
encoding strategies can be supported.51
Chapter 3
3D Revision Control Database
The ﬁrst research question in Chapter 1 asks whether it is possible achieve asynchronous collaborative
threedimensional(3D)editingthatscalesuptousefulmodelsizes. Morespeciﬁcally, itattemptstodeter-
minewhetheradocument-orienteddatabase(DB)cansubstitutetraditionalversioncontrolsystem(VCS)
systems. This chapter, therefore, presents a novel architecture and a prototype implementation of non-
linear revision control framework designed speciﬁcally for 3D assets called 3D Repository (3D Repo).
This provides VCS functionality but built around a NoSQL DB to avoid their ﬁle-based constrains.
The main motivation for this undertaking are the drawbacks of storing polygonal 3D models as ﬁles
on a ﬁle system. Each user loads a particular scene into a modelling tool, modiﬁes it and then re-saves
the whole ﬁle again, making the unit of access to the scene the ﬁle itself. If several users want to edit
a section of a scene concurrently, they have to access the same ﬁles but without extra infrastructure,
managing such changes becomes infeasible. The machine memory is a strict limit, too, as massive
industrial models often exceed the capabilities of even the latest rendering hardware. Besides, deciding
how a large scene should be partitioned into ﬁles is a non-trivial task, too. Splitting meshes across
different ﬁles causes problems not limited to the management of edits that involve multiple objects
and keeping them synchronised. Although version control and asset management systems suffer from
these problems, they are commonly used for 3D data administration. A variety of existing open source
and proprietary solutions have been documented in Chapter 2. These either do not track ﬁne-grained
component-level changes or are bound to a single ﬁle format.
Hence, there is the need for a centralised yet ﬂexible framework that would enable transparent asset
management and would support multiple users with distributed access. The argument is that the frame-
work should not, initially, rely on any one modelling tool or a speciﬁcation, but instead, it should support
ﬁles that are external to the editor. Section 3.4 demonstrates the feasibility of the proposed architecture
on examples with up to several million polygons in size via three client applications. These clients sup-
port distributed editing over the Internet as well as real-time visualisations using OpenGL for Embedded
Systems (OpenGL ES) [ML10] in mobile devices and even web browsers. The main contribution of this
chapter, therefore, lies in the uniﬁcation of design and version control of 3D assets. Given the type of
database that is being utilised, the potential long-term beneﬁts include massive scalability, ability to ﬁt
into existing production pipelines and even crowdsourced 3D modelling in the near future.52 Chapter 3. 3D Revision Control Database
3.1 System Overview
Nowadays, much 3D content is procedurally generated or manipulated using custom and often incom-
patible proprietary tools. Even collaborative editing of scenes produced by a standard set of modelling
packages is not as straightforward as might be desired by the industry. According to Arup, in the case of
the King’s Cross station in London redevelopment, over 800 engineers with different skills and toolsets
participated in this £400m project that lasted seven years from start to ﬁnish [Ove12]. The workload was
further complicated by the fact that this Grade I-listed station, opened in 1852, was bombarded during
two World Wars. Yet, the cost of a laser scan survey of the entire site would have been prohibitively
expensive, hence was never done. By way of contrast, the Linux kernel has been modiﬁed by more
than 3,700 contributors for free over the past two years alone [Tor14]. Since accurate information and
close collaboration are crucial aspects of any such a large project, data exchange is currently one of the
major causes of unnecessary complexity and waste in the industry as explained in Chapter 2. 3D Repo
addresses these pressing problems by introducing a non-linear management and visualisation framework
designed speciﬁcally for the most common types of 3D assets. The framework is released under an open
source license in hope that the industry will embrace the new collaborative practices of 3D Repo.
3.1.1 Functional requirements
In order to separate 3D modelling from its long-term storage, it is necessary to become agnostic to any
speciﬁc editing software. Such a system has to load and save various 3D ﬁle formats using a framework
that stores a uniﬁed scene representation in a centralised repository that can be shared by all stakehold-
ers equally. The role of the repository is, therefore, to preserve 3D assets and to provide interfaces and
conventions to add, modify and extract delta changes, i.e. incremental modiﬁcations on them. By sup-
porting standard web-accessible front-ends, it also has to enable connections to modelling packages via
intermediary tools, or simply to viewers that visualise selected revisions from the repository. Due to the
potentially large data sizes, the system further needs to support retrieval of any full or partial revision
that can be exported as a new 3D ﬁle. These requirements are addressed in Section 3.3 and Section 3.4.
Nevertheless, a simple linear 3D versioning system, even if ﬁle-based, is only marginally better than
the undo functionality [LAM76] found in most editing packages. Generally speaking, the undo allows
the user to remove at least the immediately preceding step, although these days it is more common
for programs to track a last in, ﬁrst out (LIFO) list of multiple steps. Unfortunately, such a list is
neither exhaustive nor is it preserved beyond the current editing session unless the ﬁle format supports it
natively, e.g. Autodesk Maya [Pal13]. A linear 3D VCS such as Sunglass [DR12] further adds the ability
to retrieve any revision regardless of its order of creation. Despite several users being able to contribute
changes to such a system, if no conﬂict resolution interface exists, they are unable to work concurrently.
Since by deﬁnition no branching is supported in a linear VCS, the users cannot work on separate sections
of a 3D scene independently of each other causing explicit problems in terms of access control and
locking. For these reasons, a truly collaborative 3D VCS has to support non-linear branching and, more
importantly, merging as well as provide visual 3D differencing that would highlight incompatible edits
and offer merge suggestions akin to the text-based Diff. This need is addressed in Chapter 4.3.1. System Overview 53
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Figure 3.1: Conceptual framework overview. Editing software exports a 3D ﬁle into a GUI that facili-
tates version control by storing decomposed scenes inside a remote 3D Repository. Lightweight clients
further visualise the contents of the repository without the need for write privileges.
Requirements summary.Summarised below are the key functional requirements derived from formal
sessions with Arup Foresight, Research & Innovation, Arup Associates and Balfour Beatty:
1. Store a wide variety of 3D assets including geometry, transformations, materials, textures, etc.,
independent of the modelling tools that created them.
2. Support domain-speciﬁc metadata such as engineering attributes, assemblies or hierarchies.
3. Preserve a traceable audit trail of modiﬁcations and manage changes alongside a non-linear revi-
sion history in a centralised repository.
4. Enable easy access control and full querying potential of a DB including sub-object retrieval.
5. Implement an interactive user-driven approach to 3D differencing and conﬂict resolution.
6. Access the repository via lightweight clients without the need for plug-ins or ﬁrewall exceptions.
7. Fit into existing production pipelines of architectural, engineering and creative industries.
3.1.2 System architecture
In search of a suitable solution to the problem of 3D version control, recent developments in the No
Structured Query Language (NoSQL) DB technology are being exploited here. NoSQL databases avoid
rigid table structures and tend to be optimised for large read-write operations while adhering to the se-
mantic web [BLHL+01] paradigm. This advocates the inclusion of high-level meaning in web accessible
content so that information can be shared and reused across applications automatically without the need
for human intervention, although, according to Shadbolt et al. [SHBL06], the potential is still unrealised.
Even though unstructured databases do not necessarily support hierarchical data representations,
their ability to organise and query collections of polymorphic documents that are independent of one
another make them remarkably suitable to the diverse nature of 3D assets. It is, thus, possible to store
entire deconstructed scenes in a DB and, due to its ﬂexibility, also track associated metadata such as
semantic relationships of respective scene graph components, their engineering attributes, assemblies,
and even revisions. Once in a database, the access is implicitly supported in a distributed manner via a
dedicated query language without the need for any functional changes in the DB implementation itself.
3D Repo system uses one of the most popular open source NoSQL databases MongoDB [MPH10]
for its centralised data store as outlined in the architecture overview in Figure 3.1. This particular
database was chosen because it is proven to scale massively [Cho11, DGG+13] and is built around the
Binary JSON (BSON) [Mon14a] speciﬁcation which, as explained in §3.4.2, is suitable for efﬁcient bi-54 Chapter 3. 3D Revision Control Database
nary storage of vertex-based 3D data. The primary desktop client 3D Repo GUI, described in Section 3.4,
facilitates repository visualisation as well as revision control including branching and merging. This ap-
plication became the basis for the development of additional functionality such as visual 3D conﬂict
resolution, 3D Diff, and reverse engineering of editing provenance, 3D Timeline, presented in Chapters
4 and 6 respectively. A secondary web-browser-based client, §3.4.4, renders selected revisions using a
combination of Java [Sch14], JavaScript [Fla11] and Web Graphics Library (WebGL) [Mar11]. Finally, a
dedicated 3D Repo Android App, §3.4.5, enhances mobile collaboration and feedback collection through-
out public inquiry, a process that is often required by law, see Chapter 1. These applications are in stark
contrast with XML3DRepo, a daemon service described in detail in Chapter 5, that provides a layer of DB
indirection on the server-side by combining the Extensible Markup Language 3D (XML3D) [SKR+10]
and 3D Repo technologies. Although it would also be possible to provide plug-in interfaces to popular
modelling packages, shown in dashed line in Figure 3.1, this is outside the scope of the thesis.
3.2 Data Organisation
Geographic Information Systems (GISs) such as Oracle Spatial [KGB11] or PostGIS [OH11], described
in Chapter 2, offer the ﬂexibility for generic spatial queries but also consume a signiﬁcant amount of
storage reducing the performance of the underlying database. In contrast, 3D ﬁles group every scene
component into binary or plain text representations that do not support sub-object queries and require
whole ﬁles to be loaded into modelling software for editing. Even though many popular 3D datasets,
e.g. [SMKF04, CGF09], embody manifold surfaces, examples of large 3D scenes such as architectural
models and game levels tend to consist of numerous disjoint components organised in some kind of a
hierarchical structure. 3D Repo exploits this natural partitioning as well as the conceptual similarities
between a scene graph and a revision history to deﬁne a novel system for non-linear management and vi-
sualisation of 3D models. This section, therefore, deﬁnes how a scene graph representation of 3D assets
can be stored inside a document-oriented DB and how the same DB can be extended to store their asso-
ciated revisions. Similarly to traditional ﬁle-based version control systems such as Concurrent Versions
System (CVS) [Ves03] or Apache Subversion (SVN) [PCSF08], 3D Repo preserves delta increments
rather than the entire ﬁles. Nonetheless, the overarching architecture is independent of the prototype
implementation in Section 3.4 and is applicable to any linear data store, not just NoSQL databases.
3.2.1 Scene graph
A scene graph is a versatile data structure commonly used to organise, edit and render hierarchi-
cal visual information, see Figure 3.2. The Programmer’s Hierarchical Interactive Graphics System
(PHIGS) [SBM86] was the ﬁrst standardised scene graph speciﬁcation which was eventually trans-
formed into Open Graphics Library (OpenGL) [SA94] as well as systems such as Performer [RH94]
and Open Inventor [Wer94]. Throughout the history, scene graphs were used to deﬁne two dimen-
sional (2D) Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) [FJJ00] and became the basis for numerous 3D libraries
such as the 3D Toolkit [SC92], OpenSG [Rei02], OpenSceneGraph [BO04] and the Visualization
Toolkit (VTK) [SML06]. Zeleznik et al. [ZHC+00] and Berthelot et al. [BRDA11] used scene graphs3.2. Data Organisation 55
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Figure 3.2: Scene graph toy example. Overall modelling scene graph (a) is recorded as a hierarchy
of components that can be instanced and referenced (b). Such an organisation is useful for 3D editing
where changes on one component are applied to all its duplicates. Note that a tree is just a special type of
DAG. Diagram adapted and translated from the GLC Lib [Rib14]. Model courtesy of Marcus Popescu.
to intermediate between various 3D applications. Likewise, 3D Repo relies on a scene graph as a ﬁle-
format-independentdatarepresentationthatcanbeeasilymanipulatedandstoredinaDB. Unfortunately,
no universally accepted scene graph deﬁnition exists and different implementations impose their own re-
strictions on the node hierarchy depending on the speciﬁc application or rendering requirements. Thus,
an abstract interpretation of a scene graph is used in the 3D Repo framework to provide a ﬁle-format-
independent scene representation as follows. Let scene graph SG be a DAG with a single root node nroot,
where each node n ∈ SG−{nroot} is stored in its local coordinates with an associated transformation
Tn. When recursively applied from nroot to each child, these transformations together describe the node’s
global position in world coordinates. Such a broad deﬁnition supports instancing, see Figure 3.2, which
is required for real-time rendering, i.e. the ability to reduce graphics processing unit (GPU) memory load
by referencing the same geometry at different locations, but also automatic merge functionality which
resolves conﬂicting edits without user’s intervention. In this context, a scene graph node represents any
domain-speciﬁc information such as animations, bones, materials, meshes, shaders, textures, transfor-
mations, etc., as well as additional metadata in the form of engineering assemblies, Portable Document
Format (PDF) [Ado08] drawings and so forth. To abstract away from this complexity and to futureproof
the design, each node is treated as an “opaque” binary document with preserved relational information
about the other nodes. Similarly to HyperText Markup Language (HTML) [BFL+14], nodes unknown
to the application can be simply skipped to ensure continuous support in the future. Hence, it is possible
to add new node types and still be able to retrieve any full or partial graph from the scene regardless of
its composition. Unlike 3D ﬁles, this polymorphic deﬁnition offers the desired ﬂexibility yet establishes
a suitable compromise between storage efﬁciency and querying potential of spatial DBs, see Section 3.3.56 Chapter 3. 3D Revision Control Database
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Figure 3.3: Scene graph vs. revision history comparison. (a) Scene DAG evolves over time so that the
unmodiﬁed nodes (dashed) do not need to be stored again in successive revisions. Those nodes that have
been modiﬁed (grey) share their SID with common predecessors. (b) Unlike the scene graph, a revision
history DAG explicitly preserves all of its nodes over time. Here, the SID is shared by those nodes that
belong to the same branch (grey). Note that each node of the revision history describes an entire scene.
3.2.2 Revision history
As exempliﬁed by popular ﬁle-based VCSs [Sin11], a revision history that supports non-linear branching
and merging can, just like a scene graph, be modelled after a DAG, see Figure 3.3. This same data
structure enables revisions to have more than one parent while the acyclic property ensures that a revision
cannot become its own ancestor thus preventing time travel [Bau08]. However, unlike a polymorphic
3D scene, a revision history graph is composed of only one node type that determines the modelling
progress including metadata such as timestamps, commit messages, etc. Therefore, if a heterogeneous
scene graph can be stored in a document-oriented DB, so can be a homogeneous revision history.
To achieve this, every graph node regardless of it belonging to a scene graph or a revision history has
to specify its unique identiﬁer (UID), a functional requirement of any suitable data store. In a database,
the UID would be a unique DB key, while in a ﬁle-system, a unique ﬁle path. Each node has to further
specify its shared identiﬁer (SID) with different meaning depending on the graph it belongs to. Figure 3.3
shows an example. In the context of a scene graph, the SID is shared by all revisions of the same logical
scene component. This can be based on the unique name of a component or, in the case of engineering
modelling tools, directly on the component’s identiﬁer (ID), e.g. globally unique identiﬁer (GUID) in
Autodesk Revit [VKR13]. On the other hand, in the context of a revision history, the SID is shared by
all members of a single branch. The SID of all zeros, also known as the null SID, is reserved for the
trunk/master to explicitly mark the main development branch.3.2. Data Organisation 57
Together, the unique and shared identiﬁers form a novel tuple
revision metadata = (UID,SID), (3.1)
which is a necessary part of each node in the 3D Repo framework. In relational databases terms, this
tuplewouldconstituteacompositeprimarykeyonthescenegraphandrevisionhistorytablessothateach
scene component can contribute exactly once to exactly one revision and each revision can contribute
exactly once to exactly one branch respectively. The possibility of losing such a tuple during the round-
trip from the editing software to the 3D versioning system and back is discussed in §3.6.1.
3.2.3 DAG representation
The standard way of representing graphs, directed or not, in computing systems is to express them
either as collections of adjacency lists or matrices depending on their sparsity, i.e. the number of nodes
versus the number of connections, as described in the textbook by Cormen et al. [CLRS01]. This has
been evaluated alongside some less known approaches in order to establish the most suitable way of
representing DAGs in a linear data store such as a NoSQL DB as listed below.
Parental or child links. Storing information about immediate parents or children of a node, also known
as the adjacency list, requires recursive hierarchical queries for graph traversal. Unless there is a
direct support for this type of retrieval in the data store itself, such an access would have to be
implemented at the application level what is computationally expensive due to data transfers.
Adjacency or incidence matrix. Representing graph connectivity as a 2D boolean matrix requires
complicated memory management when dealing with large data structures. Given the potentially
complex hierarchies of polygonal 3D models and the amount of data each node would have to
store, such an approach would not be feasible.
Nested sets. Celko [Cel12] assigns to each node two integers that deﬁne the boundaries of all of its
children. In contrast to parental or child links, sub-graph retrieval can be implemented using a
single query. However, inserting a new entry into the store causes boundary re-indexing on all
nodes. This limitation was later resolved by Hazel [Haz08] using real numbers represented as
quotients. Nevertheless, these are only suitable for trees where each node has exactly one parent.
Array of ancestors or materialised paths. Storing a full path from the root to each node makes re-
trieval of sub-graphs relatively easy; all nodes with a given node in their path are its children.
What is more, inserting additional nodes requires no updates on the existing entries. Unfortu-
nately, removing nodes requires re-parenting, i.e. updating the paths on all of their sub-nodes.
Materialised paths conveniently represent trees in a linear collection of documents. Unlike trees, how-
ever, general DAGs can have any number of paths leading from their root to each node which would
cause unnecessary duplication when in storage. Hence, to provide an efﬁcient DAG representation and
to preserve the advantages of the standard materialised paths notation, an extension is proposed here.58 Chapter 3. 3D Revision Control Database
A
B C
D E
F G
A: [A]
B: [A ⊲ B]
C: [A ⊲ C]
D: [A ⊲ B ⊲ D]
E: [A ⊲ B ⊲ E]
F: [A ⊲ B ⊲ (D ∨ E) ⊲ F]
G: [A ⊲ ((B ⊲ E) ∨ C) ⊲ G]
Figure 3.4: Extended materialised paths notation example. Each node lists all paths from root A to
itself. Operator ⊲ symbolises parent-child relationship. Node F, for example, can be reached either via
[A ⊲ B ⊲ D ⊲ F] or (signiﬁed by ∨) via [A ⊲ B ⊲ E ⊲ F].
This reduces the need for duplication by recursively deﬁning multiple-choice paths using or notation as
illustrated in Figure 3.4.
More formally, any extended materialised path is deﬁned by a novel context-free grammar
G = {{S,A},{n,nroot,ε},P,S}, (3.2)
where ε is an empty string, n ∈ SG−{nroot} and P is the set of rules
S → [nroot ⊲A], (3.3)
A → ε|n|(A)|A⊲A|(A∨A). (3.4)
In this new grammar, operator ⊲ signiﬁes a parent-child relationship on the graph while ∨ signiﬁes
a logical disjunction whenever there is more than one possible path from nroot to n. Similarly to standard
materialised paths, when reconstructing graph from the selected nodes, the root of a full or a partial graph
is the node that has the shortest path as shown in Figure 3.4. This representation is equally applicable to
a scene graph as well as a revision history since both can be modelled after a DAG.
3.3 Revision Management
In order to support non-linear histories of 3D models, it is necessary to provide similar functionality to
that of a standard ﬁle-based VCS, see Sink [Sin11] for examples. Hence, the null SID, introduced in
§3.2.2, has been chosen to represent a single trunk/master of the revision history as the main development
path. As shown in Figure 3.3, unlimited branches allow for further side developments to be recorded in
the same revision history simultaneously. Although both the scene graph and the revision history are
represented as DAGs, a crucial difference between the two is that the scene graph makes use of SIDs
while the revision history of UIDs for their respective materialised paths. This is because scene nodes
share SIDs across time while history nodes share SIDs across branches, as illustrated in Figure 3.3.
Nevertheless, severaladditionalfeaturesspeciﬁcto3Ddatahavetobeconsideredbeforeadedicated
version control framework can be built. Obviously, there is the need to retrieve the latest head revision
from every branch as well as the need to identify all previous revisions in a sequence so that any one
of them can be queried and recovered independently. With large scenes in mind, the system has to also
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queried. This functionality is necessary for the manipulation of scenes where the whole ensemble would
not ﬁt into the operating memory or when it is simply not required for that particular editing session. As
explained in Section 6.5, it is a common practice amongst modellers to hide certain parts of a large scene
while editing. The ability to retrieve only a subsection of a scene is also useful for visualisation purposes
when only the closest proximity geometry might be visible at any given time. Next, the framework has
to allow for scene graph nodes to be marked as deleted so that they do not contribute to the overall 3D
scene from the next revision onwards. Finally, without proper locking, which is not supported in standard
repositories such as Git [Cha09] either as it is a ﬁle system issue, potential conﬂicts on scene graph
modiﬁcations as well as during merging can occur. These are efﬁciently resolved by 3D Diff described
in Chapter 4 that highlights clashing components and offers a fast conﬂict resolution. However, the
framework can easily be extended to enforce access control as discussed in Section 3.6.
3.3.1 Insertion
Initially, when the repository is empty, the entire 3D scene has to be committed as a ﬁle-format-
independent scene graph data structure, deﬁned in §3.2.1, together with the root node of the history
graph carrying essential information about the newly created revision. This information usually consists
of the standard commit metadata such as the revision author, message, timestamp, tag, etc., as well as
an explicit current list of all scene graph nodes’ UIDs that belong to the revision. Further commits
add new scene nodes and replace their UIDs in the revision which also records SIDs of all those scene
components that have just been added, deleted or modified. However, trying to commit changes
on any node which is at least one revision behind the head, hence out of synchronisation, results in a
conﬂict. In such a case, the local version has to be merged with the head of the repository regardless of
the system being centralised like SVN or distributed like Git.
3.3.2 Retrieval
To be able to retrieve any version of a 3D scene from the repository, the head or one of its ancestral
revisions has to be known. Assuming that the history DAG is represented using the extended materialised
paths notation as deﬁned in §3.2.3, the head is simply the revision history node that has the longest
parental path and has the SID of the desired branch. This is because any ancestral revision of the head
is listed in the path according to its order of creation. Since each node in the revision history graph
explicitly encodes the current list of all scene components’ UIDs that belong to its revision, once the
revision node has been identiﬁed, such a list can be queried. Upon retrieval of the 3D components that
match the required UIDs, the original scene graph structure can be reconstructed by relying on the same
materialised paths notation as before. Similarly, a sub-graph can be retrieved by querying only those
scene components that have the desired sub-node’s SID in their path.
3.3.3 Deletion
A version control system has to preserve all revisions that have ever been created. Therefore, when
deleting a scene component from the repository, it is only marked as deleted in the next revision so
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Algorithm 1 Node Deletion
function DELETE(node,revision) // node to be deleted
orphans ← FINDORPHANS(node)
for each orphan ∈ orphans do
revision.deleted ← orphan.uid
end for
end function
function FINDORPHANS(node)
orphans ← node // given node is always orphan
children ← GETCHILDREN(node)
for each child ∈ children do
if ¬ HASANOTHERPARENT(node, child) then
orphans ← GETORPHANS(child)
end if
end for
return orphans
end function
from the storage as it always needs to be accessible as part of those previous revisions which it belongs
to. In addition, when marking a node as deleted, its entire sub-graph has to be recursively checked as
outlined in Algorithm 1. If any of its descendant nodes have no other parents, i.e. became orphaned due
to deletion, they also have to be deleted. Although it would be possible to automatically reparent such
orphaned nodes, marking them deleted yields a more robust and predictable system behaviour. Scene
graph is a hierarchical structure where node dependencies have direct implications with regards to the
resulting polygonal 3D model. Therefore, it is safe to assume that the intention of the user was to delete
all remaining sub-nodes unless explicitly instructed otherwise.
3.3.4 Delta compression
Delta compression, also known as delta encoding in audio/video formats, is a technique commonly used
in VCSs to represent, interchange and store differences rather than whole revisions in order to reduce
data size [HVT98, Bau08]. For deltas ∆ to be effective, it is important to select their granularity so
that the changes are small enough to be meaningful yet computationally tractable, especially on projects
comprised of thousands of contributors and millions of edits. Therefore, in the 3D Repo system, the
individual scene graph nodes have been chosen to represent delta changes. Even though a single vertex
modiﬁcation would require an entire new mesh document to be stored in the next revision, it can still be
considered a delta because only a partial change on the overall scene graph structure has to be preserved.
This provides the right balance of complexity and storage convenience.
Since each revision entry records the UIDs of all scene nodes that belong to a particular revision as
well as the SIDs for the added, deleted and modified components, access time is reduced to one
request to retrieve the revision document itself and another one to retrieve the referred scene components.
If the user has a local copy of some previous revision of the 3D scene, only the accumulated added and
modified scene nodes need to be transmitted, akin to a standard delta combination which fuses the
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3.3.5 Branching
Sincerevisionhistoryinthe3D ReposystemismodelledafteraDAG, italsosupportsconcurrentbranch-
ing. Apart from contributing to the main development path, the users are able to create distinct branches
independently of each other. New revisions can be branched off from any previous revision that has been
already recorded simply by inserting a new child node into the history graph. This is possible even on a
revision that is not the current head. Being a new branch is designated by an SID that is different from
all other SIDs in the system. Future members of the branch will have to share this new SID which can,
depending on the implementation, be uniquely generated even without a centralised coordination.
3.3.6 Merging
Based on the assumption that all scene graph nodes are stored in their local coordinates with associated
paths that deﬁne their global transformation, see §3.2.1, even changes that seemingly affect the same
part of the scene can be merged automatically. Suppose that User1 checked out the building model in
Figure 3.12 and increased its height. By doing so, the roof mesh was displaced but not modiﬁed. Further
suppose that User2 added a chimney in the meantime. Due to modiﬁcations being independent of their
global position, User2 can commit the changes back to the repository using the auto merge functionality
without creating conﬂicts. However, concurrent edits on the same part of a 3D scene such as modiﬁca-
tions of vertices, texture coordinates, materials, etc. by multiple artists are considered conﬂicting. These
cannot be merged without a user intervention. Traditionally, such conﬂicts are exported into 3D ﬁles and
resolved manually in a dedicated vertex-level editor. Unfortunately, most popular modelling packages,
e.g. Autodesk Maya or Blender, superimpose the models but do not aid the merging process any further.
Therefore, a fully automated 3D Diff tool was developed as described in Chapter 4. Note, however, that
in the chimney example, adhering to the building height regulations would be the responsibility of the
user merging their changes into the repository.
3.4 Prototype Implementation
The feasibility of the proposed framework is demonstrated on three distinct repository front-ends that
support some or all of the revision management and visualisation aspects as described in Section 3.3. The
3D Repo desktop client is a stand-alone application that supports the parsing of common 3D data formats
in order to provide a truly ﬁle-format-independent 3D version control functionality. On the other hand,
the 3D Repo web and mobile clients offer read-only access to the repository in order to render selected
revisions on memory limited devices that support OpenGL ES speciﬁcation [ML10] and its derivative
WebGL [Mar11]. The 3D repository itself is built on top of a NoSQL MongoDB [MPH10]. Additional
server-side daemon service XML3DRepo is described in Chapter 5.
3.4.1 3D repository
Dedicated graph management systems such as Pregel [MAB+09], Neo4j [RWE13], HyperGraphDB
[Ior10] or OrientDB [Tes13] described in Chapter 2 offer large-scale distributed graph processing ca-
pabilities. 3D Repo framework, however, does not require complicated graph traversal computations.
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components alongside their revisions in a single centralised repository. Fortunately, the latest document-
oriented NoSQL databases provide a suitable alternative to graph DBs in order to store and query scene
and revision DAGs as deﬁned in Section 3.2. In contrast to the traditional relational database manage-
ment systems (RDBMSs), these new DBs preserve structured data with greater ﬂexibility and ease of
access while not sacriﬁcing the all-important DB performance and scalability. By design, NoSQL DBs
pose no restrictions on the underlying layout of their data collections, i.e. tables in relational DB terms.
It is, therefore, possible to store any polymorphic documents in a single collection.
Despite this schema-less approach, it is important to enforce some basic rules regarding the DB
structure. Thus, unlike other systems, 3D Repo assigns two collections per repository, one for all the
scene graphconstituentsand one for allthosedocuments thatbelongto therevision history. Furthermore,
the system requires all documents to specify their UID and SID values as deﬁned in §3.2.2.
A standard release open source NoSQL MongoDB [MPH10] has been selected as the data store
for the 3D repository. In comparison to alternative JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)-based NoSQL
databases such as CouchDB [ALS10] or MarkLogic [Zha09], MongoDB utilises binary documents for
storage, querying and data transmission. What is more, this database provides ﬁeld indexing, full-text
search, replica DBs as well as auto-sharding, Map/Reduce functionality and even geospatial indexing
making it a suitable addition to existing GIS systems and, therefore, an attractive choice for production
environments. Despite all of the aforementioned beneﬁts, MongoDB is not a functional requirement of
the 3D Repo framework and could be replaced by any other suitable data store if desired.
3.4.2 BSON encoding
Binary JSON (BSON) [Mon14a] is a little-endian serialised derivative of JSON [ECM13] that employs C
data types such as byte, int32/64 and double for its terminals. This not only makes the DB highly
responsive but also enables additional date and binary ﬁelds which are not part of the standard JSON
speciﬁcation but are necessary for 3D version control. The UID and SID parts of the revision metadata,
see §3.2.2, are recorded using universally unique identiﬁer (UUID) as deﬁned by ITU-T [Tel08]. This
is especially suitable for version control as it allows committing changes to a single repository without
the need for any centralised coordination. Although BSON is designed to be efﬁcient on scanning and
parsing, it can occupy more space than a JSON equivalent because it explicitly encodes array indices.
Actually, arrays are nothing more than nested documents where each index is an explicit key with an
associated array value. Although ordinary 3D attributes such as object name, material shininess, etc.,
can be encoded directly, the prototype 3D Repo implementation stores long arrays as binary entries
within BSON documents to avoid unnecessary data overheads.
Hence, 3D verticesV are encoded as an array of triplets
V = [(x1,y1,z1),(x2,y2,z2),...,(xn,yn,zn)], (3.5)
where (xi,yi,zi) ∈ R3 are coordinates of a single vertex vi and n is their cardinality. Normals N are
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in which case |V|  = |N|. Faces F, on the other hand, deﬁne indices into the vertex array V. These are
encoded depending on the speciﬁed application programming interface (API) level as follows.
If faces deﬁne a mix of points, lines and general polygons, then these are represented as
F1 = [k1,(i1,1,...,i1,k1),...,kn,(in,1,...,in,kn)], (3.6)
where k is the number of subsequent values that are indices i into the vertex array V and together form
a face. This encoding corresponds to API level 1. If, however, the faces represent only triangles, this
representation can be simpliﬁed as an array of triplets
F2 = [(i1,1,i1,2,i1,3),...,(in,1,in,2,in,3)], (3.7)
because each face is explicitly deﬁned by 3 indices only. This encoding corresponds to API level 2.
Multi-channel texture mappingUV is represented as one or multiple concatenated arrays
UV = [((u1,1,v1,1),...,(u1,n,v1,n)),...,((um,1,vm,1),....,(um,n,vm,n))], (3.8)
where ui,j,vi,j are texture coordinates corresponding to a vertex j in channel i. There are m channels in
total. Similarly,U andUVW channels can be represented.
The byte arrays are assumed to be in a 32-bit little-endian ordering. Listing 3.1 shows an example of
a unit cube mesh document using this encoding within a BSON document. Hence, it is easy to perform
1 {
2 _id : BinData(3,"1OXvtFihRm6aH+nh+cioGw=="), // Unique UUID
3 shared_id : BinData(3,"MAU5l5mEVIlCQAAAAAAACA=="), // Shared UUID
4 paths : [[BinData(3,"MAU5l5mEVIlCQAAAAAAACA==")]], // All paths from root
5 type : "mesh",
6 api : 1, // API level
7 name : "cube",
8 vertices_count : 36,
9 vertices : BinData(0,"AACAPwAAgL8AAIC/AACAPw... "), // Vertices array
10 faces_count : 12,
11 faces : BinData(0,"AwAAAAAAAAABAAAAAgAAAAAAA... "), // Faces array
12 normals : BinData(0,"AAAAAAAAgL8AAAAAAAAAAAA... "), // Normals array
13 bounding_box : [[-1.0, -1.0, -1.0], // Min xyz
14 [ 1.0, 1.0, 1.0]] // Max xyz
15 }
Listing 3.1: An example of 3D Repo BSON mesh encoding. Please note that the comments (green) are
not part of a valid BSON syntax and are only used for explanation purposes. Binary entries for vertices
V, faces F and normals N have all been truncated. The full list of all supported scene graph node types
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an early reject byte-by-byte memory comparison on the binary ﬁelds to determine whether they are iden-
tical to those already stored in the repository. If, for example, the number of vertices on a mesh differs
from that in the head revision, it is ﬂagged as modified. But even so, a full binary comparison is
still a reasonably fast operation. 3D Repo can, therefore, store in a single database not only the common
3D assets such as meshes and materials, but also textures and even non-standard components such as
shaders that would have to be compiled during runtime. However, some of these, e.g. textures, can be
extremely large. For instance, the size of a BSON document in MongoDB is currently limited to 16MB
only [MPH10]. This limitation can be overcome using the MongoDB’s native GridFS functionality to
subdivide large documents into 255KB chunks. Despite the name, GridFS does not correspond to a ﬁle
system but merely to two data collections inside a single DB. Nevertheless, many 3D formats already
impose their own size restrictions. Extensible 3D (X3D) [JIS+13], for example, has a maximum of 216
vertices per mesh. Hence, it is possible to represent components using undivided BSON documents.
3.4.3 Desktop client
3D Repo GUI is an example of a stand-alone application that enables repository management and asyn-
chronous 3D version control. As depicted in Figure 3.5, the client consists of the following software:
1. 3D Repo Core is a portable C++ library that supports low-level data handling and 3D versioning
described in Section 3.3. The core provides an abstract DAG deﬁnition as well as its two concrete
implementations, one for the scene graph and the other for the revision history. Required abstract
methods convert these graphs into linear lists of BSON documents that can be stored in a DB.
2. Open Asset Import Library (ASSIMP) [SGK+14] converts more than 40 popular 3D ﬁle formats
such as Collaborative Design Activity (COLLADA) [BF08], Blender 3D [Bla12], Autodesk 3ds
Max [DD13], Wavefront Object [Inc04], etc., into a uniﬁed in-memory scene representation. This
data structure is in turn transformed into a generic 3D Repo scene graph.
3. GLC Lib [Rib14] supports 3D rendering of hundreds of thousands of components and millions
of polygons. This library is used to visualise individual revisions locally even when a third party
editing software is unavailable.
4. 3D Repo GUI is the application’s front-end written in C++ and a popular cross-platform UI frame-
work Qt [BS08]. The aim of the GUI is to provide a convenient desktop-based 3D version control
system without the need to resort to a command line interface.
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Figure 3.5: 3D Repo GUI client technology diagram. This desktop-based client application utilises
cross-platform UI framework Qt and independent C++ libraries Assimp, GLC Lib to manage and visu-
alise 3D revisions from MongoDB.3.4. Prototype Implementation 65
(a) Head revision
(b) Previous revision
Figure 3.6: London King’s Cross station in 3D Repo GUI. The desktop-based client supports version
tracking and asset distribution via a remote 3D repository built on top of a NoSQL database MongoDB.
(a) The head revision loaded from the master branch. (b) Previous revision in orthographic projec-
tion. Model courtesy of Network Rail.66 Chapter 3. 3D Revision Control Database
(a) Commit dialog (b) Revision History dialog
Figure 3.7: 3D Repo GUI dialogs. (a) Commit dialog listing all scene graph components that are to be
committed in the next revision. (b) Revision History dialog listing the revisions and associated metadata.
By utilising these components, the GUI, shown in Figure 3.6, is able to act as a general 3D model
viewer and ﬁle-format converter while supporting scene graph delta commits, revision retrieval and
automatic conﬂict resolution as deﬁned in Section 3.3. On load, the user connects to a remote repository
using the host and port values and user-speciﬁc credentials which are required on a per-project basis
or globally if authenticated on the admin database. In a single session, the user can be connected to
multiple hosts for easier cross-domain data manipulation. The contents of the repositories, i.e. individual
version-controlled projects, are listed in a repositories dock panel together with the count of nodes and
the disc space occupied, see left-hand side of Figure 3.6a. These can be ﬁltered using a built-in full-
text search. Underneath, there is a current log output preserved locally for auditing purposes. Multiple
revisions can be opened and manipulated simultaneously via interlinked navigation, see Figure 3.11. On
commit, the user uploads only the most recent delta changes via automatic conﬂict resolution as deﬁned
in Section 3.3 resulting in the commit dialog shown in Figure 3.7a. However, the GUI does not support
any vertex-level editing so if a more complicated merge is required, the conﬂicting revisions have to be
exported into a separate 3D ﬁle for external editing. Once in the repository, several revisions can be
retrieved simultaneously using the revision history dialog as shown in Figure 3.7b. The GUI is fully
multi-threaded and each action is performed per open window without freezing the whole user interface.
3.4.4 Web client
3D Repo web client is a proof of concept example of a lightweight read-only repository front-end that
visualises revisions in web browsers. The purpose of this client is to connect directly to the database
in order to provide a simple and efﬁcient way of rendering selected revisions without the need for a
stand-alone application server.
Even though plenty of work has been done on the server-side management of MongoDB, there cur-
rently exists no standardised JavaScript library that would communicate with the DB from the client-side
[MPH10]. Since BSON speciﬁcation is not yet supported by modern web browsers, one option is to rely
on the MongoDB Node.js [Ihr13] parser [Mon14b]. Another approach, however, is to utilise the native
MongoDB Java driver which not only decodes the BSON data format but also handles the Transmis-3.4. Prototype Implementation 67
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Figure 3.8: 3D Repo web client technology diagram. Client-side JavaScript leverages the MongoDB
Java driver (exposed via a custom applet) to query BSON documents from a 3D Repo. JavaScript-to-
Java communication is possible thanks to the LiveConnect feature of the Java browser plug-in. Once the
scene graph is reconstructed, WebGL renders the retrieved geometry inside a web browser.
Figure 3.9: 3D Repo web client rendering the Great Northern Hotel 3D model. This lightweight client
visualisesthecontentsoftherepositoryinWebGL-enabledwebbrowserswithouttheneedforadedicated
application server. Note that this proof of concept application has been superseded by a more advanced
XML3DRepo client discussed in Chapter 5. Model courtesy of Network Rail.
sion Control Protocol (TCP) DB connections. This is possible thanks to the LiveConnect [Ora12a] Java
plug-in feature that enables communication between the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) and the JavaScript
engine running in a web browser. On one hand, a Java applet can invoke scripts in a HTML page and
populate JavaScript objects. On the other hand, JavaScript can access Java runtime libraries, static meth-
ods, create objects and execute public methods on Java applets. Therefore, the web client is written as a
combination of a default MongoDB Java driver, JavaScript and WebGL as depicted in Figure 3.8. The
driver is wrapped into an applet that exposes useful methods to JavaScript but has no execution logic to
manage the client itself. Additional static methods convert between the BSON document collection re-
trieved from the repository and a scene graph representation required by WebGL. Once the scene graph
is retrieved and reconstructed, the JavaScript application renders the polygonal 3D model using WebGL
as depicted in Figure 3.9. However, as a safety measure, LiveConnect restricts the ability of JavaScript
to open any cross-domain Java connections, see the security model reference in [Ora12a]. Thus, the
3D Repo web client has to be loaded from the same domain as the DB, a small yet important limitation.68 Chapter 3. 3D Revision Control Database
Figure 3.10: 3D Repo Android app available in Google Play Market. The user logs in to a remote
3D Repo data store, selects a speciﬁc revision, previews the existing comments and commits new com-
ments back to the repository. This application was developed for the purposes of public enquiry during
which the members of the general public can voice their concerns in regards to public development.
Visualised here is the Great Northern Hotel which is a part of the King’s Cross station redevelopment
project. Model courtesy of Network Rail.
3.4.5 Mobile client
Although most modern mobile devices support the respective technological components of the 3D Repo
web client, LiveConnect bridge between Java and JavaScript is currently not available beyond desktop
web browsers. Therefore, an Android-speciﬁc [GN14] 3D Repo mobile client visualises centrally stored
polygonal 3D models on mobile devices.
Since Android is inherently Java-based, the MongoDB Java driver from §3.4.4 was ported to the
Android platform. A custom rendering engine based on OpenGL ES [ML10] was developed to query
the scene and update user annotations via an interactive 3D preview. In order to offer a scalable visual-
isation platform, decomposed assets are streamed onto client devices, reconstructed into a suitable 3D
representation and displayed for viewing.
Similarly to the desktop 3D Repo client, the user ﬁrst selects the host and port to connect to and
provides user-speciﬁc credentials to log into the repository. Then, the user selects a project to visualise.
Once the scene is loaded, they can freely navigate the 3D space and read and write comments at any
location. As shown in Figure 3.10, these are divided into ﬁve main categories identiﬁed by distinct
icons. Localised comments are pushed back to the repository for subsequent analysis. An overview of
the scene shows hotspots where most of the comments were posted. This concept is expected to improve
the public enquiry process and signiﬁcantly reduce the costs of running such events, see Chapter 1.3.4. Prototype Implementation 69
Figure 3.11: 72 revisions of the UCL Cruciform building version controlled in 3D Repo. Random
colours have been applied to highlight manifold surfaces and their corresponding features. Model cour-
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Figure 3.12: Revision history snapshot recorded using 3D Repo. Model courtesy of Johnathan Good.
3.5 Evaluation
Evaluated here are some of the main features supported by the 3D Repo framework and the associated
client applications presented in Section 3.4.
• Visualised within the 3D Repo GUI in Figure 3.6 is an example of a large architectural 3D model
with 3,171,115 polygons and 2,439 meshes that is version controlled in a remote 3D repository.
The original scene created in Autodesk 3ds Max [DD13] occupies over 3.5GB of disk space and is
spread across 595 ﬁles, 365 of which are textures. In contrast, 3D Repo preserves the same scene
in MongoDB using mere 368.5MB of storage. All assets including meshes, materials, transforma-
tions and textures are encoded as BSON and are fully version controlled. Hence the requirements
for storage are signiﬁcantly smaller than other versioning methods described in Chapter 2.3.6. Discussion 71
• As shown in Figure 3.9, it is also possible to retrieve a subset of a large 3D scene from the repos-
itory and visualise it within a web browser. This model, the Great Northern Hotel, is tracked
through time independently of the main scene, the King’s Cross station. Unlike the desktop client,
the web browser viewer provides a read-only access to the repository. Although this proof of
concept prototype demonstrates the feasibility of rendering the contents of the repository in web
browsers, it has been superseded by XML3DRepo and its associated viewer, see Chapter 5.
• Figure 3.10 demonstrates the collaborative nature and the scale at which the 3D Repo framework
can reach potential users. Using the mobile client, hundreds of stakeholders are able to seamlessly
collaborate on a single project by placing virtual comments directly into the 3D scene.
• Figure 3.11 demonstrates a large number of revisions managed by 3D Repo. The desktop-based
client is able to visualise all revisions simultaneously with interlinked user navigation. Each of the
revisions can be exported as a stand-alone 3D ﬁle for subsequent local editing.
• Finally, Figure 3.12 demonstrates an example of a non-linear history being tracked via 3D Repo.
Features from a side branch are automatically merged into the main development stream of the
master branch. The Medieval dataset was created in Trimble Sketchup [Sch13] and imported to
3D Repo using COLLADA [BF08] ﬁle format.
3.6 Discussion
Interaction between the modelling software and a domain-speciﬁc 3D version control framework
3D Repo takes place through the import and export of ﬁles via the main desktop-based application
3D Repo GUI and other web-enabled lightweight clients. The software architecture and prototype imple-
mentations presented in Sections 3.2 and 3.4 respectively succeeded in decoupling the modelling from
its long-term storage, as ﬁles are now considered to be only temporary representations of information
in order to facilitate data interchange with a variety of editors. This is of great importance as the range
of editing software and other mesh generation tools is already vast and likely to grow even more in the
future. Rather than relying on vendor-speciﬁc features such as revision histories stored in the native
Autodesk Maya ﬁles or traditional ﬁle-based VCSs that are inherently not suited to the diversity of 3D
assets, the users of 3D Repo are able to track revisions and store only the deltas rather than whole ﬁles.
3.6.1 Limitations
By deﬁnition, the smallest unit of change in the 3D Repo system is a document. In a mesh, binary arrays
are used for vertex coordinates, normals and face indices, see subsection 3.4.2. This representation
is efﬁcient if the likely access point is a collection of documents, but is not once the edits become
very localised. If, for example, a single vertex has been repositioned, the whole document but not the
entire 3D scene would have to be replaced in the next revision. This level of granularity might not
be suitable to all projects, although it would certainly be possible to support multiple types of object
representations within the same repository. The UI could store small edits as operations depending on
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ﬁle representations need to convey changes efﬁciently. That is, the system must be able to detect that
the imported scene components match the existing entries in the repository and that some of them have
changed since the previous revision. At the moment, the system relies on the assumption that imported
assets preserve revision metadata UID and SID for each component. However, there is no guarantee that
the editing software will do this and users will always be able to modify the data if they wish. Thus,
an interesting matching problem occurs. It is possible to compare scene graph nodes against all their
previous revisions stored in the DB. This can be speeded up by relying on the data sizes as an early
indicator of correspondence and the fact that matching is a pure binary comparison. To go even further,
it would be necessary to support the matching of arbitrary meshes against each other, an interesting
research problem in itself which can be easily circumvented by a direct editor connection, see §3.6.2.
The main limitation of the current proof of concept applications presented in Section 3.4 is the
recurring direct DB connection. Since no functional changes have been made to the DB itself, the
desiredversioncontrollogichadtobeplacedattheapplicationlevel. Unfortunately, schema-lessNoSQL
databases like MongoDB lack data validation on insertion, unless speciﬁed as a unique key. Placing
the application authority client-side gives rise to potentially inadvertent damage on the repository as
each client gains a raw access to the data store. This limitation is addressed in Chapter 5 through the
development of a server-side daemon and a corresponding Representational State Transfer (REST) API.
3.6.2 Extensions
As suggested in Figure 3.1, GUI applications are not necessary to manage a remote 3D Repository.
The applications that connect to the DB and facilitate revision control are mainly prototype examples
that demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed solution. The editing software could itself replace the
desktop GUI. Plug-in frameworks provided by many modern editors such as Autodesk 3ds Max or
Blender could connect to the DB directly, exploiting all the data available in the repository. In particular,
on committing changes back to the DB, the system would know exactly at which point an asset was
retrieved and which revision it belongs to. Thus, the internal workings of the revision control could be
entirely hidden from the user. It is important to note that unless some form of access control is in place,
conﬂict resolution is still a required part of such a framework. An obvious feature that could be added
to the system is access control via locking. Even though it is not difﬁcult to add locks to the existing
DB schema, it is difﬁcult to preserve them in a round-trip to the ﬁle store. What is more, it is not trivial
to decide on the granularity level of the locks themselves. One can imagine supporting read-write locks
that would prevent conﬂicts arising altogether. Hybrid types of locks, on the other hand, could enforce
geometric constraints on the 3D model. A single polyline in such a case could deﬁne a locked interface
between a piece of geometry to be modiﬁed and the rest of the scene. Addressing this is planned for
future work, see Chapter 7. Another feature to add is the facility to search for assets via spatial queries,
reminiscent of the role of spatial DBs. To achieve this, a bounding box hierarchy could be provided. This
could be used for both general queries such as “fetch all objects within this region”, “fetch all objects
adjoining given object”, but also to facilitate the detection of matches when revision metadata has been
lost. MongoDB already offers native geospatial longitude and latitude indexing to further support it.3.7. Chapter Summary 73
3.7 Chapter Summary
The ﬁrst research question in Chapter 1 asked whether collaborative 3D editing can be scaled to useful
model sizes. Thus, the framework presented in this chapter explored a novel approach to storage and
asynchronous revision control of 3D assets using a document-oriented NoSQL DB. Three different DB
front-ends have been developed in order to enable non-linear version control speciﬁcally designed for 3D
assets, automatic merging as well as remote repository visualisations. It is believed that the uniﬁcation
of storage and versioning in a single DB can provide signiﬁcant beneﬁts over the common practice today
which uses traditional VCSs for asset tracking. 3D Repo system, therefore, decoupled polygonal 3D
modelling from its long-term storage by creating a suitable repository in a standard release MongoDB.
Firstly, the issues of representing DAGs in a document-oriented DB was resolved. Next, the size and
types of elements stored were selected. On top of this, a revision control system was created that allows
for branching and merging and enables concurrent 3D modelling over the Internet. When creating the
framework, support for editing using the broadest range of tools was decided; thus relying on import
and export of ﬁles rather than relying on speciﬁc modelling tools. In addition, the revision history was
captured alongside individual 3D assets within the same repository.
The main contribution of this chapter spans from identifying and exploiting similarities between a
scene graph and a revision history. Since both data structures can be represented as a DAG, it is not only
possible to store large 3D scenes in a remote repository but also preserve their editing history at the level
of individual components. Feasibility of the proposed solution was demonstrated on numerous examples
with up to several millions polygons. The system is able to load over 40 different ﬁle formats and store
them in a uniﬁed scene graph representation in a NoSQL DB. In addition, each asset is version controlled
using unique identiﬁers (IDs) so that multiple users can collaborate on the same scene concurrently.
It is, therefore, fair to argue that this approach would be a suitable way of establishing large-scale
collaborative development and visualisation as asked in research Questions 1 and 2 in Chapter 1. The
prototype tools presented in Section 3.4 are already useful for management and integration of a few
million polygon models, in that multiple versions can be stored in one place, and different users can
access the models remotely. Given the type of database in use is proven to scale massively, the potential
long-term beneﬁts include the ability to serve a large number of editors using a single scene, or even
open crowd-sourcing of 3D models, see Chapter 5.
However, the 3D Repo system does not yet support per asset locking. Hence, a form of visual 3D
differencing and merging interface is a crucial component of the non-linear 3D version control. The
3D Diff UI, described in Chapter 4, is able to utilise the knowledge about a common ancestor of two
3D models in order to effect a 3-way merge which automatically resolves conﬂicting edits that would
otherwise be ambiguous. It further introduces the notion of implicit and explicit conﬂicts in order to
preserve semantic relationships in 3D models. Such a functionality is crucial for easy maintenance of
3D repositories where hundreds of users could collaborate on the same 3D scene simultaneously. Never-
theless, such tools including client applications presented in Section 3.4 require a direct DB connection.
Chapter 5, therefore, introduces a daemon service REST API which acts as a gateway to the system74 Chapter 3. 3D Revision Control Database
and a layer of indirection on the server-side. Finally, to extract provenance from legacy datasets, a 3D
Timeline interface, presented in Chapter 6, reverse engineers editing histories from stand-alone 3D ﬁles.
Since this algorithm makes no assumptions about the scene structures, it is able to compare different ﬁle
formats simply based on their geometry.75
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Visual 3D Differencing and Merging
Apart from application of a domain speciﬁc VCS to management of 3D assets, the ﬁrst research question
in Chapter 1 also asks whether it is possible to sustain collaborative editing without the need for per-asset
locking. As modelling software grows in use, and as 3D models get more complex with input from many
users over time, there is an emerging problem of maintaining scenes that were edited concurrently. Thus,
in order to support non-linear history of polygonal 3D models, an interface for visual 3D differencing
and merging is required. Although 3D Repo framework, introduced in Chapter 3, is able to effectively
preserve non-linear revisions and branches alongside the main development path, it still depends on a
convenientanduser-friendlytooltoidentifyandmanageconcurrentedits. A3Dscenemightbeeditedby
different users simultaneously, hence, there is the need to merge several revisions to create a consistent
output preserving the desired changes from each user. Yet, most of the time it is possible to simply
take whole sections from respective models to form a coherent result. Such an approach is convenient,
especially, when manipulating complex scenes. It is also less prone to merging errors as it manipulates
ﬁxed scene components rather than low-level vertices. In general, comparing polygonal 3D models is a
complex and time consuming task. When combining modiﬁed versions of the same scene, popular 3D
modelling packages show the models, enable their editing but do not assist the merging process in any
way. This chapter, therefore, presents a novel tool, 3D Diff, that supports visual differencing and merging
of 3D assets. Here, the problem is framed in a way that is analogous to source code conﬂict resolution.
Firstly, as described in Section 4.2, the tool automatically detects the differences in polygonal 3D models
by noting the correspondences and discrepancies between them. Secondly, it provides an interactive UI
to select between changes in order to effect a merge. To achieve this, the novel notions of explicit and
implicit conﬂicts in polygonal 3D models are introduced in Section 4.2, and a prototype implementation
that supports a novel conﬂict resolution process is developed, see Section 4.4. This performs a bounding
box clash detection and 3D visualisation and allows its users to quickly select one of the revisions from
each of the conﬂicted scene graph nodes. By further integrating the knowledge about the immediate
common ancestor of the differenced models, also known as a 3-way diff, the tool is able to automatically
resolve more conﬂicts than in a standard 2-way comparison. This is evaluated in a pilot user study in
§4.5.1, the results of which suggest that 3D Diff is an effective way to merge polygonal 3D models.
Section 4.6 thus concludes that such tools have an important role in the maintenance of large 3D scenes.76 Chapter 4. Visual 3D Differencing and Merging
Figure 4.1: 3D differencing and merging via 3D Diff. Two revisions, left and right, of the same 3D
model are compared. Conﬂicting edits are highlighted in red, non-conﬂicting modiﬁcations in blue, user
selection in orange and manually merged results in grey. Model courtesy of Blender Foundation.
4.1 System Overview
Computers have become more capable in the scales and richness of graphics that they support. The
complexity and size of 3D models as well as the amount of individuals collaborating on the same scene
simultaneously have grown dramatically over the past few decades. This explosion in content creation
is easily witnessed by a large number of models available in repositories such as Sketchup 3D Ware-
house [Tri14] or TurboSquid [Tur14]. Thus, the emerging problem is that of maintaining a set of 3D
models over multiple artists working on the same repository concurrently. Existing popular modelling
packages such as Autodesk 3ds Max [DD13], Maya [Pal13] or Blender [Bla12], however, do not natively
aid this process and provide only manual means of conﬂict resolution. The most common approach is
to superimpose the models and delete scene components one by one until the desired merge is achieved,
see Figure 3.12. Unfortunately, without an automated conﬂict detection, such an approach would not be
feasible for large scenes where there are often thousands of components present, see Figures 3.6 and 5.4.
The problem of concurrent 3D editing can be compared to an analogous situation in software engi-
neering. When multiple users edit the same ﬁle concurrently, one has to perform automated differencing
inordertoidentifytheconﬂictingchanges. Manydeltaalgorithms, i.e.proceduresthatdetectchangesfor
the purposes of version control and compression, have been proposed over the years [HVT98, BMZ+05].
Discrepanciesidentiﬁedusingthesealgorithmsarethenresolvedeitherbyacceptingorrejecting“theirs”
or “mine” whole revisions on a per ﬁle basis or by modifying conﬂicting ﬁles line by line.
By way of comparison, in the domain of computer graphics, the novel concepts of 3D differencing
and merging, depicted in Figure 4.1, describe the process of identifying and resolving changes between
two or more input 3D models that might be comprised of multiple binary or text ﬁles. Commonly,
these ﬁles tend to describe the geometry, material properties, textures, etc., and even application speciﬁc
data such as shaders. Traditional VCSs such as SVN or Git can store all such ﬁles, however, their
merging tools are not designed to support diverse types of 3D assets. Whilst for small polygonal 3D
models it might be possible to perform a line-based merge as described in Chapter 2, the meaning
of changes in large scenes is almost impossible to comprehend and visualise using existing tools and
processes. Furthermore, it is not always possible to construct a consistent scene by only selecting parts
of the input models because 3D edits might interfere with each other. This is of similar character to4.1. System Overview 77
Figure 4.2: 3D Diff processing pipeline. 3D models are edited concurrently in standard modelling
packages such as Blender or Autodesk 3ds Max and exported as ﬁles. These are loaded into a stand-
alone 3D Diff tool which performs differencing and interactively resolves conﬂicts into a merged result.
The result can then be exported as a new ﬁle or simply uploaded to a 3D Repo versioning system.
software merging where a na¨ ıve approach may not preserve the semantics and structure of the source
code [JL94, LHKR12]. A prototype 3D Diff tool presented in Section 4.4, therefore, identiﬁes explicit
conﬂicts whenever the corresponding scene components have been edited differently, as well as implicit
conﬂicts that are caused as side-effects of the merging process itself. Although the concept of implicit
conﬂicts has no direct relationship to the source code, it is related to the detection of the aforementioned
semantic conﬂicts. 2-way and 3-way 3D differencing and merging are performed similarly to their
software engineering counterparts [Men02].
Section 4.2, thus, describes how two polygonal 3D models and, optionally, their common ancestor
are compared by their scene graph representations down to individual discrepancies at the scene node
level. Preserving the syntax and semantics of the models using such an approach is relatively straight-
forward as standard scene graph conventions isolate the geometry and associated metadata into units
that can be shared across different systems and applications, see Section 3.2. By respecting the ver-
sion control actions of adding, deleting and modifying components, the semantics of a scene graph are
being preserved. However, structural changes made to a 3D scene, e.g. re-parenting of an object, can
potentially make no visual but huge structural changes to the model ﬁles.
Fortunately, unlike standard VCSs that deal with ﬁles, 3D Repo, described in Chapter 3, is based
on a database of scene graph components and treats ﬁles only as temporary data representations. This
ensures that structural changes have no impact on the storage requirements of the repository or the
version control logic. Nevertheless, the output of this kind of high-level 3D merging may not always be
completely resolvable, hence, in rare cases where vertex-level editing is required, this is expected to take
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4.1.1 Processing pipeline
As depicted in Figure 4.2, the input to the processing pipeline are two polygonal 3D models that are to
be differenced with an optional addition of a third model, their common ancestor. Although the ancestor
is neither necessary, nor is it displayed to the end user, in a 3-way diff, it helps the system to resolve
the ambiguous cases where there are scene nodes missing in one of the input models. These cases are
ambiguous because just from the two revisions it is not always possible to reliably determine whether a
new object has been added or whether an old object has been deleted. Even though 3D models, espe-
cially when merging branches, tend to come directly from a remote 3D repository instead of a local ﬁle
system, somewhere along the revision history the data must have been processed as ﬁles using modelling
packages, otherwise no changes would have been recorded. Therefore, the prototype 3D Diff interface,
described in Section 4.4, supports polygon meshes with materials and textures loaded either from lo-
cal 3D ﬁles or from a 3D Repo repository through a ﬁle-format-independent scene graph representation
introduced in §3.2.1. Extensions to other forms of 3D asset types are a matter of implementation only
and does not present any speciﬁc challenges other than parsing and visualisation. At the end of the
pipeline, the output is a new polygonal 3D model with some or all of the conﬂicts resolved by taking
entire changes from one of the two conﬂicting inputs akin to standard merging in source code version-
ing. Hence, the process that leads to syntactically and semantically correct combination of multiple edits
across several revisions of the same 3D scene consists of two consecutive stages as follows:
1. The initial stage, described in Section 4.2, automatically detects discrepancies between the given
models and highlights them visually as a colour-coded overlay on top of individual scene compo-
nents in a 3D Diff GUI. In its default mode, the algorithm performs 2-way differencing comparing
only two polygonal 3D models. The inclusion of the ancestor of the differenced models further
informs the process and helps to resolve some of otherwise unresolvable edits, see Section 4.2.
2. Once all changes have been determined, automatic merge suggestions are proposed to the end user,
see Section 4.3. In cases where direct conﬂicts on the same scene graph node exist, the user has
to either accept one or the other revision, or leave both conﬂicted components within the output
model and resolve them manually in an external 3D editor.
4.1.2 Scene node correspondence
Large 3D scenes tend to encompass multiple separate components rather than a single manifold surface,
see Section 3.2 for a discussion. 3D Diff leverages this natural partitioning and compares scenes via
their corresponding scene components. Hence, various 3D ﬁle formats are converted into a uniﬁed scene
graph representation such that each node represents a delta change. If, for instance, a single vertex has
been repositioned in a mesh, this is considered a modiﬁcation and the entire mesh has to be highlighted
for user’s attention. In order to provide an automated detection of changes across two revisions of the
same scene, it is necessary to establish an individual node-to-node correspondence. That is, for each
node in one graph, 3D Diff has to ﬁnd a matching node in the other. Some nodes will be the same, some
will exist in one graph but not the other, whilst some will occupy the same place in the scene hierarchy4.2. 3D Differencing 79
A B MergeAB
Figure 4.3: An example of an implicit 3D conﬂict. Here, two users expanded the Moon (left) and Earth
(right) independently of each other. When merging, 3D Diff highlights bounding box intersections that
did not exist in either of the differenced models but were introduced during the merging process. Orange
shows the current user selection, while turquoise the offending change.
but a different region in a 3D space. Since 3D Repo system assumes SID revision metadata, deﬁned in
§3.2.2, assigned to each scene component, it is possible to establish a precise correspondence across two
3D models. For an alternative approach that makes no assumptions about the scene structure or metadata
especially when dealing with legacy datasets, see Chapter 6. Nevertheless, one of the main features of a
scene graph is its ability to instance components.Thus, if a node has been modiﬁed, all of its instances
get affected equally. If this was not desirable, the modeller would have split the instances beforehand.
4.2 3D Differencing
In order to determine what exactly has changed in different revisions of the same polygonal 3D model,
3D Diff compares the corresponding scene graph components in a pair-wise manner. This automated
process is analogous to the line-based Diff algorithm by Hunt et al. [HM76], but is designed speciﬁcally
for 3D models rather than the source code. Unlike the original algorithm, however, 3D Diff starts with
two scene graphs comprised of different node types, where the correspondence between them is known
based on their shared identiﬁer (SID) values as deﬁned in §3.2.2. Instead of lines of text, the conﬂicts
deﬁned in this section are detected on parts of 3D models regardless of their ﬁle format representation.
Explicit conﬂict. An explicit conﬂict in a part of the same 3D model in two of its revisions means that
the part exists in both models but is not identical. Part equality and its granularity is implementation
dependent. In the 3D Repo framework, for example, the lowest level of change is a scene graph node.
Although it would be certainly possible to redeﬁne the system to deal with individual vertices rather than
whole components, it may not be suitable for a dedicated 3D version control framework. This is because
changes on vertices on their own do not necessarily express any high-level 3D editing operations. What
is more, assigning a per vertex correspondence across two modiﬁed 3D models is a non-trivial task, too.
Performing subdivision, for instance, could replace all vertices meaning no direct matches would exist.
See comparison with [DP13] in §6.5.2. However, most engineering packages work with geometry at the
object level, so vertex-level differencing is not an explicit user requirement in Section 1.2.
Implicit conﬂict.An implicit conﬂict, on the other hand, means that the semantics of a 3D model are
somehow violated. Imagine that two users expanded the Earth and Moon meshes in Figure 4.3 inde-80 Chapter 4. Visual 3D Differencing and Merging
pendently of each other. Even after these expansions, the meshes did not overlap in either of their new
revisions A and B. However, it could well happen that once such changes are put together in a new
combined revision MergeAB, they would intersect. Whilst it is not always possible to infer all such
implied violations, a reasonable approach is to observe the changes in collisions between 3D objects. If
two objects collide after a merge, where they did not before, they are likely candidates for an implicit
conﬂict. It is reasonable to expect that any intersections in an input model are intentional as otherwise the
modeller would have not left them there. However, when merging changes from different revisions, new
intersections might be introduced that did not exist before. Since the bounding box clash detection is a
fast and common test in 3D graphics, it can be easily used for indirect conﬂict check on any geometry.
Hence, suppose that different meshes n and k both present in two distinct 3D model revisions A
and B have been independently modiﬁed but did not have a bounding box intersection to begin with, as
shown in Figure 4.3. If in their merged result MergeAB they do have a bounding box intersection, this is
considered an implicit conﬂict. Therefore, an implicit conﬂict occurs whenever the following holds:
￿(nA)∩￿(kA) = / 0, (4.1)
￿(nB)∩￿(kB) = / 0, (4.2)
￿(nMergeAB)∩￿(kMergeAB)  = / 0, (4.3)
where operator ￿(mR) determines a bounding box of a component m in a model revision R and nR  = kR.
By counterexample, if nMergeAB = nA intersects kMergeAB, but kMergeAB = kB, then kB = kA would be
ignored because it was an intentional change in A. The same holds vice versa for nB and kA by symmetry.
Thus, instead of checking all possible bounding box intersections in all the meshes of A, B and MergeAB,
it is sufﬁcient to only compare those meshes that have been modiﬁed leading to the same result with a
signiﬁcantly smaller amount of pair-wise checks. As this method does not rely on the common ancestor
of the input 3D models, it is equally applicable to 2-way and 3-way 3D differencing. Nevertheless, it is
not applicable to materials or textures as they have no equivalent of a 3D intersection.
4.2.1 2-way diff
A standard 2-way 3D Diff compares two polygonal 3D models, highlights the differences and ignores
commonalities across scene components. Let A and B represent two 3D revisions, i.e. respective sets
of scene graph nodes in two distinct 3D models, and n a single corresponding node which can change
across these revisions. Hence, for a 2-way diff, the only possible states of a component n are as follows:
unmodiﬁed ⇔ (nA = nB∧nA  = / 0∧nB  = / 0), (4.4)
added/deleted ⇔ (nA  = / 0∧nB = / 0)∨(nA = / 0∧nB  = / 0), (4.5)
conﬂicted ⇔ (nA  = nB∧nA  = / 0∧nB  = / 0), (4.6)
where nA ∈ A and nB ∈ B. Note that red states cannot be resolved automatically. Those nodes that
correspond and are equal, are considered unmodiﬁed. Since transformations are part of a scene graph4.2. 3D Differencing 81
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Table 4.1: Schematic representation of a 2-way vs. a 3-way diff. Discrepancies in revisions A and
B of the same node n are marked as ⊕,⊗. Since red states cannot be resolved automatically, users’
intervention is required when merging. Note that the table is symmetric for nA and nB.
structure in 3D Repo, repositioning a mesh would constitute a change on the transformation matrix but
not the mesh itself. However, even if the timestamps of the models were taken into account, they would
not necessarily guarantee the temporal ordering of changes. This is because there is potentially a large
number of modiﬁcations that might have happened concurrently over a longer period than implied by
the timestamp. Hence, any discrepancy in the state of two corresponding nodes is considered conﬂicted.
Similarly, a state of a node that is present in only one of the revisions is ambiguous. Although 3D models
to grow in complexity over time, see Chapter 6, the node could have been equally deleted rather than
added. This can only be reliably determined by their ancestral 3D model as shown in Table 4.1.
4.2.2 3-way diff
Let AncestorAB be the previous common revision of A and B, i.e. their ancestral set of scene graph
components. The extra knowledge of the original state of the input 3D models helps to automatically
resolve some of otherwise ambiguous cases. Hence, the possible states of a component n are as follows:
unmodiﬁed ⇔ (nA = nB∧nA  = / 0∧nB  = / 0), (4.7)
added ⇔ nAncestorAB = / 0∧[(nA = / 0∧nB  = / 0)∨(nA  = / 0∧nB = / 0)], (4.8)
deleted ⇔ nAncestorAB  = / 0∧[(nA = / 0∧nB = nAncestorAB)∨(nB = / 0∧nA = nAncestorAB)], (4.9)
deleted/modiﬁed ⇔ nAncestorAB  = / 0∧[(nA = / 0∧nB  = / 0∧nB  = nAncestorAB)
∨(nB = / 0∧nA  = / 0∧nA  = nAncestorAB)],
(4.10)
modiﬁed ⇔ nA  = nB∧nA  = / 0∧nB  = / 0∧[(nA = nAncestorAB∧nB  = nAncestorAB)
∨(nA  = nAncestorAB∧nB = nAncestorAB)],
(4.11)
conﬂicted ⇔ nA  = nB∧nA  = / 0∧nB  = / 0∧nA  = nAncestorAB∧nB  = nAncestorAB, (4.12)
where nA ∈ A, nB ∈ B and nAncestorAB ∈ AncestorAB. As before, red states have to be resolved manually.
Table 4.1 shows a comparison of a 2-way versus a 3-way diff. Even in a 3-way diff, however, it is the
models A and B that are being compared, so if a node is present in AncestorAB but neither in A nor in B,
this is not considered a difference in A and B.82 Chapter 4. Visual 3D Differencing and Merging
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Figure 4.4: 3-way 3D Diff using a common ancestor to resolve conﬂicts. The 3D Diff UI automati-
cally highlights the differences in two versions A and B of the same model. Inclusion of their common
ancestor AncestorAB helps to resolve some of otherwise ambiguous cases. Subsequent interactive user-
driven merge resolves remaining conﬂicts. Modiﬁcations are blue, additions violet, explicit conﬂicts red,
implicit conﬂicts turquoise and user selection orange.
4.2.3 N-way diff
A prevalent issue described in Chapter 6 is the “disk full of models” problem. That is, repositories of
3D models created over a long period of time where the modellers do not even know which models
are the modiﬁed versions of the same base model. For this reason, the approach of 2-way and 3-way
differencing can be generalised to an arbitrary number of 3D models. Same as in a 3-way diff, it is
possible to compare every 3D model with all the remaining models in a given set Ω. The number of
required pair-wise comparisons is then described as a binomial coefﬁcient C(n,2) =
 n
2
 
= n(n−1)/2,
where n = |Ω| is the number of 3D models being compared as equality is a binary relation.
4.2.4 Sequential diff
Similarly to an N-way diff, it is also possible to perform a sequential diff in order to compare multiple
3D models that evolved over time, although, in a pre-deﬁned sequence rather than a set. Sequential diff,
therefore, performs differencing on pairs of 3D models so that the output from one differencing becomes
the input to the next, creating a sequence that can be visualised as a 3D editing timeline, see Chapter 6.
4.3 3D Merging
3D merging, depicted in Figure 4.4, can be described as an interactive user-driven process that combines
two or more versions of the same input 3D model into a coherent result. The aim is to produce a visu-
ally pleasing output that is syntactically and semantically correct and preserves as many of the desired
changes as possible. This process can be partially automated depending on the presence of a common
ancestor of the input 3D models, see §4.2.2. Given that 3D differencing took place, the merge process
can resolve all but the implicit and explicit conﬂicts. Whenever a node has been marked as one of the4.3. 3D Merging 83
added or modiﬁed, it must be the latest change, hence can be copied into the merged result. In contrast,
a node marked as a deleted is left out of the output altogether. If a node is labelled as an unmodiﬁed in
either of its revisions nA or nB, it can be copied over. However, explicit conﬂicts, deﬁned in Section 4.2,
cannot be resolved automatically. In such cases, the user has to make the ﬁnal decision as to which
revision is going to be retained and which discarded. Nevertheless, it is desirable to always let the user
override any of the automated results. This is because some conﬂicts might not be resolvable by simply
selecting one of the corresponding scene graph nodes. Thus, it is possible to leave the conﬂicted nodes
in the resulting 3D model with the intention to edit such changes in a external 3D editor. Therefore, in
conclusion, the automated merge results should always be treated as suggestions only.
4.3.1 Visualisation strategies
Even though some of the later research in the ﬁeld concentrates on 3D merging as a problem of graph
matching between vertices and edges only [DP13], it is argued here that in order to achieve the desired
merge results, conﬂict resolution has to be performed visually in 3D space. Gleicher et al. [GAW+11]
formulated a taxonomy of the most prevalent information visualisation strategies as follows:
Superposition. Superimposing several versions of the same scene is a strategy previously used in the
differencing and merging of 2D drawings [CWC11]. There, it is easy to notice the differences
or ﬂicker between revisions to visually convey changes, e.g. ‘Swipe’ and ‘Onion Skin’ image
differencing on GitHub [McE11]. However, in the 3D domain, it is difﬁcult to distinguish between
individual objects that are rendered on top of each other, see Figure 4.5a for an example.
Juxtaposition. Presenting previews in a side-by-side visualisation offers additional beneﬁts over super-
position alone as it places the objects next to each other avoiding visual clutter. However, the
user is required to rely more on his or her memory [GAW+11]. This strategy is used in ‘2-up’
image differencing on GitHub [McE11], four-sided view of the same scene in 3D software such
as Autodesk 3ds Max [DD13], or in a side-by-side comparison in Vistrails [Cal09], see Chapter 2.
Explicit encodings. Explicit encodings provide direct visualisation of relationships between objects
such as substraction or a time warp. Although this type of visualisation pre-computes the re-
sults for the user, it is often hard to understand what is being shown due to the missing context.
Such representations have been popularised mainly in the ﬁeld of comparative genome visualisa-
tion where the number of potential matches is vast [DMBP04, MMP09]. In 3D Diff, this would
translate to showing only the differences without the rest of the input 3D models.
Formative feedback from colleagues as well as professionals experienced in polygonal 3D mod-
elling, some of whom created the sequences presented in Chapter 6, suggests that a suitable approach to
3D differencing is to highlight the detected discrepancies in a side-by-side view and combine the changes
into a larger overlay window which contains the current state of the output 3D scene, i.e. the results of
the merge process, with conﬂicting changes being superimposed. This takes the best of all strategies and
presents a novel hybrid visualisation implemented in §4.4.2.84 Chapter 4. Visual 3D Differencing and Merging
4.4 Prototype Implementation
Same as the 3D Repo desktop client presented in Chapter 3, the 3D Diff GUI, depicted in Figure 4.5, is
written in C++ and a cross-platform framework Qt [BS08], while rendering and navigation are enabled
via the GLC Lib [Rib14]. The Open Asset Import Library (ASSIMP) [SGK+14] converts the most
common 3D ﬁle formats into a uniﬁed in-memory scene graph representation that enables comparisons
acrossvariousﬁleformatsandmakesthisprototypeindependentofanyparticular3Dmodellingpackage,
see §3.4.3. Nevertheless, the choice of a generic scene graph gives rise to some limitations, most notably
the need to rely on the export from 3D editing tools or VCSs such as 3D Repo that might not preserve all
of the original data from the editing sessions. Although it would be possible to embed 3D Diff as a plug-
in inside the existing modelling packages, some, such as Autodesk 3ds Max, tend to have difﬁculties
rendering multiple 3D contexts within the same application instance. In contrast, a stand alone UI is able
to compare many different generic scene types and ﬁle formats and can connect to various VCSs.
4.4.1 Scene node equality
In order to determine whether a modiﬁcation between two corresponding scene graph nodes has hap-
pened, 3D Diff establishes whether they are equal or different in any way. As mentioned in Section 4.2,
equality of the scene graph components is purely an implementation dependent deﬁnition and may be
varied from application to application based on the type of data being processed. In 3D Diff, if the same
SID is not present in one of the models, it is ﬂagged as deleted since the equality does not hold. How-
ever, if it exists in both models, the system performs an early reject byte-by-byte comparison. Currently,
the implementation considers only binary changes in meshes, materials and textures, but it can be easily
extended to other standard scene graph components such as animations, bones and even shaders. If there
are any discrepancies between corresponding nodes, these are labelled as different. This, unfortunately,
creates some false positives for meshes that are the same except for polygon order. In general, however,
such edits are rare and if they were to occur, it would be visually obvious in the 3D preview.
4.4.2 User interface
The intention of the 3D Diff interface, shown in Figure 4.5, is to abstract away from the underlying
differencing technique as much as possible. Therefore, the UI looks the same regardless of it performing
a 2-way or a 3-way diff. In a 3-way diff, the ancestral 3D model is hidden from the user by default as it is
only used to inform the differencing process as described in §4.2.2. After loading the input 3D models,
the user can select which of the overlay, standard or smart visualisation strategy to use. Superposition,
also known as an overlay visualisation, shows the differences as well as the merging suggestions in a
single window hiding the original models from user’s attention. As demonstrated in §4.5.1, this kind of
UI is less productive and more prone to error, hence considered only a basic approach to 3D differencing.
In contrast, a standard visualisation shows the input models in separate internal windows, while the
merged result is shown as a larger preview such that their aspect ratios correspond, see Figure 4.5b. This
ensures that in a 3D preview the same proportion of the overall scene is visible. Additional smart option
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on top of the scene components. In a merge list, the same differences are shown for the user to select
which of the two versions to preserve during merging using tick boxes, see Figure 4.5. For conﬂicting
edits, either of the revisions can be selected and the navigation interlinked across all windows. An
auto-selection camera reframes the viewport so that the selected object becomes the main focus.
4.5 Evaluation
A prototype 3D Diff tool was evaluated on a number of different 3D scenes varying in size and com-
plexity, some of which are shown in Figures 4.1 to 4.6. The tool was found to work reliably across the
different scenarios providing useful insights into the editing provenance as well as creating consistent
merge suggestions especially with the inclusion of an ancestral 3D model in a 3-way diff. In order to
determine the best approach to visualisation of 3D differencing and merging, and to evaluate the amount
of trust the users are likely to attribute to each of the techniques, a pilot user study with eight participants
was undertaken. All participants were postgraduate students in the ﬁelds of computer graphics or vision
with a medium to high level of experience in polygonal 3D modelling. The study tested 3D merging of
pre-made changes with an increasing level of software assistance. This provided a unique opportunity to
obtain an early feedback on the prototype implementation of the 3D Diff UI.
4.5.1 User study
In each trial, the participants had the same task of merging changes in 3D models so that the most recent
versions of the meshes were to be preserved while not introducing any new implicit conﬂicts. If conﬂicts
could not be resolved using the 3D Diff alone, they were asked to leave the offending components in
a conﬂicted state and indicate that they would rather use an external editor to resolve them manually.
After each task, the participants were further instructed to ﬁll in an electronic questionnaire to comment
on their experience and at the end of the whole experiment also to rate the techniques from the best to
the worst, see Appendix C. Each participant completed all of the T1 2-way diff overlay, T2 2-way diff
standard, T3 3-way diff standard and T4 3-way diff smart scenarios with different sets of 3D models.
Each dataset M1 to M4 consisted of a sample 3D model such as a robot or an engine with less than 100
distinct components, e.g. Figure 4.5, and a large 3D scene such as a city or a castle with more than 100
components, e.g. Figure 4.6. The scenes exposed the participants to all ﬁve possible states a component
might be in, that is unmodiﬁed, added, deleted, modiﬁed and conﬂicted. Each small model had eight
of such states, two per category, while each large model had twice as many. The order in which the
participants performed the tasks as well as the datasets where shufﬂed according to Latin square in order
to suppress any effects of learning.
As shown in Figure 4.7, the highest average scores for ease of use, no technical difﬁculties and
trustworthiness were achieved by a standard 3-way diff, although, on average, the participants trusted
automated suggestions more as the level of software support increased, ranking the 2-way overlay the
least, while the the 3-way diff with an implicit conﬂict detection being the most trustworthy. Based on
the participants’ written comments it is believed that the implicit conﬂict detection is a useful addition to
the system, although, in its current implementation where multiple meshes belong to a single component,86 Chapter 4. Visual 3D Differencing and Merging
(a) 2-way overlay
(b) 3-way smart
Figure 4.5: 2-way overlay vs. 3-way smart visualisation. A stand alone 3D Diff GUI loads two versions
of the same 3D model in order to highlight discrepancies amongst them. (a) In a 2-way overlay visual-
isation, only the merged result is shown. (b) In a 3-way smart visualisation, the two versions that are
being differenced are shown together with the merged result. Indirect conﬂicts are in turquoise colour.4.6. Discussion 87
Figure 4.6: Examples of large 3D scenes used in a pilot user study. A and B are the individual revisions,
while MergeAB the combined result with conﬂicting edits resolved. Models courtesy of Johnathan Good.
large bounding boxes would indicate a conﬂict despite no apparent intersection with another mesh. As
one participant noted: “The conﬂicted BB [bounding box] is useful but needs to be calculated at lower
levels of meshes.” Similar comments were made by others, too.
4.6 Discussion
The two main contributions of this chapter are in identifying the problems of 3D differencing and merg-
ing, and in presenting a prototype tool that supports interactive conﬂict resolution as described in Sec-
tions 4.2 and 4.3. Since 3D Diff decomposes the most common 3D ﬁle formats into their scene graph
components before differencing, it ensures that it is independent from any one modelling software. Ac-
tually, this technique enables differencing of otherwise incompatible 3D ﬁle formats. The stand alone
model viewer performs an early reject byte-by-byte comparison of the scene graph nodes from various88 Chapter 4. Visual 3D Differencing and Merging
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Figure 4.7: 3D Diff user study questionnaire results based on sample averages. T1 to T4 correspond to
tested visualisation techniques with an increasing level of software support for merge suggestions.
revisions that share the same SID. When there are discrepancies in the two models, these are treated as
conﬂicting edits. However, a 3-way Diff is able to identify six instead of the basic three states, some of
which can be resolved automatically. If one of the revisions is the same as the original, the other must
be the intended modiﬁcation.
Participants of the user study in §4.5.1 were able to use the prototype successfully and were able to
explore different choices that the UI provided, even though they varied in what they considered to be a
successful merge. Some conservatively discarded changes, whilst others, for aesthetic reasons, reverted
additions or deletions that were ﬂagged automatically. Thus, perhaps in a way that is not apparent in
software merging, 3D merging is a subjective judgement. Hence, the future tools should not assume that
the chronology of edits is the primary selection mechanism but should focus on the aesthetic justiﬁcation
as well. Based on this initial evaluation, it is believed that such an approach to 3D conﬂict resolution can
signiﬁcantly speed up the revision control management of polygonal 3D models in 3D Repo. Although
it has not yet been explored, the 3D Diff interface could be connected to other VCSs such as SVN.
Nevertheless, the user still has to conﬁrm all changes before applying them as otherwise undesired
modiﬁcations violating semantic relationships might be propagated. Integration into modelling packages
via their plug-in frameworks was not performed in this thesis but is certainly possible, see Chapter 7.
4.6.1 Limitations
Differencing and merging of 3D models presents new challenges in computer graphics. Because speciﬁc
decisions about the granularity of the tracked changes were made, the current 3D Diff prototype supports
only comparisons between nodes in a scene graph. In the future, it would be possible to extend this
approach to take into account more ﬁne-grained modiﬁcations to provide a truly robust solution for
3D asset management. For example, based on the established node differences, other algorithms could
compare individual vertices and ﬁnd only those portions of the meshes that have been modiﬁed. Also,
the system does not support any changes in the structure of the scene graph. If the scene graph layout has
been modiﬁed signiﬁcantly, i.e. a node or an entire branch have been reparented, 3D Diff would replace
the modiﬁed chain of scene node components regardless of any structural impact. However, in some
cases, it might lead to visually unpleasant results and these would have to be resolved manually.
Currently, the 3D Repo framework utilises universally unique identiﬁers (UUIDs) [Tel08] for the
SID values that deﬁne a node-to-node correspondence in 3D Diff. Such 128-bit numbers can be repre-4.7. Chapter Summary 89
sented as 32 hexadecimal characters, plus four hyphens that can be omitted. Nevertheless, many 3D ﬁle
formats impose name size restrictions that are smaller than that. Autodesk 3ds ﬁle format, for example,
supports only 10 characters, while Blender blend format has only recently increased its limit from 24
to 64 characters. To overcome such problems when importing polygonal 3D models, 3D Diff hashes
individual name strings into UUIDs. All that remains to do is to ensure that modellers when creating
new scene graph nodes did not introduce the same names concurrently. The simplest approach is to
agree on some kind of naming convention, for instance, pre-pending each new component with unique
initials of each of the modellers. Of course such an approach would not be applicable to legacy datasets
that might not have followed any set conventions in which case a more robust correspondence detection
will be required. Chapter 6, therefore, introduces a novel matching algorithm which is independent of
any data structures in the input models and is demonstrated to work well on large datasets composed of
hundreds of 3D ﬁles and many millions of polygons in a matter of seconds.
4.7 Chapter Summary
Chapter 3 introduced a novel version control framework speciﬁcally designed for 3D assets in order to
partially address theﬁrst research question deﬁned inChapter 1. The outstandingquestion was whetherit
is possible to sustain collaborative 3D editing without the need for asset locking. This chapter, therefore,
introducedahighlyrelatedconceptofvisual3Ddifferencingandmerging. Thisisbecomingincreasingly
important as it is poorly addressed by the current visualisation tools and even 3D editing packages. In
framing the problem, analogies to source code management were made. Such a comparison is especially
interesting as a vast range of research has been performed on software merging and a number of different
tools have been built over the years. Unfortunately, processing pure textual changes on 3D models does
not work as the semantic structure of the ﬁles would not be preserved. On the other hand, administering
differences on binary assets suffers from similar issues due to the diverse nature of 3D models and the
types of data representations that constitute a complex scene. Thus, in Section 4.1, a scene graph has
been chosen as an abstraction layer which ﬁts well into the 3D Repo version control framework. This
ensures that the process of 3D differencing can be fully automated so that it generates syntactically and
semantically correct merge results. Apart from explicit conﬂicts, where the same parts of a 3D scene
were edited concurrently, the potential of implicit conﬂicts due to violations in semantic meaning was
considered. It is, therefore, important to follow the rules of the design and construction when merging
changes by multiple authors. Those changes that introduced bounding box intersection where there were
none before are labelled as implicit conﬂicts.
To demonstrate the proposed visual 3D differencing and merging, a prototype tool, 3D Diff, was
developed in Section 4.4, and evaluated in a pilot user study in Section 4.5. This novel interactive
interface performs 2-way and 3-way differencing and merging between various types of 3D scenes. The
input to the system are two polygonal 3D models and, optionally, their common ancestor, that are to be
compared by their scene graph nodes. 3D Diff calculates differences down to polygon meshes, materials
and textures stopping at the point when the corresponding objects are different. It then provides options
for resolving differences by allowing the user to select which parts of the conﬂicted 3D models to retain90 Chapter 4. Visual 3D Differencing and Merging
from which input. The output may not be completely resolvable because components might be explicitly
conﬂicted or new implicit conﬂicts might have been introduced by the merging process itself. In such
cases, the partially resolved merge result is exported as a new 3D model and modiﬁed in a vertex-level
editor. Further contributions include the development of multiple visualisation modes for both 2-way and
3-way differencing combining approaches such as superposition, juxtaposition and explicit encodings.
A formative user study indicates that the users of 3D Diff are able to perform merging tasks efﬁ-
ciently, and can exploit the advantages of a 3-way diff including highlighting of potential implicit con-
ﬂicts. This suggests that the tool is promising and likely to be useful in everyday version control tasks
of differencing and merging. However, it currently relies on a known node-to-node correspondence via
SID values as assigned by the 3D Repo system in Chapter 3. In situations where such revision metadata
based on unique scene node identiﬁers is missing, this differencing tool would not be applicable. Thus,
the conclusion is that a reverse engineering solution for legacy datasets that were recorded outside of a
VCS is still required. To address this limitation, Chapter 6 introduces a novel correspondence estima-
tion algorithm that makes no assumptions about the scene structure or metadata and provides a unique
timeline interface in order to visualise the provenance of a sequential differencing.91
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XML3DRepo Daemon Service
The research presented in this chapter was undertaken in collaboration with Kristian Sons and Dmitri
Rubinstein supervised by Prof. Philipp Slusallek in the German Research Centre for Artiﬁcial Intel-
ligence (DFKI). As the ﬁrst author of this work, my personal contribution spans the deﬁnition of a
novel REST API in Section 5.2, development of a server-side daemon service retrieving data from the
3D Repo repository in Section 5.4, the experimental evaluation of various web browsers and encoding
formats conducted in Section 5.5 as well as the discussion covered in Section 5.6. The full results of the
collaboration are included for completeness.
Chapter 3 introduced a novel system for management and visualisation of non-linear history of
polygonal 3D models and Chapter 4 addressed the issues of 3D differencing and merging. However, the
second research question in Chapter 1 further asks whether such a speciﬁc 3D versioning framework can
deliver real-time visualisations that would be independent of the underlying data store. As described in
Section 3.6, the applications that connect directly to the remote repository exposing the contents of the
underlying data store. By design, NoSQL DBs do not validate schema on insertion. Since no changes
have been made to the DB itself, the version control logic had to be developed at the application level.
Each client is, therefore, required to adhere to the principles of 3D versioning, e.g. not removing any
older revisions, ensuring presence of revision metadata deﬁned in §3.2.2, etc. Unfortunately, as soon as
any third-party client connects to the system, the integrity of the repository cannot be enforced any more.
This chapter, therefore, introduces a daemon service XML3DRepo which acts as a layer of database
indirection on the server-side in order to address this limitation. The aim is to prevent raw data access
and to provide a form of repository safeguarding via a gateway service. Hence, a novel REST API is
deﬁned in Section 5.2 which supports 3D version control but does not expose the DB connection to the
clients. A prototype implementation of the proposed system architecture including a novel web browser-
based client is presented in Section 5.4. This supersedes the original web client from §3.4.4 not only in
functionality but also in its ability to run on any WebGL-enabled platforms including mobiles and tablets,
not just desktops. Figure 5.5 serves as an example. Efﬁciency of the prototype was tested using multiple
data encoding formats as explained in Section 5.5. Based on this evaluation, Section 5.6 concludes that
the best data format can be selected only by considering both the network properties and the processing
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5.1 System Overview
Although originally designed for sharing of text documents, the Internet has become a graphical envi-
ronment ever since the famous proposal for the <IMG> tag by Marc Andreessen in 1993 [Pil10]. Since
then, the software surrounding the HTML and the HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) has evolved
to support all sorts of graphical content including 2D images and polygonal 3D models. The recent
boom in online 3D adoption can most likely be attributed to the introduction of WebGL [Mar11] and
its wide-spread support in modern web browsers. This lead to the development of countless JavaScript-
based 3D libraries such as X3DOM [BEJZ09], GLGE [Bru09], XML3D [SKR+10], SpiderGL [Ben10],
SceneJS [Kay10], Babylon.js [CRLR13] and arguably the most popular of them all Three.js [Cab10].
This has exerted further pressure on 3D content creation with the desire for even more complex scenes
being manipulated over the Internet. Web based tools are becoming ever more important in the shift from
single user 3D desktop applications to shared social experiences online. Nevertheless, the current web
3D technologies are not yet fully utilising modern design patterns for accessing online resources such
as REST [Fie00]. The prevalent paradigm in the 3D domain is to use the web as a publishing platform
but not a development one. Formats such as Virtual Reality Modeling Language (VRML) [CBM97]
and its successor X3D [JIS+13], see Section 2.4, are designed to be updated in place at runtime but do
not provide means of persistent modiﬁcation preservation of their own. In contrast, Wikis [Klo06] and
Google Docs [Vie09] are just a few examples of successfully exploiting the web as an editing platform.
Yet, an often overlooked property of HTTP is its deﬁnition of several verbs suitable for creating, updat-
ing and deleting shared resources, not just requesting them. With the ever increasing interest in mobile
devices, the limiting factors of bandwidth and latency are reintroduced as serious risks, too. Hence, it is
important to build an easily accessible and scalable platform for online 3D versioning with support for
WebGL-enabled web browsers. Unfortunately, standard data integrity and data exchange tools cannot
be used for this task as these either deal with assets at an inﬂexible per ﬁle level or are bound to speciﬁc
data formats. What is more, a server-side daemon service is necessary to address the main limitation
of the system already proposed in Chapter 3. 3D Repo, as the framework is called, enables non-linear
management of concurrently edited 3D assets. The versioning functionality including branching and
merging is built atop of a centralised NoSQL database MongoDB [MPH10]. However, the prototype im-
plementation developed in Section 3.4 supports only raw database access through BSON queries. Such
a direct repository connection cannot ensure data consistency, a problem that was already identiﬁed in
Section 3.6. Thus, the aim of this chapter is to provide seamless data encoding where 3D assets are inde-
pendent of their ﬁxed ﬁle formats, and can be accessed in a consistent way over the Internet. This novel
platform would enable ubiquitous access to 3D data in a form most preferred by the receiving client. To
achieve these goals, a simple yet powerful API that combines persistent version control with the conve-
nience of a REST paradigm is proposed in Section 5.2. Unlike other approaches described in Chapter 2,
this API enables client applications to mix and match different encoding formats as well as access the
previous revisions. This makes the proposed solution a truly ﬁle format-independent 3D version control
service as ﬁles, according to the REST principles, see §5.1.1, become temporary data representations.5.1. System Overview 93
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Figure 5.1: XML3DRepo high-level overview. Client connects to a server using REST API. 3D content
is dynamically fetched from the repository and delivered to the web browser running an XML3D client.
5.1.1 Representational state transfer
Representational State Transfer (REST) [Fie00] is a style of software architecture for the web governing
thebehaviourofclientsandserversintermsofrequestsforresourcesandthecorrespondingresponses. In
this architecture, a resource is a uniquely addressable piece of data using the uniform resource identiﬁer
(URI) string. Its representation is determined by the document which the data is returned in. A closely
related concept of persistent storage management, as is the case of a 3D repository, is formed by the
functions create, read, update and delete (CRUD). When deploying a web-based architecture, a RESTful
API maps all of these methods to the individual HTTP 1.1 protocol verbs [FGM+99] in order of POST,
GET, PUT and DELETE respectively, hence being “full”. In addition, it has to specify the base URI
for the web service and the media content type of the supported representations, also known as the
Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) [FK05]. Therefore, the only required information for
a client to interact with a server is the location of the resource and the intended action. Requesting a
document representation makes this style of programming independent from the underlying storage.
5.1.2 System architecture
The purpose of the new REST speciﬁcation is to deﬁne a transparent API that supports a uniﬁed access
to version controlled 3D resources over the Internet. At the same time, it is meant to support data re-
trieval that is independent of the enabling technologies or the data store itself. Relying on a RESTful
architecture has the further beneﬁt of ﬂattening the scene and revision history DAGs of 3D Repo. This
is because the resources can be queried individually using their unique URI, or together as collections of
resources based on their common type, also referenced by a URI. As shown in Figure 5.1, XML3D was
selected on the client-side for the purposes of a prototype implementation presented in Section 5.4. Even
though the rendering could be accomplished by other suitable libraries, some of which are mentioned in
Section 5.1, XML3D provides many beneﬁts over alternatives especially in terms of external references
to resources, see Section 5.3. In short, XML3D is an extension to HTML5 that deﬁnes interactive 3D
graphics as part of a web page source code. Similarly to HTML, all XML3D elements belong to the
document object model (DOM) [Mar02], a tree representation of the objects in web documents. Thus,
they can be easily accessed and modiﬁed via JavaScript by attaching events such as onmouseover
to scene objects. In order to demonstrate the advantages of the proposed solution, several ﬁle transfer
strategies have been implemented and evaluated for their speed of delivery and encoding efﬁciency in
Section 5.5. These include Extensible Markup Language (XML) [BPSM+08], JavaScript Object Nota-
tion (JSON) [ECM13], Binary JSON (BSON) [Mon14a], Sequential Image Geometry (SIG) [BJFS12],
Open Compressed Triangle Mesh (OpenCTM) [Gee09] and ArrayBuffers [Khr13].94 Chapter 5. XML3DRepo Daemon Service
5.2 Application Programming Interface
3D Repo repository is based on a NoSQL DB which stores individual 3D components alongside their
associated revision histories such that each component is treated as a delta change. Due to the DB being
the persistent storage provider, 3D Repo avoids constraints of a ﬁle-based system and offers extensive
querying functionality. To achieve this, every DB entry regardless of it belonging to a scene or a revision,
has to specify a revision metadata tuple as deﬁned in Section 3.2. This consists of a unique identiﬁer
(UID) which is a functional requirement of a DB, as well as of a shared identiﬁer (SID), which is shared
across instances of the same logical document. In a scene graph, the SID represents the same scene
component being tracked over time. In a revision history, however, the SID deﬁnes a single branch
and the SID of all zeros is reserved for the trunk/master. The API outlined in this section, therefore,
provides access to 3D resources stored in a 3D Repo repository without exposing the data store. The
overarching design can be summarised as a dual URI encoding where in its core lies a combination of
the id and type variables, the order of which determines the behaviour of the interface. In general, to
address a collection of resources the /:id/:type schema is used, while the inverted /:type/:id
combination addresses a single resource. Depending on the context, the ID can be either the UID or SID
of a resource. In addition, the type variable deﬁnes the family of resources such as materials, meshes,
textures and even revisions. What is more, each resource or a collection of resources can be requested in
various encodings speciﬁed via a HTTP header or a format extension at the end of the uniform resource
locator (URL), e.g. ‘xml’, ‘json’, etc. Such an approach decouples the storage implementation from
the querying interface. This successfully resolves the need for a direct DB connection of the original
implementation presented in Section 3.4 so that third-party applications can connect to 3D Repo.
5.2.1 POST
Posting data to the server is used to create new repositories as well as to commit new revisions and to
perform merges. Here, the UUID is assumed for both the UID and SID.
/xml3drepo Creates a new empty repository with a unique name if it does not already exist. Hence,
a name string input is expected. Note that when the name is missing or an existing name is
submitted, the system throws a suitable error message, see §5.2.6.
/xml3drepo/:name Commits a new head revision to the trunk/master of the repository identiﬁed
by its unique name. This has the same effect as /xml3drepo/:name/00000000-0000-
0000-0000-000000000000, since the all zeros SID is reserved for the main development
path as described previously. The expected input is the data to be committed as well as a new
revision metadata such as the revision author, commit message, etc. These are then appended to
the revision history DAG with the addition of a server-side timestamp.
/xml3drepo/:name/:id Commits a new revision but to a branch identiﬁed by its SID. If the
desired branch does not exist, it is created. When merging, the posted revision document speciﬁes
the revisions to be merged as its parents in the DAG hierarchy of the revision history. The SID is
then the one of the branch which lives on after a successful merge operation.5.2. Application Programming Interface 95
5.2.2 GET
Retrieving data is the most commonly used feature of any such an API. Therefore, the speciﬁcation has
to be ﬂexible enough to provide suitable means of addressing collections of resources, single resources
and even individual attributes, i.e. sub-parts of the resources.
/xml3drepo Returns a collection of available 3D repositories, i.e. a list of all unique names of
databases containing 3D scenes with their revisions.
/xml3drepo/:name Returns the head revision of a trunk/master, i.e. all components of a scene iden-
tiﬁed by its unique name from the latest revision of the main development path. Similarly to
POST, this has the same effect as /xml3drepo/:name/00000000-0000-0000-0000-
000000000000. Note that the scene is returned as a ﬂat collection of documents that has to be
reassembled by the receiving client into an actual DAG before rendering.
/xml3drepo/:name/:id Returns a full scene similarly to the trunk/master’s head, but from any
revision identiﬁed by its unique name and UID. If an SID is submitted instead, this call returns
the head of a branch the SID belongs to.
/xml3drepo/:name/:id/:type Returns a collection of resources matching the requested type
that belong to a revision identiﬁed by its UID directly or by an SID if the head of a branch is
required. If the type is ‘revisions’, returns a revision resource describing the author, message, etc.
/xml3drepo/:name/:type Returns a collection of resources matching the requested type from the
trunk/master’s head. If the type is ‘revisions’, returns the entire revision graph as a ﬂat collection
of documents. Similarly to a 3D scene, this collection has to be reassembled into an actual DAG
on the client-side before use.
/xml3drepo/:name/:type/:id Returns a single resource matching the requested type and the
UID which can potentially belong to multiple revisions. If an SID is supplied instead, returns a
collection of revisions of the same scene component or a revision history depending on the type.
/xml3drepo/:name/:type/:id/:attribute Rather than the entire resource, this request re-
turns a single attribute of the resource. This functionality is useful for non-standard formats such
as various Sequential Image Geometry (SIG) encodings that consist of 8-bit sections [BJFS12].
5.2.3 HEAD
The HEAD request is deﬁned in the exact same way as GET, however, it does not return the actual body
of the data. This is especially useful for accessing the DAG structures of a scene graph or a revision
history without the need to fetch the contents of any heavyweight components such as meshes, textures
or in the case of a revision history the long lists of added, deleted and modified SID values as
speciﬁed in Section 3.3. Same as in GET, the DAGs have to be reassembled locally.96 Chapter 5. XML3DRepo Daemon Service
5.2.4 PUT
Idempotence of PUT guarantees that sending a request multiple times has the same effect as sending it
only once. However, as soon as a resource becomes stored in a version controlled repository such as
3D Repo, it can never change, only become superseded by a newer revision of itself. Alternatively, it
can become deleted but also only as a new revision. Thus, a VCS cannot support in place updating.
Instead, when using PUT, XML3DRepo will commit a new revision to the repository, although, posting
all new resources in a single commit is preferred instead of sending them one by one. In addition, this
command can be utilised for requesting changes in the state of the repository and resources, e.g. locking.
Nevertheless, other APIs listed in Chapter 2 do not support PUT requests at all. Therefore, it is more of
an implementation decision as whether to enable this type of messaging since the POST command can
achieve the same functionality more conveniently. Note that 3D Repo does not support locking yet.
/xml3drepo/:name/:id/:type Commits a new revision of all resources identiﬁed by their type
to a branch identiﬁed by its SID. If the client is able to deﬁne unique revision identiﬁers, e.g. in
3D Repo the UUID is used, the system can accept a new single revision as well. If the type was
‘locks’, it would acquire a lock on a revision or a branch and would return a conﬁrmation.
/xml3drepo/:name/:type/:id Commits a new revision of a speciﬁc resource identiﬁed by its
UID to the trunk/master or that of a head revision if identiﬁed by an SID. If the UID is not at its
head revision, the request fails with a conﬂict. If the type was ‘locks’, it would acquires a lock on
a single resource or all instances of the same logical component if an SID was supplied.
5.2.5 DELETE
As explained in Section 3.3, when deleting data from a version controlled repository, it cannot be actually
removed from the data store but merely replaced by a new revision where it is marked as deleted. Thus,
the resource can still be accessed via older revisions when required. Similarly to PUT, it is preferred to
submit all deletes in a single query to avoid unnecessary new revisions being created one by one.
/xml3drepo/:name/ Force removes a repository identiﬁed by its unique name from the database.
Unlike deletion of a single or multiple resources, this operation cannot be reverted as the corre-
sponding collection is dropped. Hence, such a query should be used with caution.
/xml3drepo/:name/:id/:type Commits a new revision to a branch identiﬁed by its SID where
all resources identiﬁed by the speciﬁed type are marked as deleted. If the type was ‘locks’, it
would release the lock from a resource if UID or a branch if SID was used.
/xml3drepo/:name/:type/:id Commits a new revision where the resource identiﬁed by its
UID, or SID if the head is required, is marked as deleted. If the type was ‘locks’, it would re-
lease the lock from the resource.
To overcome the missing DELETE functionality of some web browsers, it is customary to generate
a hidden ﬁeld value ‘delete’ and use POST or PUT instead [RR07]. When receiving a form with this
parameter, the server overrides the actual HTTP request and fulﬁls the desired action.5.3. XML3D 97
Extern.xml
<data{id=yBy>
<data{id=yAy>
XML3D{Document
<mesh>
<data{id=yAy>
pA
Extern.json
{{ydatay{:{{
{{{{{yindexy{:{{
{{{{{{{ytypey{:{yinty,{
{{...{}
Extern.xmlpA Extern.json
Figure 5.2: Different ways of referencing resources in XML3D. Intra-document resources (#A), entire
document as a single resource (extern.json) and resources inside external documents (extern.xml#A).
This mechanism applies to all types of resources such as shaders, animations, etc., and not just meshes
as depicted in this example.
5.2.6 Status codes
Various HTTP/1.1 status codes can be received when using the API. The most commonly used ones are
the 400 Bad Request when invalid syntax was submitted, 201 Created when successfully com-
mitted, 406 Not Acceptable when a requested encoding could not be achieved and 409 Con-
flict when committing changes that are in conﬂict with the head revision. In this case, a list of
conﬂicting entities should be returned, see [FGM+99].
5.3 XML3D
XML3D by Sons et al. [SKR+10] is a modern declarative scene graph representation deﬁned as an ex-
tension to the base HTML5 speciﬁcation. Another example of a declarative 3D technology is X3DOM
by Behr et al. [BEJZ09] which together with XML3D forms the evaluation platform of the World Wide
Web Consortium (W3C) Community Group Declarative 3D for the Web Architecture. X3DOM speciﬁ-
cation is based on X3D which in turn is based on VRML97 and, therefore, inherits many of its original
concepts. Although X3DOM supports many features that are similar to XML3D, the latter was chosen
due to its consistent data handling capabilities. As explained in Figure 5.2, XML3D supports multiple
ways of referencing external resources. Such a functionality is crucial for the experimental evaluation of
the proposed API presented in Section 5.5 as it enables comparison of several different methods of data
delivery from the server to the client.
According to Behr et al. [BJFS12], only about 5% of the overall polygonal 3D model size can
be attributed to the scene graph structure including transformation groups and materials. The remaining
95% consists of heavyweight unstructured data containers such as meshes and textures. Since declarative
3D by deﬁnition embeds scenes directly into web pages, it is necessary to externalise as much of the
model information as possible. This is because in general, web browsers will not render a page until
the whole HTML DOM deﬁnition has been loaded. However, at the same time, the web browsers are
very good at asynchronously fetching data linked via external containers that can signiﬁcantly improve
the responsiveness of the system. In human-computer interaction (HCI), it is well-known that if an
application does not provide feedback within 1 to 10 seconds, the user will lose interest or consider the
application broken [Nei94]. Hence, it is crucial to load large visual 3D data containers independently of
the actual web page in order to provide a suitable user experience.98 Chapter 5. XML3DRepo Daemon Service
5.3.1 Data referencing
One of the core components of XML3D is the <data> element. This element provides functionality
that groups arrays similarly to the buffer data structures of modern graphics APIs. Unlike buffers such as
vertexarrays, however, theseelementscanreferenceother<data>elementscreatingnested, recursively
deﬁned structures. Figure 5.2 shows three different ways of referencing that are possible with XML3D.
Firstly, references can point to resources within the same document, also known as intra-document
resources. These are suitable for 3D scenes that are small in their number of components and data sizes.
Secondly, references can point to external resources deﬁned in a single ﬁle. Such an approach is suitable
for representations that cannot be natively accessed from within the DOM deﬁnition itself but have to be
parsed using JavaScript. Although only a single scene graph component can be accessed in this way, this
already enables web browsers to fetch data asynchronously just like when loading externalised images
or cascading style sheets (CSS). Regardless of the increase in loading speed, which is bound by the
available bandwidth, a much more important side effect is the increase in perceived responsiveness of
the web page itself. Instead of waiting for the whole 3D model to load, the renderer can now visualise
individual scene components as they become available. This is possible only because the whole scene
graph structure including world-space transformations is already pre-loaded as part of the HTML page.
Finally, multiple resources that reside within the same external document can be referenced simply by
using standard URI semantics. This enables grouping of scene entities into larger data blocks especially
where these would be too small or inefﬁcient on their own, e.g. materials. These different concepts
together with the URI referencing of the proposed API provide a remarkably ﬁne-grained control over
the composition of large 3D scenes that are to be loaded from a remote repository such as 3D Repo.
In this system, data can be reused as well as organised across multiple resources if necessary. Such
data concepts apply to <mesh> elements that deﬁne geometry of a 3D scene, <shader> elements that
describe material properties as well as <lightshader> elements that describe available lights. All of
these are just specialised <data> elements.
A declarative dataﬂow extension to XML3D is Xﬂow by Klein et al. [KSR+12]. In addition to the
core deﬁnition, each <data> element can reference an operator that computes an output from entries
of a data block which act as its input parameters. Therefore, Xﬂow is able to transform <mesh>,
<shader> and <lightshader> elements into sinks of a dataﬂow. It thus provides functionality
for dynamic mesh morphing, animation of shader parameters, etc. Since in this way XML3D supports
external references to arbitrary data containers without the need for any further extensions, it is possible
to implement the delivery formats as proposed in §5.1.2. To achieve this, the only required action is to
develop a loader plug-in for each data format independently to decode the resources and to map them
onto collections of data entries in the base XML3D scene graph. This even enables the client to mix and
match several different representations in order to recompose a single 3D resource. In contrast, the Inline
node mechanism of the VRML/X3D deﬁnition provides means for inclusion of complete subsecenes
only. Inline node, therefore, cannot be used for a ﬁne-grained referencing as there is no way to access
parts of a subscene [BJFS12]. Hence, X3DOM is not suitable for the work described in Section 5.5.5.4. Prototype Implementation 99
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Figure 5.3: XML3DRepo prototype implementation overview. Remote web browser client connects to a
server using the REST API. Dynamic web pages are created on demand using the Jade templating engine
and Express middleware. Unlike 3D Repo, this system enables data retrieval in a variety of encodings.
5.4 Prototype Implementation
A prototype implementation of the REST API was developed in XML3D and node.js [Ihr13]. As ex-
plained in Section 5.3, XML3D was chosen because it enables ﬁne-grained data compositing when
rendering 3D models on the web. Node.js, on the other hand, was chosen because it has gained a lot
of attention recently due to its non-blocking asynchronous event handling capabilities. This framework
is based on JavaScript that is executed in Google’s run-time engine V8 [Goo08b] that was originally
written for their Chrome web browser in C++. This is especially useful as it enables even inexperienced
web developers to create scalable server-side applications without the need to learn yet another scripting
language such as PHP [Tat13] or Ruby on Rails [FF14]. It, therefore, bridges the server and client devel-
opment so that both sides can share the same basic principles, programming environment and common
data formats. What is more, traditional web servers such as Apache HTTP Server [BC08] designate
a new thread to each incoming request creating an unnecessary overhead due to the required memory
allocation and context switching. For the purposes of 3D version control this would be highly limiting as
there are often thousands of 3D components that have to be queried independently. Multiplying that by
a large number of concurrent users would almost certainly cause the server to become unresponsive. In
contrast, node.js uses a single thread and relies purely on asynchronous callbacks for scalability [Rau12].
Figure 5.3 depicts the overall system architecture and software components that were used to de-
velop the prototype. Middleware Express and templating engine Jade, both available as internal node
packaged modules (NPM), were used to provide the API routing mechanism and HTML output deﬁni-
tion respectively. In addition, calls to the OpenCTM C++ library were executed directly from JavaScript.
However, instead of relying on the original 3D Repo Core library as deﬁned in §3.4.3, a new JavaScript
port was developed in order to utilise the callback functionality and scalability of node.js. Same as in
3D Repo, the UID and SID revision metadata were realised as UUID [Tel08] values. Therefore, any re-
source can be directly addressed via its UID, e.g. /xml3drepo/UT4 Baeza/meshes/4e992f02-
3777-41ad-b777-91ad377791ad.xml, although strictly speaking, the format extension, such as
‘xml’ in this case, can be omitted. This is because the HTTP Accept header sets the desired format in
the request [FGM+99]. Most of the time, however, it is present or speciﬁed as a query parameter such
as ?meshformat=xml. If the header and format are in conﬂict, the header gets a preference.100 Chapter 5. XML3DRepo Daemon Service
Figure 5.4: XML3DRepo in Google Chrome web browser on desktop. Visualised is the square mile of
London 3D model which is accurate down to 150mm in real world. Right hand side shows the Chrome
DeveloperTools listing individual API requestsbeingsent fromthebrowser totheserver. Modelcourtesy
of Vertex Modelling.
5.4.1 XML3DRepo web client
The associated web client, shown in Figure 5.4, was developed in XML3D and JavaScript. Its pur-
pose is to replace the original web client presented in §3.4.4 with support for the new API. Although
declarative 3D has been proposed as an extension to HTML5, it has not been ofﬁcially ratiﬁed, yet.
Therefore, XML3D does not belong to the standard W3C technology stack recommendation. Never-
theless, this speciﬁcation is already supported in two different implementations. First is based on the
native web browser modiﬁcations that have been forked as separate projects. There is the support for
Mozilla browser framework which is the basis of Firefox, as well as for WebKit framework in browsers
such as Google Chrome and Apple Safari [SKR+10]. These, however, require the users to download the
modiﬁed web browsers in order to experience XML3D natively. Second and more recent is a polyﬁll im-
plementation based on WebGL and JavaScript that is meant to emulate the missing parsing functionality
before declarative 3D becomes widely adopted [SSK+13]. This runs in all modern WebGL-enabled web
browsers including their mobile variants, see Figure 5.5. In addition, it offers functionality for external
ﬁle-format loader plug-ins that can be registered for a speciﬁc MIME type, e.g. application/j-
son for JSON. If multiple loaders are assigned to the same type, each is queried for support of the
downloaded data block and the ﬁrst in order of registration gets executed. The ability to externalise re-
sources in XML3D further enables a form of progressive loading where downloaded components appear
on the screen one by one. This returns control back to the main execution thread which prevents the
client from becoming unresponsive. Such a ﬂexible approach supports implementations of XML, JSON,
BSON, SIG, OpenCTM and ArrayBuffers delivery formats, each of which sets its own challenges. These
representations were evaluated in Section 5.5 for their encoding efﬁciency and speed of delivery.5.4. Prototype Implementation 101
Figure 5.5: XML3DRepo in Mozilla Firefox web browser on tablet. Left and right arrows in the top
right enable selection of previous and next revisions respectively. Model courtesy of Balfour Beatty.
XML and JSON can utilise native parsing capabilities of modern web browsers. Binary formats,
however, require development of custom loader plug-ins for their parsing. In the case of BSON, the
downloaded data block is ﬁrst deserialised into a JavaScript object using a client-side library [Sil12].
Vertices, faces and normals are then transformed into Xﬂow buffers for rendering. Similarly, OpenCTM
comes with a ready-made JavaScript decoder [Gee09] that can be simply wrapped into a loader as re-
quired by XML3D. In contrast, SIG encodes 3D geometry as binary 2D images. This requires generation
of an implicit vertex buffer that acts as a set of texture coordinates for the input textures. These depend
heavily on the number of vertices in a mesh as well as the resolution of the images. Hence, when pro-
cessing SIG data, Xﬂow was used to create texture coordinates so that the server delivers a mesh node
that references an Xﬂow graph that in turn references the images. In order to minimise any unnecessary
overheads, all Xﬂow graphs were clustered into a single external resource so that only one additional
HTTP request was generated. Since the new API supports retrieval of collections of resources, single
resources as well as their individual attributes, see GET deﬁnition in Section 5.2, it is possible to query
separate images per eight-bit sections of the vertex and normal arrays as required by SIG. Finally, Array-
Buffers were implemented similarly to BinaryGeometry by Behr et al. [BJFS12]. With the introduction
of Typed Array [Khr13] speciﬁcation, it is now possible to load and decode vertex data on the GPU with
very little processing required in JavaScript. The data arrives as an ArrayBuffer object from which a
Typed Array view is generated and uploaded as a bound Vertex Buffer Object (VBO) to the GPU. This
sets a baseline when comparing various ways of encoding 3D resources for the web.102 Chapter 5. XML3DRepo Daemon Service
3D Scene Vertices Faces Meshes Materials Textures
UT4 Baeza 93,609 31,203 196 196 147
UT4 Paris v2 129,801 43,267 291 291 247
UT4 Intermodal Beta 170,717 56,915 482 482 418
Table 5.1: Statistics for the evaluated 3D scenes. These models were selected due to their increasing
complexity in terms of geometry as well as scene structure.
5.4.2 Caching
Caching is a vital part of any such a client-server architecture. The aim is to reduce the latency and
network trafﬁc by serving locally stored copies of the requested data. For instance, it is common for
web servers to cache resources that are accessed frequently. In large deployments, content delivery
networks (CDNs) are used to replicate information across different physical locations that are closer
to the end users in order to ensure high availability and improve performance [VP03]. Web clients
cache HTML pages and external ﬁles so that only modiﬁed resources are downloaded when visiting
the same URL again. In XML3DRepo system, to prevent too many connections being open from the
server application to the underlying database, the connection to each repository is cached when opened
and deleted via a callback when dropped. This is necessary because hundreds of requests might be
needed for a single 3D scene, see Table 5.2 for examples. MongoDB itself will also cache “hot data”,
i.e. frequently accessed BSON documents, in memory. This raw information has to be processed into
requested encoding format before it can be served to the client. Given that the 3D data in the proposed
system is version controlled, the revisions will never change. Therefore, these can be cached at the
application level above the database. In 3D Repo, even if the data is updated or deleted, the original
revision will always be accessible via its UID. Hence, the UID together with the encoding format can
act as a caching key. The same principle, however, cannot be applied to those resources that are accessed
via their SID values as these often refer to the head revision and that changes over time. Sections 3.2 and
5.2 explain the difference in UID and SID use cases and interpretations. In addition, the resources can be
cached directly in the web browsers as well as proxy servers on the way to the end user. HTTP provides
three in-built controlling mechanisms in form of freshness, validation and invalidation [FGM+99]. This
functionality is controlled using the response headers either as an absolute expiry or a last modiﬁcation
time, although, neither would apply if the connection was encrypted or the user authenticated. Still,
these headers set only conditions under which the applications are not meant to keep the data. When and
where a cache is emptied is purely implementation dependent and may differ from client to client.
5.5 Evaluation
Performance of the different 3D delivery formats listed in §5.1.2 was measured in a formative system
study. The aim was to test the suitability of the API for 3D content delivery, and to provide indicative
values for both the cumulative central processing unit (CPU) decoding time as well as the overall down-
load time in a variety of scene sizes and web browsers. As shown in Figure 5.6, the 3D scenes used in
the experiments are readily available game levels. These were chosen because they gradually increase in
geometric and scene structure complexity as summarised in Table 5.1. They are also real-world exam-5.5. Evaluation 103
Format
UT4 Baeza UT4 Paris v2 UT4 Intermodal Beta
Size [MB] Size [MB] Size [MB]
Raw Gzip Requests Raw Gzip Requests Raw Gzip Requests
XML 8.9 1.4 408 7.7 1.4 598 11.9 2.4 980
JSON 8.8 1.3 408 7.6 1.4 598 11.9 2.3 980
BSON 10.4 2.8 408 10.9 3.0 598 15.7 4.6 980
SIG 8-bit 1.7 1.0 800 2.2 1.2 1,180 2.5 1.7 1,944
SIG 16-bit 2.3 1.6 1,192 2.5 1.6 1,762 3.2 2.4 2,908
SIG 24-bit 2.7 1.9 1,584 2.9 2.1 2,322 3.9 3.3 3,872
SIG 32-bit 3.3 2.5 1,976 3.6 2.9 2,926 4.8 4.0 4,836
OpenCTM 1.6 0.8 408 1.7 0.9 598 2.1 1.3 980
ArrayBuffers 3.7 1.2 1,192 4.1 2.7 1,762 5.9 4.0 2,908
Table 5.2: Compression and performance comparison across different representations. Overall down-
load size of uncompressed (Raw) vs. compressed (Gzip) encodings in MB and the total number of re-
quests for models used in the system evaluation in Section 5.5.
ples of the types of 3D data that are commonly accessed over the Internet. Apart from materials, textures
and other visual effects were excluded from the experiments to make sure the overhead for each scene
would be the same regardless of the speciﬁc delivery format. These 3D models were evaluated using the
built-in Developer Tools in Google Chrome 25.0.1364.172, Firebug add-on [Hew06] in Mozilla Firefox
19.02 and the built-in Dragonﬂy tool in Opera 12.14, all with caching disabled. All measurements were
exported as HTTP Archive (HAR) ﬁles [Wor12]. Such ﬁles record traces of a web browser’s interaction
with a server in a standardised JSON notation. Apple Safari 5 and Microsoft Internet Explorer 10 were
not tested as they did not support WebGL on Windows at the time of the study. An XPC Shuttle SX58H7
with Intel Core i7-920 at 2.67GHz with 4GB RAM running Microsoft Windows 7 was used as a desk-
top client. On the server-side, Intel Xeon at 2.67GHz with 2GB RAM running Community Enterprise
Operating System (CentOS) 6.2 and node.js 0.8.19 acted as a remote host over a local network with an
average round trip time of 6ms. In order to mitigate the effects of data handling between the application
server and DB, all experiments were performed with MongoDB’s C++ BSON parser/serialiser enabled.
Despite using only eight-bits per normal array in the prototype implementation in Section 5.4, SIG
32-bit still requires four textures for the vertex array deﬁnition alone. This means that the resulting 3D
models are rendered without textures or shading even though the data has been downloaded. Albeit
not visually acceptable, measurements from these models are still included for completeness. Table 5.2
shows the different compression rates achieved by individual encoding formats as well as the number of
requests made by the web browsers when retrieving 3D scenes from the server. Figure 5.7 charts median
values from uncompressed encodings measured across ﬁve trials. This is to suppress ﬂuctuations in the
network and CPU performance when evaluating the system. The overall download times are composed
of the time required to load the DOM deﬁnition as well as the external resources. In addition, the yellow
dots show the cumulative CPU decoding overhead in JavaScript per format. Unfortunately, the SIG
format did not work in Opera. When compiling a vertex shader with texture fetches it failed due to a
DirectX-speciﬁc error despite reporting available texture units. Results from compressed measurements
are similar due to the size of the data and the decompression overheads.104 Chapter 5. XML3DRepo Daemon Service
(a) UT4 Baeza
(b) UT4 Paris v2
(c) UT4 Intermodal Beta
Figure 5.6: Three game levels used in XML3DRepo experiments. From top to bottom: UT4 Baeza
with over 93,000 vertices, UT4 Paris v2 with over 129,000 vertices and UT4 Intermodal Beta with over
170,000 vertices. Textures and other visual effects were deliberately excluded not to interfere with the
measurements. Models courtesy of Sniper Gaulois.5.5. Evaluation 105
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Figure 5.7: Median values from ﬁve trials of three game levels. Overall download time (left Y-axis) con-
sists of a DOM deﬁnition and the external references processing while the CPU time (ten folds less, right
Y-axis) deﬁnes the amount of cumulative CPU milliseconds required to decode the format. Measured on
XPC Shuttle SX58H7 with Intel Core i7-920 CPU at 2.67GHz with 4GB RAM running Windows 7.106 Chapter 5. XML3DRepo Daemon Service
5.6 Discussion
In the experiments in Section 5.5, all resources were queried independently. The additional 16 requests
constitute a constant overhead in form of a scaffolding DOM deﬁnition, individual loaders required by
XML3D and supporting JavaScript libraries that make up the web client infrastructure. Since these are
the same regardless of the scene being loaded, they do not contribute to the differences in Figure 5.7. In
a production environment, these supporting ﬁles would be miniﬁed, i.e. all redundant information such
as white spaces, comments and new line characters would be automatically removed. Also, only the
speciﬁc loaders required for each resource type would be included, all of which are likely to be cached
by the browsers anyway. It is even customary to group multiple JavaScript ﬁles into a single larger
library in order to reduce the number of XMLHttpRequests (XHRs) from the client to the server.
As expected, the differences in data sizes between XML and JSON in Table 5.2 are very small due
to the 3D scenes consisting mostly of large vertex, normal and face arrays. Therefore, the contribution
of the end tags in XML is diminished when comparing to JSON. In addition, XML can group multi-
ple resources into a single ﬁle where each can be accessed directly using URI semantics, unlike JSON
which can only represent single resources. Figure 5.2 shows an example. By way of contrast, BSON
representation is noticeably larger than either JSON or XML despite being binary. This is because of the
explicit array indices that cause a massive overhead in 3D data. For this reason alone, 3D Repo relies on
unstructured binary entries for its internal representation of meshes. Unfortunately, unlike ArrayBuffers,
such binary blobs cannot be uploaded directly to the GPU since BSON documents have additional header
information that has to be removed before rendering. Nevertheless, even with a larger size and a dese-
rialisation requirement, BSON performed similarly to both XML and JSON. The number of requests
was the same and the overall download time was very comparable, too. The only major difference is the
increase in JavaScript CPU processing that would disadvantage BSON on less powerful clients such as
mobiles or tablets. In contrast, SIG decodes in native code and therefore achieves zero CPU overhead.
However, the number of HTTP requests increases with the increasing precision and this signiﬁcantly
hampers the overall download time despite a much smaller amount of data being transmitted. What is
more, the lower-bit quantisations cause visual degradation especially in those areas where there are high
frequency details. In architectural models such as those shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.5, the lower ﬂoating
point precision causes cracks between walls to appear on ﬂat surfaces. On the other hand, OpenCTM
offers lossless compression that does not suffer from any visual artefacts. The advantage of this encod-
ing format becomes apparent with increasing model sizes. Nevertheless, Firefox would consume more
CPU to decode this format which must be speciﬁc to its internal JavaScript engine implementation. On
the other hand, Opera would take much longer to download and display the entire 3D scene in spite of
lower CPU overheads. Note that the evaluated version of Opera uses a proprietary Presto [Ope03] layout
engine which as of version 15 was replaced by Blink [Goo13], a fork of WebKit [App98], that is also
used in Google Chrome. Therefore, in the later releases of Opera the results should be similar to those
of Chrome web browser. Finally, ArrayBuffers provide baseline results in that there is no CPU overhead
and they encode each 3D buffer independently for a direct GPU upload.5.6. Discussion 107
Based on these results it is concluded that the best format can be only selected by considering the
properties of the network connection and the decoding performance. The former is becoming less of
a bottleneck nowadays due to the ever increasing processing capabilities of clients, nearly all of which
support WebGL already. This system can be even executed on memory limited devices such as mobiles
or tablets as shown in Figure 5.5. The network connection is, therefore, the key factor for selecting the
most suitable delivery format. High latency requires fewer requests while low bandwidth requires more
compression. With the new API, the desired delivery format can be dynamically chosen by the client
making this a very ﬂexible system. In addition, it enables management of version controlled 3D assets
in a manner that does not expose the underlying database to the end user. Thus, it enhances the 3D Repo
system with the ability to enforce versioning principles even from third-party client connections.
Concurrent work to the evaluation presented in Section 5.5 is that of Limper et al. [LWS+13] that
was published in the same year and at the same venue as these ﬁndings. They evaluated a text-based
X3D format together with binary formats such as BinaryGeometry (ArrayBuffers) and OpenCTM. The
main difference is their use of polygonal 3D models that were at least an order of magnitude smaller
in their complexity. These were served as simple ﬁles rather than a larger set of decomposed resources.
Nevertheless, similarly to the results discovered here, they found that a text-based encoding generates the
largest data representations, although, after compression it is comparable to the tested binary formats, see
our Table 5.2. They also experienced the same trade-offs between decompression time and the overall
download time which are highly dependent on the available bandwidth as well as the model size and the
processing power of the receiving client. Thus the two studies complement each other.
5.6.1 Limitations
A common approach when loading 3D data over the Internet is to show a progress bar with a percentage
value indicating the remaining amount of data to be downloaded. This means that the user has to wait
until the entire scene becomes available before any interaction begins. In cases where large engineering
3D models such as the one depicted in Figure 5.5 are being fetched, it would be certainly a long time to
wait. This is because such models are not optimised in any way and often contain redundant geometry
and duplicated vertices. Although a form of progressive loading has been achieved in the prototype
implementation in Section 5.4 by rendering scene components as soon as they become available, it is
still not a truly progressive visualisation. Representations such as progressive meshes [Hop96] enable
morphing of the topology at the vertex level. The very latest POP buffers [LJBA13], for instance, support
dynamic clustering and quantisation of geometry. However, such techniques are not yet supported by this
system. Even with progressive morphing, the client would still require the entire scene graph structure to
be available before meshes can be displayed unless components are already in their global coordinates.
For visualisations on the scale of an entire city, such an approach would not be feasible as the scene
structure alone might be too large to transmit even though only a portion of the entire model would be
visible at any given point. What is more, in experiments with massive 3D models such as a section
of the M25 motorway or the London Olympic Stadium Transformation (OST) by Balfour Beatty, it was
discoveredthatalthough3D Repocanstoreandvisualisethesemodelswithoutanyoptimisation, theweb108 Chapter 5. XML3DRepo Daemon Service
clients cannot. A motorway scene, for example, has over 74,000 separate components and JavaScript
engines in web browsers are simply not capable of handling so many scene graph nodes. Only when the
componentsarejoinedinordertoreducethescenecomplexity, itispossibletovisualisesuchengineering
models in web browsers. Unfortunately, the client would not be able to select individual components.
Furthermore, the proposed REST API does not make any assumptions in regards to the user privi-
leges or authentication. In a real-world deployment, it will be necessary to restrict access to 3D models
only to authorised users who can be validated via the API directly. It is common to provide means of
listing user details via calls such as /xml3drepo/users or to log in by providing user credentials
via /xml3drepo/login. Although, this functionality is not supported by the system, it can be easily
added as an extension in the future. In addition, the choice of UUIDs for the API makes the system
directly compatible with 3D Repo database schema as well as readily available for distributed access. In
the future, users could run a local instance of the server application to record ofﬂine modiﬁcations and
synchronise to a centralised repository where, just like in Git, the integration would happen remotely.
This proposition, although conceivable, was not evaluated as it is outside the scope of this thesis.
5.7 Chapter Summary
ThesecondresearchquestioninChapter1askedwhetheradomain-speciﬁcVCScandeliverreal-timevi-
sualisations of large scale 3D models that would be independent of their underlying data representations.
Hence, a novel fusion of XML3D and 3D Repo was presented in this chapter. On one hand, XML3D
is an open source extension to HTML5 that supports interactive 3D graphics in WebGL-enabled web
browsers. On the other hand, 3D Repo, introduced in Chapter 3, is a domain-speciﬁc version control
system for management and visualisation of non-linear history of polygonal 3D models. The initial
framework, however, provides only raw access to its NoSQL database. Thus, the system proposed in
this chapter deﬁnes a novel server-side daemon service which stores uniﬁed ﬁle format-independent
representations of 3D scenes in 3D Repo and exposes a RESTful API for deeper integration with other
services. This can deliver 3D resources in a variety of encodings that can be opted for by the client
application depending on the network properties and its own processing capabilities.
The overall system architecture was outlined in Section 5.1 and a simple yet powerful API was de-
ﬁned in Section 5.2. The API was developed into a web system in Section 5.4 such that the client requests
hundreds of resources from the server directly. Such an approach is believed to be able to accommodate
crowdsourcing of 3D models inthefuture as the userswillbe able to collaborateonlarge scenes remotely
without the fear of irrevocably overwriting previous revisions. For this purpose alone, different strategies
of 3D data encoding were developed and evaluated in terms of their speed and efﬁciency across several
popular web browsers. As the results of the study imply, the API provides a consistent online addressing
of version controlled 3D assets. The main advantage is that no changes in the repository implementa-
tion were necessary because 3D Repo stores scene graph structures in BSON format independent of any
XML3D formatting. Nevertheless, the novel client-server architecture demonstrates that the resource-
based approach supports delivery of requested assets in a variety of encodings. In Section 5.3, it was
discussed how XML3D, due to its consistent approach to external resources, would be suitable for these5.7. Chapter Summary 109
purposes and how it could offer transparent use of different data representations on the web. This claim
was supported by six considerably different data delivery formats in Section 5.5. The superiority of the
API over a simple web server is in its ability to query entire scenes, individual components and even
their attributes all in representations that are independent of the underlying data store.
Unfortunately, the experimental results show that currently there is no single delivery format that
would be suitable to all applications and use cases. Even though OpenCTM offers considerable size
reduction, it causes slow decompression on the client-side. This schema is applicable to triangular
meshes only, so other more generic formats such as XML and JSON have to be used for other types of
3D assets. These, however, require parsing and offer only generic compression in HTTP. In contrast,
the direct use of SIG or ArrayBuffers suffers from increase in the number of XHR calls. What is more,
SIG is limited by the number of applicable textures on the rendering device. Therefore, it can be safely
concluded that none of the tested formats provides the right balance of the number of requests, decoding
overheads and compression rates. Thus, an ideal format would need to be efﬁcient in its encoding so
that it is compact for transmission but also based on TypedArrays so that it can be uploaded to the GPU
directly. Furthermore, the data representation has to be structured in order to interleave multiple buffers
into a single streamable request. Finally, the format should not impose any speciﬁc schema but rather
provide extensibility for future data representations that might not even exist at present. Following
these suggestions, two experimental proposals for new data formats based on XML3D and X3DOM
respectively have been very recently put forward by Sutter et al. [SSS14] and Limper et al. [LTBF14].
Nevertheless, with the restrictions of existing data formats in place, the delivery framework pro-
posed in this chapter becomes even more important as it offers the right means of adapting resources to
the speciﬁc application needs of the receiving clients. Nevertheless, even with systems such as 3D Repo
in combination with the new REST API, there is still no suitable way of examining legacy data sets
that were not preserved using such a version control framework in the ﬁrst place. Chapter 6, therefore,
introduces a novel system for reverse engineering of modelling history from independent 3D ﬁles. This
provides an interactive visualisation interface in the form of a 3D Timeline which displays dependencies
across components as well as editing operations that have been performed between revisions.110 Chapter 5. XML3DRepo Daemon Service111
Chapter 6
3D Timeline Reverse Engineering
A trend that has been identiﬁed in Chapter 1 is the need for organisation and inspection of large collec-
tions of polygonal 3D models. These range from engineering and architectural visualisations to games
development and even 3D printing applications. Chapter 3 introduced a unique versioning system that
is capable of preserving deconstructed scene components in a NoSQL database. This framework sets
the granularity of detected changes at the scene node level which is appropriate in most situations where
models encompass thousands of disparate 3D assets. The associated 3D Diff tool from Chapter 4 further
performs 2-way and 3-way differencing and merging so that concurrent changes can be combined into a
single coherent result. Finally, a novel client-server architecture developed in Chapter 5 enables retrieval
and management of version controlled 3D assets in a variety of encoding formats over the Internet.
Nevertheless, the outstanding research question in Chapter 1 asks whether it is possible to imply
detailed editing history from legacy datasets especially if these were not stored in a VCS. This leads to
what might be called “a disk full of models problem”: there is a disk, or a version control repository,
with various revisions of 3D models, but understanding the provenance of these potentially large datasets
is no easy task due to very little associated metadata being available. This chapter, therefore, presents
a novel tool for reverse engineering of modelling history from 3D ﬁles based on a timeline abstraction.
Although the timeline interface is commonly used in 3D modelling packages for animation compositing,
it is much less frequently used in geometry editing visualisation. Unlike previous methods listed in
§2.3.2 that require instrumentation of the editing software, or even 3D Repo which records delta changes
on every commit, this new approach does not rely on pre-recorded editing instructions. Instead, each
stand-alone 3D ﬁle is treated as a keyframe of a construction ﬂow from which the editing provenance is
reverse engineered. Hence, the concept of a sequential differencing introduced in Chapter 4 is utilised
in a novel algorithm. In Section 6.2, the input models are segmented into separate components and their
correspondence is estimated. This is then analysed for high-level semantic operations in Section 6.3
and the results are visualised as an interactive timeline in Section 6.4. The algorithm was evaluated on
six complex 3D sequences created in a variety of modelling tools by different professional artists. A
comparative user study in Section 6.5 concludes that such a visualisation is well suited to the purposes
of provenance extraction and inspection of large datasets. Thus the contribution is in providing a novel
reverseengineeringsolutionforextractionofsemanticoperationswhennorevisionmetadataisavailable.112 Chapter 6. 3D Timeline Reverse Engineering
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Figure 6.1: Extracted and collapsed editing timeline (bottom) from 9 keyframes (top) of a modelling
sequence with over 7.6 million polygons in total. Legend to the detected operations is listed in Figure 6.4.
6.1 System Overview
A frequently examined problem is the categorisation of large collections of 3D scenes, see §2.3.3. Such
collections might come from archives of similar models that need to be classiﬁed by type or shape. This
chapter, however, addresses a complementary problem of the organisation of polygonal 3D models in
a temporal domain of editing history. This problem arises since many authoring tools do not save the
editing operations, and even if they do, only for a few recent steps. Native histories can anyway be
manually deleted or lost when exporting into interchange ﬁle formats. Although most tools allow ﬁle
names to be auto-increment and auto-saved, management of such ﬁles is poorly supported. Even if the
3D models were version controlled in a system such as 3D Repo, the changes would be recorded only
between immediate revisions without any further semantic explanation of the steps that guided the cre-
ation of the entire data sequence. This is often experienced in the industries where projects span multiple
specialised engineering tools. A common practice is to periodically save snapshots of whole 3D ﬁles for
archival purposes. Thus, a novel tool that takes a set of models and builds a visualisation of a high-level
editing provenance is presented here. The tool does this by reverse engineering a plausible history of 3D
components and then summarising the important changes. These are displayed on a timeline that makes
it easy to visually track the lifetime of each part and its relationship to other parts. Using this tool, the
users are able to answer important questions about the model history, such as the timing of a particular
change or the steps that introduced an error. Figure 6.1 shows an example.
The Chronicle system by Grossman et al. [GMF10] visualises the history of documents in a time-
line, but to do so, it has to instrument an editor and video record the entire session. This system has
been later extended to Autodesk’s computer-aided design (CAD) software, too, although it is still not
applicable to legacy datasets where such a video capture might not exist. This is certainly the case for
the majority of already created 3D models that one might want to inspect. Hence, a newly developed 3D
Timeline tool has to be totally agnostic to the editors that generated the models and has to take as input
only complete 3D ﬁles. In comparison to Chronicle, 3D Timeline does not require any instrumentation of6.1. System Overview 113
the editor, nor any pre-recorded editing sequences. To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed solu-
tion, models saved from Autodesk Maya [Pal13], Pixologic ZBrush [Spe11], Trimble Sketchup [Sch13],
Blender [Bla12] and Luxology Modo [Gar13] were used in the evaluation in Section 6.5. These se-
quences that are tackled initially consist of millions of polygons and thousands of components, see
Table 6.1 for statistics. In order to make it tractable from an analytical point of view, and to achieve a
concise visualisation, this work is based on the observation that many models are composed of separate
parts rather than single manifold surfaces. These parts might reﬂect logical structure, or might simply
be a facet of the working process of the modeller. In addition, models are often comprised of duplicated,
symmetric or self-similar parts [MPWC13]. Hence, the focus is on reverse engineering of changes in
parts and the aspects of duplication, provenance from common roots and instantiation. Similar to the
very recent inverse image editing [HXM+13] is the set of simple geometric rules and methods proposed
in §6.3.1. The aim is to detect common editing operations and extract their semantic provenance. In ad-
dition, 3D Timeline provides a compression by collapsing non-conﬂicting edits and removing redundant
models. The analysed and abstracted timeline can then be displayed in a custom viewer in Section 6.4
to quickly browse over the history and key events. The system was tested on a selection of models, each
with thousands of components. This successfully recovered informative summaries, see Figure 6.9.
6.1.1 System architecture
Given an input set of consecutive polygonal 3D models, also known as keyframes, the goal is to reverse
engineer a modelling tree that explains their temporal relationships. In order to extract high-level se-
mantic meaning, the changes need to be explained beyond simple version control operations. This is
achieved by decomposing the keyframes into their constituent parts, and for each part, by tracking its
provenance, i.e. how it is related to identical or similar parts in adjacent frames. The full editing timeline
will then explain the life-span of every identiﬁed model component. Since this is an inverse problem,
the task is inherently ambiguous. This is because several intermediate edits can potentially explain the
same input model sequence. Hence, 3D Timeline does not attempt to recover the actual history, nor does
it attempt to exhaustively generate all possible permutations of the histories. Instead, it tries to infer a
plausible ﬂow of steps that fulﬁl the assumptions with regards to the permitted editing operations. This
ﬂow has to provide a consistent explanation of the geometry found in the input models. As shown in
Figure 6.1, the detected operations together with their visualisation and playback form the core output
of the system. Even though the creative process of modelling might be regarded as continuous in the
temporal domain, here, it is discretised into individual events that are deﬁned in §6.3.1. These include the
following basic component-level operations: addition and deletion, changes in polycount and size of the
corresponding parts as well as detection of translations, duplications, instancing, and repeated copying.
Such operations are dominant in edit histories as validated on various modelling workﬂows in §6.5. Thus
understanding them provides valuable insight, despite not necessarily capturing all of the steps an artist
might have performed. Even though the core 3D Repo system already tracks changes as additions, dele-
tions and modiﬁcations, the crucial difference is that 3D Timeline does not rely on any prior knowledge
of revision metadata. Instead, it automatically extracts and estimates a component-level correspondence114 Chapter 6. 3D Timeline Reverse Engineering
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Figure 6.2: 3D Timeline processing pipeline. A collection of consecutive models is loaded. In a pre-
processing step the meshes are individually segmented and a part-based correspondence is estimated.
This is analysed and the implied editing history is visualised.
ﬂow across the input frames. This provides the right balance of complexity vs. usefulness. Subsequently,
the system implies the editing operations and visualises them using a timeline metaphor. The users can
then scrub through the timeline, as they might in a video editor, and an animation is created that demon-
strates how the model evolved over time. Similarly to Grossman et al. [GMF10], a timeline compression
simpliﬁes the displayed information without violating the provenance, see §6.3.3. In rare cases when the
automatic correspondence fails, the users can override the assignment.
6.1.2 Processing pipeline
The input keyframes, or modelling “snapshots” as they can be referred to, provide direct evidence from
which a reverse engineering solution implies the missing editing steps that were not recorded, see Fig-
ure 6.2 for summary. The system, therefore, proceeds in the following stages:
1. The input of the algorithm is a collection of 3D ﬁles composed of polygonal meshes that represent
a linear evolution of a scene. Their temporal ordering is assumed to be known as it is often
explicitly recorded using naming conventions when modelling. Alternatively, such a sequence can
be exported from a VCS such as 3D Repo, see §6.6.1 for limitations.
2. In the pre-processing step in Section 6.2, the system performs an independent component analysis
in order to extract model segments and to establish their mutual correspondence across all input
frames. This is a multi-stage process in itself. First, self-similar groups of the components are
identiﬁed and the correspondence is propagated backwards from the last to the very ﬁrst frame.
3. Semantic analysis in Section 6.3 detects editing operations within estimated correspondence ﬂows.
The extracted operations are then grouped, and possibly collapsed by merging non-conﬂicting
edits over time in order to reduce the inherent complexity of the detected editing.
4. Finally, the implied provenance is visualised as a timeline in Section 6.4 with colour-coded corre-
spondence, highlighted events, and a playback option. The compressed timelines provide succinct
edit summaries showing a quick overview particularly in long sequences.6.2. Pre-processing 115
6.2 Pre-processing
Artists typically create, represent and manipulate shapes as collections of components that are commonly
supported by various primitive-based modelling tools. In contrast to co-analysis of model collections,
reverse engineering from editing sessions of 3D models poses different problems altogether. Generally
speaking, when assigning correspondence in any two 3D scenes, those vertices and faces that are identi-
cal in world coordinates might not necessarily correspond to the same part of the overall geometry due to
often localised discrepancies, e.g. a subdivided plane being shifted half its width sideways. As demon-
strated in [GF09], relying strictly on pre-alignment of the meshes can yield poor results. Therefore, 3D
Timeline makes no assumptions with regards to the initial global alignment of the models. Instead, it
builds upon the observation that the early design stages are often characterised by massing, i.e. outlining
of the most prominent volumes ﬁrst before progressively adding detail later [ES11]. The focus is on
establishing a component-level correspondence across frames, starting with the largest dominant com-
ponents that then provide additional contextual information for the less prominent parts. This factors out
any global rigid transforms. Furthermore, the neighbouring models in a construction sequence tend to
be highly correlated with many sections being locally unmodiﬁed. 3D Timeline takes advantage of this
characteristic to formulate a correspondence estimation in §6.2.2.
6.2.1 Segmentation
Many segmentation strategies exist, e.g. randomised cuts [GF08], joint shape segmentation [HKG11] or
unsupervised co-segmentation [SvKK+11, WWS+13, MXLH13] to name just a few. These, however,
are computationally expensive and rely on speciﬁc descriptors and a ﬁxed number of oversegmenta-
tion clusters. In contrast, 3D Timeline requires fast segmentation for pre-processing only. Thus, the
classical hierarchical face clustering by Garland et al. [GWH01] is used to independently generate non-
overlapping components as clusters. This algorithm builds a dual graph of a mesh surface such that
nodes represent clusters initially seeded by individual faces. Edges, ordered according to their cost of
collapsing, represent the adjacency of faces in this graph. At each iteration, the lowest cost edge is re-
moved, its clusters are merged and the costs of their inherited edges are recalculated. The best-ﬁtting
plane for a collectionV of vertices vi ∈V is deﬁned by their mean vertex ¯ v = 1
|V| ∑ivi, and a normal n of
the plane which is the eigenvector corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue of their covariance matrix
Covv = ∑i(vi−v)(vi−v)T. The L2 ﬁtting error to this plane is then deﬁned as L2 = ∑i[n(vi−v)]2. In ad-
dition, the compact shape bias adds a penalty based on the relative change in the clusters’ irregularity in
order to prevent long skinny and otherwise degenerate clusters. This irregularity is deﬁned as ρ2/(4πA),
where ρ is the perimeter and A the area of a cluster which is simply initialised by the polygon faces
and grows as the sum of the collapsed areas. However, the perimeter of a cluster is the sum of its two
previous perimeters minus twice the length of their common boundary. This boundary length is stored in
each edge. When collapsing two clusters, the new boundary lengths are the sums of the boundaries with
the neighbours they had in common. If the algorithm proceeds until all edges have been exhausted, it
effectively identiﬁes disjoint manifold components. Apart from clusters’ planarity, the cost can express
conformity to shapes such as spheres and cylinders, see Attene et al. [AFS06].116 Chapter 6. 3D Timeline Reverse Engineering
6.2.2 Correspondence ﬂow estimation
In order to establish a correspondence ﬂow
F = {Cti →Cti+1 → ... →Cti+n}, (6.1)
i.e. an assignment of a component C at time t to a component C′ at time t′, it is simply not sufﬁcient to
ﬁnd the most similar meshes since components can be deformed, reﬁned, copied, etc. Instead, the exact
same component needs to be identiﬁed and tracked across all keyframes so that its provenance can be
reliably determined. The correspondence measure has to be robust to changes in shape and location, yet
it has to discriminate duplication. Therefore, four consecutive steps are executed as follows:
PCA-aligned bounding boxes. Although complex algorithms for calculating the exact as well as ap-
proximate minimal-volume bounding boxes in 3D exist [O’R85, BHP99], in the interest of tractability,
a strategy similar to that of Jain et al. [JTRS12] is used here. To begin with, a principal component
analysis (PCA)-aligned bounding box is calculated in order to establish a rough descriptor for each com-
ponent. PCA of vertices vi in a component C weighted by the cumulative area Ai of the parent faces
provides a transformation from the global to a local coordinate system. Let C￿[¯ v,w,h,d] be the bound-
ing box of C in this coordinate space with a centroid ¯ v = ∑
n
i=1Aivi/∑
n
i=1Ai, and [w,h,d] its respective
width, height and depth. This bounding box is easy to compute, reﬂects the spread of vertices along the
principal axes, is rotation invariant and robust to local geometry modiﬁcations.
Part-based hierarchy.Building a part-based hierarchy is a common way of adding contextual support
and relative localisation to otherwise loose components [SSS+10, JTRS12]. Instead of creating a com-
plicated tree of components, in this step at each keyframe independently, a forest of one-level deep trees
rooted at the largest components is deﬁned. Hence, the parent CP of a component C is the one that
contains its bounding box and has the largest volume. This provides localised systems where the largest
components have an implicit global reference at the origin. Note that the parent might not be the same
part of a scene as components can be translated, disconnected, etc.
Correspondence estimation. Based on the bounding boxes and their hierarchy, correspondence between
components can be estimated. Let ES be a similarity error between two componentsC andC′ deﬁned as
a Euclidean distance of their bounding boxes irrespective of their centroids ¯ v, ¯ v′
ES :=  C￿[w,h,d]−C′
￿[w′,h′,d′] . (6.2)
This measure is used to group self-similar components in each keyframe, step (1) in Figure 6.3. Let
EL be a localisation error deﬁned as an absolute difference of the Euclidean distances of the centroids of
the component bounding boxesC￿,C′
￿ to the centroids of the bounding boxes of their associated parental
components CP￿,C′
P′
￿
as
EL :=
    ¯ v− ¯ vP − ¯ v′− ¯ v′
P′ 
   . (6.3)6.3. Semantic Analysis 117
ti ti-1
(1)
ti ti-1
(2)
ti ti-1
(3)
Figure 6.3: Correspondence assignment from time ti to ti−1. (1) Firstly, independent self-similar groups
are established in each keyframe. (2) Next, a one to one correspondence is assigned. (3) Finally, a
majority vote ensures all correspondences in ti−1 come from a single group in ti.
Combining Equations 6.2 and 6.3 for each pair of components in two frames leads to an afﬁnity matrix
S as a weighted sum of the similarity and localisation errors:
Si,j := αES+(1−α)EL. (6.4)
Correspondence propagation. Finally, a greedy one to one assignment based on the afﬁnity matrix S
estimates the initial correspondence from frame ti to ti−1, see step (2) in Figure 6.3. This assignment
is then evaluated for consistency based on a majority vote within each group. Outliers at ti−1 with
correspondence assigned from a non-matching self-similar group at ti are reassigned to the remaining
components of thegroupatti thatwas votedas a majority preference. Thisstepenforces a consistent ﬂow
between groups of components rather than individuals, see step (3) in Figure 6.3. The system proceeds
through pairs of neighbouring frames in this fashion from the last to the ﬁrst. If a correspondence cannot
be reliably established between two frames, the frame is skipped in order to seek a match in the next
frame until a suitable candidate, if any, is found. The self-similar groups ensure that the components
gain not only a one to one but also a one to many correspondences, see the “funnels” in Figure 6.9.
6.3 Semantic Analysis
As illustrated in Equation 6.5, the extracted correspondence ﬂows from §6.2.2 can be represented as a
sparse binary m×n matrix Φ, where m is the number of ﬂows and n the number of keyframes.
Φm,n =

  
 


t1 t2 ··· tn
F1 C1,1 C1,2 ··· C1,n
F2 C2,1 C2,2 ··· C2,n
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
. . .
Fm Cm,1 Cm,2 ··· Cm,n


 
 


(6.5)
Entries in Φ express the presence of a component Ci,j in keyframe at time tj. Hence, each row deﬁnes a
single logical scene part tracked over time, while columns deﬁne collections of components that belong
to a particular keyframe. In this representation, the natural temporal ordering is from left to right, i.e.
from the ﬁrst to the last keyframe. By sorting the rows such that a presence in an earlier column t and
more overall entries across all columns are favoured, a top to bottom temporal ordering is created.118 Chapter 6. 3D Timeline Reverse Engineering
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Figure 6.4: 3D Timeline legend. Each icon signiﬁes a detected operation in the resulting timeline.
6.3.1 Editing operations
Once the correspondence ﬂows have been organised into the matrix Φ, the part by part changes between
the pairs of keyframes can be examined. These are classiﬁed into one or more of the following operations
such that each operation is assigned a visual icon as depicted in Figure 6.4.
Addition. A componentCi,j has been added between tj−1 and tj iff it is the ﬁrst in its self-similar group
and there is no associated corresponding componentCi,j−1.
Deletion. Conversely, a component Ci,j has been deleted between tj and tj+1 iff no correspondence at
tj+1 exists. However, components that are present in the last keyframe provide no more evidence
to support the deletion detection, hence are left unlabelled.
Life-span. The time distance between a component being added and deleted represents its life-span.
Duplication. A component Ci,j is a duplicate iff it is added but not a template, i.e. not the ﬁrst in its
group. The choice of a template is implementation dependent but, in general, can be arbitrary.
Polycount increase. A componentCi,j has increased in polycount between tj−1 and tj iff it has a larger
number of polygons thanCi,j−1.
Polycount decrease. Conversely, a componentCi,j has decreased in polycount between tj−1 and tj iff it
has a smaller number of polygons thanCi,j−1.
Size increase. A component Ci,j has increased in size between tj−1 and tj iff its bounding box volume
is larger than that ofCi,j−1.
Size decrease. Conversely, a component Ci,j has decreased in size between tj−1 and tj iff its bounding
box volume is smaller than that ofCi,j−1.
Translation. A componentCi,j has been translated between tj−1 and tj iff there is a translation T signi-
fying a difference in the global position of its bounding box centroid ¯ vi,j to that of Ci,j−1 or to its
template at tj if it is a duplicate.
Repeated copy. A component Ci,j is a repeated copy between tj−1 and tj iff it is a duplicate and its T
belongs to a list of at least three successive translations, see §6.3.2.
Instancing. A component Ci,j is instanced iff it is a duplicate and its life-span operations match all of
those present in its template.6.3. Semantic Analysis 119
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Figure 6.5: Repeated copying detection. (1) Distances from an arbitrary seed CS are calculated. (2)
The smallest vector deﬁnes the desired line direction. (3) Components with parallel vectors are selected
and unparallel (4) rejected. (5) The furthest component becomes the new template.
This semantic labelling iterates through each row of matrix Φ and for each column it detects such
operations through a lookup table. Here, it is important to process the data row by row since instancing
needs to compare all operations of the template component with the currently examined one. Certain
operations such as changes in polycount and size or instancing and repeated copying can and often do
occur simultaneously. This needs to be taken into account when visualising the timeline, see Section 6.4.
Additional operations such as rotation and scaling were not considered. This is because PCA-aligned
bounding boxes are rotation invariant and their scaling is ambiguous unless the component-level corre-
spondence is known beforehand.
6.3.2 Repeated copying detection
Apart from instancing, another special case of duplication is repeated copying. A template component
that was duplicated and belongs to a self-similar group Gi at time ti is a component with the largest
lifetime. In a case of multiple candidates fulﬁlling this criterion, the choice would be arbitrary. Repeated
copying, however, differs from basic duplication in that the translation from the template to each copy
is repetitive, i.e. it can be expressed as an incremental succession of the same translation T such that
the most immediate copy is assigned 1×T, the next 2×T and so on, while T is minimal. Essentially,
the repeated copying detection is looking for a 1-parameter regular structure, c.f. [PMW+08], where
the component-based instances and repetitions are exact, thus easier to discover. The focus here is on
duplicates that are equally spaced.
Given a self-similar group G, an arbitrary component CS ∈ G is selected as a seed. The aim is
to identify at least two other components that would form a repeated sequence with CS, their spatial
ordering, the template component and the translation T that governs this repetition. In order to unravel
such repeated copying, the detection algorithm proceeds as follows.
Firstly, distances fromCS to all other components are calculated, see step (1) in Figure 6.5. Let
− − →
ACS
be a vector from any arbitrary component A ∈ G∧A  =CS. A distance from CS to B ∈ G is considered
negative iff
− − →
ACS ·
− − →
BCS < 0. The components are, therefore, sorted according to their signed distance
from the most negative to the most positive with CS also being included due to its trivial non-negative
zero distance to itself. Let C′
S  = CS be the component with the smallest unsigned distance, in absolute
terms, to CS. Vector
− − →
CSC′
S then deﬁnes a line on which the repeated copying is expected to occur while
its magnitude deﬁnes the desired repetition distance, see step (2) in Figure 6.5. Next, the components120 Chapter 6. 3D Timeline Reverse Engineering
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Figure 6.6: Timeline compression. (a) Full timeline. (b) Row-wise collapse of instanced duplication.
(c) Column-wise collapse of (b) where no colliding operations were detected.
are examined one by one in the order of their signed distances. Component D is considered a member
of a repeated copying subgroup iff  
− − →
CSD×
− − →
CSC′
S  = 0, i.e. the vector from a seed component to D is
parallel with the desired line and mod( 
− − →
CSD , 
− − →
CSC′
S ) = 0, see step (3) of Figure 6.5. If less than three
componentsfulﬁlthiscondition, vector
− − − →
CSC′′
S withthenextsmallestmagnitudeisselectedasthenewseed
and the process is repeated, this time with C′
S removed from G. If, however, three or more components
are found, these form the desired copying subgroup with the head of the list being the new template and
the translation calculated as multiples of it, see step (5) of Figure 6.5. This subgroup is removed from G
and the algorithm is recursively repeated until there is not enough components left or all possible seed
distances have been exhausted. This algorithm, therefore, identiﬁes repeated copying sequences that are
likely to occur by copying the same component in a row. Figure 6.8 shows an example.
6.3.3 Timeline compression
In the tested Medieval dataset shown in Figure 6.7, there were 510 separate components across the
sequence, yet these formed only 17 self-similar component groups altogether. In addition, many editing
operations were repeated across multiple components such as is the case of instancing, while others
were independent of each other. Thus, the goal of the timeline compression is to simplify the apparent
complexity of the matrix Φ while preserving the essence of the reverse engineered provenance. This can
be achieved via two analytically independent collapsing steps as depicted in Figure 6.6.
Row-wise collapse. Instanced duplicates are by deﬁnition created using the same operations as their
templates. Hence, a row-wise collapse merges all instances into their parental components while
remaining components are left unmodiﬁed. This signiﬁcantly reduces the matrix height, in the
case of the Medieval dataset from 189 to 28 rows.
Column-wise collapse. Operations in the neighbouring frames that do not affect the same correspon-
dence ﬂow can be considered independent. Therefore, it is possible to perform a column-wise
collapse given the operations at ti do not collide with those at ti−1 and vice versa, i.e. when opera-
tions do not occur in neighbouring frames concurrently.6.4. Prototype Implementation 121
Figure 6.7: Prototype 3D Timeline GUI implemented in a cross-platform framework Qt. Morph window
is at the top, keyframes with correspondence in the middle and estimated timeline at the bottom.
6.4 Prototype Implementation
Representing events in a timeline is a common way of abstracting complex temporal interactions into
a meaningful and easily understandable ﬂow. Apart from linear dependencies, timelines can also dis-
play hierarchical information [SNF10] and can be even used as a collaboration platform [BBB+10]. In
computer graphics, however, timelines are mostly used for animation compositing such as is the case
of many 3D authoring tools, e.g. Autodesk Maya [Pal13], Blender [Bla12], etc. In this implementation,
a hierarchical timeline representation has been chosen as it matches the linear succession of the input
data but still enables display of dependency relationships between components and their groups. Such a
visualisation encourages both manual exploration and automated playback.
Similarly to desktop prototypes from Chapters 3 and 4, the viewer, shown in Figure 6.7, was imple-
mented in a cross-platform UI framework Qt [BS08]. The ASSIMP library [SGK+14] was used to load
various 3D ﬁle formats and GLC Lib [Rib14] provided the rendering capability. Although the highly
parallelised pre-processing algorithm from Section 6.2 might be suitable for a GPU implementation, in
this case a multi-threaded CPU version was developed as the GPU is already occupied by a large number
of 3D scenes that are being rendered simultaneously. In a way similar to [DKP11], the 3D Timeline GUI
shows a main blending preview at the top and a sequence of thumbnail 3D models ordered from left to
right underneath. In addition, the reverse engineered provenance is visualised at the very bottom. Mod-
els are initially coloured based on their independent segmentation using a random colouring scheme,
but once the correspondence estimation has been completed, the colours become consistent with the ex-
tracted timeline. In this application, it is possible to select a single component or groups of components
in order to highlight the corresponding parts across the frames. The 3D thumbnails can be navigated
synchronously while the main top 3D window can be explored independently of other models.122 Chapter 6. 3D Timeline Reverse Engineering
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Figure 6.8: Repeated copying blending is interpolated sequentially. In this case, it is detected on the
corner stones of the Medieval dataset, see Figure 6.7.
6.4.1 Timeline interface
The timeline itself is divided into equally spaced buckets that illustrate the time that elapsed between
neighbouring keyframes, see vertical lines under each 3D thumbnail in Figure 6.7. This is only an ap-
proximation as there is no requirement for the input models to be created in equal amounts of time. In
addition, each of the alternating rows signiﬁes a correspondence ﬂow as extracted in Section 6.3. The
life-span of components is visualised as a collection of cubic B´ ezier curves [PT97] forming a path that
can diverge from the assigned timeline row whenever a duplication has been detected. These are laid
out from top to bottom in the order of a template followed by repeated copies and general duplicates.
Their colouring is consistent with the correspondence assignment in the thumbnail 3D views. Instanced
duplicates have decreased opacity for easier identiﬁcation even when the timeline is not collapsed, as
shown in Figure 6.7. Double clicking on a path highlights the corresponding components in the thumb-
nail views. Vectorised icons of the detected editing operations, listed in §6.3.1, are placed directly on top
of the paths. From left to right, the additions are placed ﬁrst, followed by relative changes in polycount
and size, with translations being the last between pairs of 3D models. Such an arrangement ensures that
in a duplication, the relative geometric changes appear only once in the timeline while the translations
are recorded along their matching paths. Even though there is no evidence that the events have happened
in any particular order, this layout signiﬁcantly declutters the interface.
Just like in standard 2D animations, the time between two successive keyframes is linearly interpo-
lated so that components attj are morphed into their known states attj+1 via extracted editing operations.
In addition, the opacity of a component Ci,j−1 changes from 100% to 0% while for Ci,j it changes at the
same rate but in reverse. Those components that do not change are rendered grey to make the immediate
modiﬁcations stand out during playback. Repeated copies, however, change their opacity one by one
for a pleasing visualisation of their successive construction, see Figure 6.8 for an example. Even though
the animation is linearly interpolated, more emphasis can be put on certain operations by slowing down
the playback speed for desired event classes. The same effect can be achieved by manually dragging the
timeline slider forwards or backwards.6.5. Evaluation 123
Dataset Frames Polycount Comp. Corr. [ms] Analysis [ms] Total [s] Through. [C/s]
Medieval 6 16,005 510 51 40 0.09 5,604
Brick 16 16,703 141 47 25 0.07 1,958
Engine 55 3,414,103 2,460 1,435 512 1.95 1,264
Cruciform 74 924,123 23,695 74,712 1,140 75.85 312
Portico 158 2,442,104 3,622 1,908 784 2.70 1,346
Character 9 7,609,539 189 6,685 1,875 8.56 22
Table 6.1: Statistics for test sequences evaluated on a Thinkpad X230 with Intel Core i7-3520M CPU
at 2.90 GHz with 16 GB RAM on Windows 8. From left to right: the number of frames in a sequence,
the cumulative number of polygons, the number of detected components, duration of the correspondence
estimation, duration of the timeline analysis, sum of correspondence and analysis, and the throughput as
the number of components processed per second (Components / (Correspondence + Analysis) ×1000).
6.5 Evaluation
The prototype 3D Timeline tool developed in Section 6.4 was evaluated on a variety of modelling se-
quencescreatedbymultipleprofessionalartistsinAutodeskMaya, PixologicZBrush, TrimbleSketchup,
Blender and Luxology Modo authoring tools. Each generated sequence provided a distinct set of chal-
lenges including detailing, large number of polygons and even organic sculpting, see Appendix E. On
average, they represented changes recorded every ﬁve minutes, although this was not a strict prerequisite.
Table 6.1 lists the statistics for these sequences while Figure 6.9 shows the extracted timelines as well
as some of the input models with their assigned correspondences. In this evaluation, α = 0.3 was used
in Equation 6.4 and a zero tolerance threshold σ = 0.0001 was set in the repeated copying detection in
§6.3.2. Note that even if the actual editing history existed, it would represent only one plausible evolution
that achieves the same sequences, hence no ground truth comparison was attempted. Instead, the focus
was on the feasibility of the solution and its ability to aid its users in identify the key editing operations.
All measurements were performed on a Thinkpad X230 with Intel Core i7-3520M CPU at 2.90 GHz
with 16 GB RAM running Microsoft Windows 8. The tested modelling sequences varied signiﬁcantly in
their number of input keyframes as well as scene and geometric complexity to make sure they properly
represented a cross section of some of the most common editing operations. As shown in Table 6.1, the
performance of the prototype system largely depends on the number of polygons as well as the number
of components and their structural organisation within the scene. Although the Cruciform dataset in
comparison to Portico was only half as complex, it took 28 times longer to process. This is because the
Cruciform had by far the most separate components and, therefore, the correspondence estimation had
to compare signiﬁcantly higher numbers of possible candidates. The situation was further complicated
by the presence of many repeated components such as window frame dividers that accounted for the
majority of scene complexity throughout the sequence. On average, all other sequences were examined
in under three seconds. The Character dataset, shown in Figure 6.1, further reveals that large polycount
can also have an adverse effect on the processing speed, see the throughput column in Table 6.1. Such a
behaviour is caused by the PCA bounding box calculation in §6.2.2 which takes into account all available
vertices. Even though it would be possible to subsample the meshes, this technique was not employed in
the tested prototype. Nevertheless, the segmentation was already parallelised on a per mesh basis, while
the PCA hierarchy was calculated across all keyframes simultaneously.124 Chapter 6. 3D Timeline Reverse Engineering
Multiview Timeline
Experience Q1 Q2 Q3 t[m] SUS Q1 Q2 Q3 t[m] SUS
P1 Intermediate F F F 5.9 70.0 F T T 3.3 67.5
P2 Expert T T T 1.8 75.0 T T T 2.5 37.5
P3 Intermediate T T F 3.1 75.0 F T F 2.0 72.5
P4 Intermediate F F T 2.3 67.5 F T F 4.3 67.5
P5 Expert F F F 3.6 44.5 T T F 1.5 77.5
P6 Intermediate F F T 4.3 47.5 T F F 2.6 60.0
P7 Intermediate F F F 2.4 37.5 T T F 1.9 85.0
P8 Intermediate F F T 1.5 37.5 F T F 1.5 87.5
Average 25% 25% 50% 3.1 56.8 50% 88% 25% 2.4 69.4
Table 6.2: Pilot user study results based on 3 quiz questions. Evaluated are the multiview and timeline
interfaces, time to completion in minutes and the system usability scale (SUS) scores. T = true, F = !T.
Figures 6.1 and 6.9 depict the compressed results from the 3D modelling sequences. Each input set
produced a consistent correspondence and a timeline visualisation, although the Portico models caused
the system to lose track in four instances that are visible as steps at the bottom of Figure 6.9. This is
because the fac ¸ade was modelled as a single continuous mesh with drastic changes in geometry. Fur-
thermore, in larger datasets, it became obvious from the timeline that many components, once created,
do not change throughout the rest of their life-span. This indicates selective modelling where the detail
is progressively added rather than performing adjustments on a global scale. It is, this, believed that 3D
Timeline provides useful insights into large sequences that was not achievable otherwise, see §6.5.1.
6.5.1 User study
The usability of the 3D Timeline prototype was evaluated in a comparative user study with eight post-
graduate researchers in the ﬁeld of computer graphics. These were selected based on their intermediate
or expert level in 3D modelling experience. In order to compare and contrast the timeline interface, a
multi-view scenario with only a basic side by side visualisation and interlinked 3D navigation was used in
the study. The participants were given a sample dataset before each trial to familiarise themselves with
the different visual environments. The task was to answer a short quiz with regards to the modelling
provenance. The questions asked where the most unique components were added, how many compo-
nents had the longest lifespan and which models had the most duplication. After each session, a system
usability scale (SUS) [Bro96] questionnaire was handed out, see Appendix D. The order of the datasets
and interfaces was shufﬂed according to Latin square to prevent any effects of learning, see §4.5.1.
As shown in Table 6.2, the overall average success of answering the quiz questions correctly based
on predetermined ground truth was 54% in the timeline versus 33% in the multiview scenario. The
timeline also scored better in terms of the system usability scale (SUS) reaching a grade B, i.e. an above
the average user interface for the task at hand. According to this score, the users found it easy to interact
with the interface, would not need any technical assistance and would happily use the 3D Timeline
tool again. One expert user, however, assigned a low SUS to the timeline due to his strong preference
of the multiview interface. Note that the study had only six frames to give the baseline viewer a fair
comparison. The general experience is that on longer sequences of 15+ frames, visual examination
without the timeline becomes nearly impossible due to a vast number of changes being present.6.5. Evaluation 125
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Figure6.9: 3DTimelineresults. CollapsedtimelinesforMedieval, Brick, Engine, CruciformandPortico
datasets as presented in Table 6.1. Character sequence is shown in Figure 6.1. Note that for brevity only
subsets of keyframes are shown for the Engine, Cruciform, and Portico datasets.126 Chapter 6. 3D Timeline Reverse Engineering
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Figure 6.10: 3D Timeline vs. MeshGit [DP13] comparison. Compared is their shuttle model and
the ﬁrst 12 frames of our Engine dataset. MeshGit shows changes in adjacency (red/green), geometry
(blue) and sequential changes (orange). The timeline shows unmodiﬁed component groups (grey) and
modiﬁed (corresponding colours). It also detects bending between Engines 8 and 9.
6.5.2 MeshGit comparison
The MeshGit system by Denning and Pellacini [DP13] focuses on vertex-level pairwise model compar-
isons, hence a complementary reverse engineering subproblem. This system can be run in a sequence
to provide a form of linear differencing as shown in Figure 6.10. Such an approach is similar to a 2-
way sequential differencing already described in Section 4.2. Being higher-level and component-based,
however, the detection of 3D Timeline is faster and scales to much larger datasets. For example, on the
shuttle, their largest example with over 5,000 separate components, MeshGit takes 9.7 minutes to com-
plete. When the same model pair was evaluated on a comparable hardware, described at the beginning
of Section 6.5, it took mere 14 seconds in 3D Timeline.
On datasets from Figure 6.9 where there were strong changes in adjacency of vertices and faces,
MeshGit matched large areas that do not correspond as repositioned, added or deleted. See the ﬁrst
12 models of the Engine dataset in Figure 6.10. 3D Timeline can also handle modiﬁcations that trans-
late components signiﬁcantly, the main limitation discussed in the MeshGit paper. Nevertheless, in
many cases MeshGit provides insights into ﬁne-grained editing that 3D Timeline does not attempt to
recover due to tractability in real-life applications. Despite this, it is conceivable to use 3D Timeline for
component-based analysis and then selectively apply MeshGit to vertex-level changes once the corre-
spondence has been established. For instance, this could be activated on user selection.6.6. Discussion 127
6.6 Discussion
Since 3D Timeline makes no assumptions about the temporal coherence of the modelling effort, nor does
it rely on any scene graph organisational structures or revision metadata, it presents a practical solution to
a complex reverse engineering problem. It thus gives its users the ability to explore some of potentially
many high-level semantic operations in large 3D datasets that would not be explained by a VCS. This
demonstrates that it is possible to imply editing operations even when no metadata is available as stated
by the third research Question in Chapter 1.
In general, 3D Timeline highlights deformations and other modiﬁcations that are hard to detect by
visual inspection alone. This becomes even more apparent with the growing size of the input sequences,
althoughevenforpairsofpolygonal3Dmodelsthissolutionalreadyrevealspreviouslyunnoticedediting
operations. For instance, between the ﬁrst two keyframes of the Medieval dataset, there is a vertical
stretch of the fac ¸ade geometry with an upward translation in its roof structures. Even in a direct side by
side comparison, it is difﬁcult to notice this, yet both the timeline and the blending preview reveal this
precisely. See the detected translation on a red line between the ﬁrst two frames in Figure 6.7. At close
inspection of the Brick and Engine datasets in Figure 6.9, it can be also seen that the respective logos
were created separately and put in place once completed. If the frames are visually too close to each
other, i.e. nearly perfectly identical in their geometry, the algorithm detects no changes and those frames
are collapsed. If, however, they are too dissimilar, at some point the correspondence estimation fails and
the components are marked as deleted in one frame and added in the subsequent frame.
Another interesting revelation arises from the Portico dataset that consists of 158 distinct models,
the largest sequence tested with the system. A common practice when creating massive 3D models is to
temporarily disable or even totally remove certain parts of a scene in order to lower its memory footprint,
hence unburden the editor. This hidden geometry is then reintroduced at a later stage when the full scene
is required. As visible in the ﬁrst 29 keyframes, represented by seven green thumbnails at the beginning
of the Portico dataset, the last sequence in Figure 6.9, the modeller created a set of pillars with attempted
detailing which then disappear entirely. Later, the columns reappear, but this time with a different height
and shape. Unlike the common practice of hiding geometry, the 3D Timeline identiﬁed this situation as a
massive deletion followed by an addition. This is because the reintroduced geometry signiﬁcantly differs
from that of the supposed original. Upon conﬁrmation with the modeller it became obvious that it was
indeed the intention to delete the ﬁrst version of the columns so that the positioning and the height of the
roof would govern their construction in the next stages. Without the timeline it would have been very
difﬁcult if not impossible to discover such cases. The prototype application was even able to render the
largest sequences, although the frame rate would drop when navigating all 158 Portico models together.
6.6.1 Limitations
While the centre of this work is the analysis and visualisation only, once a timeline of this type is avail-
able, it would be possible to start editing the sequence based on its history. For example, parts of a 3D
scenecouldbesubstitutedwiththeirpreviousrevisionsforquickalterations. Similarly, thetimelineinter-
face could be used to extract editing provenance directly from a version controlled repository. However,128 Chapter 6. 3D Timeline Reverse Engineering
systems such as 3D Repo use DAGs to represent revision history. Unlike standard trees, DAGs cannot be
simpliﬁed into a collection of linear construction sequences because one model can have multiple parents
in a DAG. Nevertheless, 3D Timeline can be used on liner histories stored in 3D Repo. Furthermore,
the system in its current form cannot imply the relative ordering of operations between two frames. For
example, it cannot reliably establish whether an increase in the number of polygons has happened before
or after a duplication. This would require an extensive study of modelling behaviour based on software
instrumentation which might provide evidence for patterns of events that occur more frequently than
others. Similarly, the choice of a template component in duplication is currently arbitrary, although, it
might be possible to devise extra set of rules to break ties. In addition, 3D Timeline does not detect
join operations, i.e. multiple components becoming a single manifold surface, or mirroring, rotations
and scaling. This is noticeable in the largest dataset where the most of the geometry is modelled as a
single continuous mesh. Although the correspondence estimation is greedy, hence not globally optimal,
it is robust in most cases and together with the detection of changes can uncover even non-rigid trans-
formations such as bending, see the Engine model in Figure 6.10. Nevertheless, the estimation might
fall into a local minima. In general, these cases are resolved by a majority vote reassignment within a
self-similar group as depicted in Figure 6.3. In rare cases, however, if the PCA-aligned bounding boxes
of non-corresponding components are too similar, the algorithm might be unable to recover and would
result in a wrong assignment. Furthermore, the tight threshold of the repeated copying detection does
not support approximate regularities, unlike [PMW+08].
6.7 Chapter Summary
The third and last research question in Chapter 1 asked whether a plausible provenance can be extracted
from a sequence of 3D models. Hence, 3D Timeline presented in this chapter is a novel tool for reverse
engineering of a part-based provenance from linearly consecutive polygonal models. In comparison to
previous works described in Chapter 2, this approach does not require any pre-recorded editing opera-
tions from the actual modelling session. Thus, it is applicable to all sorts of legacy datasets that are often
found across various industries. For instance, 3D Repo, introduced in Chapter 3, can preserve changes
in 3D scenes that are discovered using the 3D Diff tool from Chapter 4. In order to establish part-based
correspondence in two models, 3D Diff relies on revision metadata such as the unique component names
or IDs values to be present in the input data formats. These are decomposed so that their delta changes
can be stored in a NoSQL database. Such an approach, however, supports only tracking of simple addi-
tions, deletions and modiﬁcations. In contrast, the 3D Timeline is able to reliably determine many more
high-level semantic operations that are likely to have happened during the editing. To achieve this, the
system establishes correspondence based on contextual support from hierarchies of scene components
that are independent of their original scene graph structures. Hence, the timeline takes as input only a se-
quence of polygonal 3D models consisting of polygonal meshes. The pre-processing step in Section 6.2
establishes the self-similar groups in each of the models and then propagates a consistent correspondence
across the entire construction chain. In Section 6.3, such correspondence ﬂows are gathered into a sparse
matrix which is then semantically analysed for modiﬁcations across components. Apart from the stan-6.7. Chapter Summary 129
dard additions and deletions, these include changes in the size and polycount, duplication, instancing and
repeated copying. Finally, the results of such an analysis are visualised as a timeline so that the matching
components share the same colouring throughout the sequence. In order to reduce the apparent com-
plexity of the timeline, two independent compression operations have been introduced in §6.3.3. These
signiﬁcantly lower the number of displayed rows but still preserve the essence of the reverse engineered
provenance. If the input 3D models are too similar, i.e. no changes have been detected, those can be
hidden, too. Therefore, such a novel system addresses the aforementioned research question.
To evaluate the feasibility of the proposed solution, the timeline was implemented into a prototype
tool in Section 6.4 that offers a main 3D blending preview at the top, thumbnail 3D models in the middle
and an extracted timeline at the bottom. In Section 6.5, the tool was successfully tested on six construc-
tion sequences spanning architectural modelling, CAD prototyping and even free form sculpting. The
pilot user study in §6.5.1 suggests that this tool is usable by untrained users who preferred it over a stan-
dard side by side visualisation technique that is commonly found in existing modelling packages. Thus,
the 3D Timeline can be useful for artists revisiting modelling processes to learn from. The conclusion is
that it is indeed possible to extract high-level semantic editing operations even when revision metadata
is not available what is especially useful for legacy datasets. The hope is that this type of UI will inspire
software vendors who could embed such a system into their editors in the future.130 Chapter 6. 3D Timeline Reverse Engineering131
Chapter 7
Conclusions
In the domain of computer graphics, collaborative editing and visualisation are becoming increasingly
important. Studied were topics such as generation of tutorials from photo editing sessions based on
author demonstrations [GAL+09] and even integrated revision control of 2D images [CWC11]. These
approaches, however, require instrumentation of the authoring tools and tracking of the individual editing
operations. Similarly, the visualisation and exploration of document histories [GMF10] requires video
recording of the entire sessions and a large disk space to store the generated sequences. Nevertheless, this
particular system was extended to support recording in CAD software under the ofﬁcial name Autodesk
Screencast [Aut12]. Furthermore, in the context of 3D models, recording of editing operations was used
to enable clustering and visualisation of modelling histories [DKP11]. Even commercial products such
as the VisTrails [Vis12] plug-in for Autodesk Maya preview only recorded edits. However, most of the
time such a capture might not exist. Only very recently the extraction of semantic meaning from pairs of
modiﬁed 2D images [HXM+13] and vertex-based comparison of 3D models [DP13] were proposed.
Thus, the research in this thesis explored the management and visualisation of non-linear history
of polygonal 3D models. As argued in Chapter 1, there is the need for a highly scalable and extensi-
ble system that is able to support the widest possible range of polymorphic assets in a uniﬁed version
control and online visualisation system. Hence, the newly proposed 3D Repo system from Chapter 3
was designed in such a way that is independent of any speciﬁc modelling paradigm. Chapter 4 further
documented the highly related concept of visual 3D differencing and merging in order to support asyn-
chronous collaborative 3D editing directly through this framework. The aim of the accompanying user
study was to establish a suitable visualisation strategy for the system as several different possibilities
were identiﬁed. Chapter 5 further explored the suitability of the Representational State Transfer (REST)
[FGM+99] style of architecture for the purposes of 3D version control directly over the Internet. Its
experimental evaluation tested six different encoding formats for their efﬁciency and speed of delivery.
Finally, Chapter 6 introduced a novel algorithm for reverse engineering of a part-based provenance from
3D models. This was visualised in an interactive timeline to enhance the higher-level semantic under-
standing of such sequences. The ﬁndings from a user study suggest that this type of UI is preferred
over a standard side by side visualisation. Thus, the overarching goal of the thesis was to design and
demonstrate all components of a domain-speciﬁc version control framework applicable to the purposes132 Chapter 7. Conclusions
of collaborative 3D editing of large scale engineering 3D models. The importance of this work was
stressed on numerous examples throughout the text. This closing chapter, therefore, summarises the
research presented in this thesis. Firstly, a conclusion is presented relating the chapters back to the re-
search questions from Chapter 1. Next, the results from each chapter are recounted. Finally, directions
for potential future work are outlined especially in the areas that were outside the scope of this thesis.
7.1 Contributions
The overarching goal of the research was to investigate and propose a highly extensible framework for
management of non-linear history of various types of 3D assets that would enable collaborative 3D
modelling on the scale required by the industry. Chapter 1, therefore, introduced three central research
questions that deﬁne the components of this goal as follows:
1. Can asynchronous collaborative 3D editing be scaled up to useful model sizes via application of
a domain speciﬁc version control system?
2. Can such a speciﬁc 3D versioning framework deliver real-time visualisations of large scale 3D
scenes over the Internet?
3. Can a plausible editing provenance be extracted from a sequence of 3D models?
The ﬁrst two questions are concerned with themanagement of and distributedaccess to 3D revisions
in a remote cloud-based repository. Both deal with the central premise whether a domain speciﬁc version
control framework can address the shortcomings of a ﬁle-based 3D asset management and whether such
a collaborative framework would be suitable for online repository visualisation. The ﬁnal question is
concerned with legacy datasets that were not recorded using the newly developed framework. This
thesis thus made theoretical as well as practical contributions. The theoretical contributions consist
of a proposal for a novel architecture for version control of 3D assets and the associated processes and
algorithms. Thepracticalcontributionsconcerndemonstrationofthefeasibilityoftheproposedsolutions
via several different prototype implementations and their corresponding evaluations.
7.1.1 Theoretical contributions
This section presents substantive theoretical contributions documented throughout Chapters 3–6. These
concern the design of a novel architecture capable of representing, storing and distributing different types
of 3D assets independent of any speciﬁc authoring tools or ﬁle formats. The feasibility of this approach
was established on several prototype implementations that, as a part of the practical contributions, are
further summarised in §7.1.2. Hence, the theoretical contributions address the main research questions.
The ﬁrst question asked whether a domain speciﬁc VCS can support asynchronous collaborative
3D editing of useful model sizes, i.e. those sizes that are commonly found in the industry. A central
observation of this research is that large 3D scenes consist of thousands of disparate components or-
ganised in hierarchical data structures. This is certainly the case for most authoring tools, 2D and 3D
ﬁle formats as well as rendering engines [FJJ00, BO04, SML06]. Such an observation is further sup-
ported by numerous examples of large engineering 3D models presented in Chapters 3 and 6. The next7.1. Contributions 133
prominent observation is the striking similarity between a scene graph and a revision history both of
which can be modelled after a DAG. This enabled the deﬁnition of a novel 3D repository in a NoSQL
DB. Unlike their relational predecessors, the document-oriented NoSQL DBs provide a dictionary-like
interface where each polymorphic document is stored as a collection of key-value pairs independent of
other documents. Hence, the repository can represent not only various types of 3D assets but also their
associated non-linear history in a single centralised location. To futureproof the design, a nondescript
scene graph node was selected as the smallest unit of change. Thus, each part of a 3D scene is treated
as an opaque binary document, the granularity of which is decided by the individual authoring tool that
created it. Since the version control logic only depends on the structural organisation of the data blocks
and not their content, the repository can handle any asset type. This is because it is the responsibility
of the client application to interpret such documents while the framework is being oblivious. These
concepts apply to all linear data stores and not just NoSQL DBs. A subquestion of the ﬁrst research
question in Chapter 1 further asked whether it is possible to sustain asynchronous collaborative 3D edit-
ing without the need for per asset locking. Thus, the problem of conﬂict resolution suitable for 3D assets
was addressed by Chapter 4. The newly introduced concept of visual 3D differencing and merging was
compared to an analogous situation in software engineering. Apart from the standard 2-way and 3-way
differencing, Section 4.2 further proposed the notions of explicit and implicit conﬂicts that are speciﬁc
to 3D models. Based on these results, the ﬁrst research question may be answered afﬁrmatively as the
proposed framework successfully decoupled 3D modelling from its long-term storage and provided a
suitable means of scalable asynchronous collaborative 3D editing not possible otherwise.
The second question asked whether it is possible to distribute real-time visualisations of 3D scenes
stored in such a domain-speciﬁc VCS. To achieve this, two different approaches were identiﬁed as
subquestions of this research question. Firstly, it might be possible to connect to the repository directly
to query individual revisions. Secondly, an indirect connection via a gateway service might enable
retrieval of data representations that are not explicitly stored in the repository. The ﬁrst approach requires
the client applications to decode a prescribed data format into individual 3D assets that can then be
reconstructed into a scene graph representation before rendering. Three such clients were demonstrated
in Chapter 3. However, memory limited devices, e.g. mobiles and tablets, might not be able to render
whole revisions from the repository. Examples of these are many large engineering 3D models that are
the main target of this research. Thus, an important feature of the system is its ability to track and serve,
apart from whole revisions, also their subsets. This is possible because of the introduction of a modiﬁed
materialised paths notation in §3.2.3 in Chapter 3 which enables scene changes to be recorded without
the need to reindex any previously stored entries. Nevertheless, to make this design independent of the
underlying data store, the version control logic has to reside at the application level. Hence, Chapter 5
further introduced a server-side daemon service capable of enforcing the internal rules of the repository
on all incoming requests. The newly proposed REST architecture enables client applications to query
3D resources in a representation that is most suitable to their speciﬁc needs. This preference can be
based on the network properties or the processing capabilities of the receiving client. Therefore, the134 Chapter 7. Conclusions
second research question can be answered afﬁrmatively since the design of the newly proposed VCS
for 3D assets enables direct as well as indirect online distribution of 3D assets. Its feasibility is further
supported by real-time demonstrators summarised as practical contributions in §7.1.2. These include
desktop, web and mobile clients from Chapter 3 as well as a client-server architecture from Chapter 5.
The third question asked whether it is possible to imply the editing history from a sequence of 3D
models especially when no revision metadata is available. This question is important as there are a large
number of legacy datasets that were not recorded using the newly developed system from the previous
two research questions. Such datasets arise because many popular modelling packages auto-increment
and auto-save the work in progress, but do not provide any further support for their understanding or
management. Chapter 6 investigated novel means of reverse engineering of the editing provenance from
consecutive 3D models. This is related to another contribution of this thesis which proposed sequen-
tial visual 3D differencing in Chapter 4. However, 3D differencing identiﬁes scene components only as
added, deleted, modiﬁed, unmodiﬁed and conﬂicted based on the requirements of the VCS introduced in
Chapter 3. Reverse engineering aims to provide further high-level explanation of the semantic operations
that created the resulting set of models. Thus, Section 6.1 proposed a tractable multi-stage algorithm that
can identify a plausible editing history. In a pre-processing stage, the algorithm ﬁrst segments the 3D
scenes into separate components and then estimates their correspondence within each model individ-
ually, i.e. by ﬁnding self-similar groups of components, as well as across the entire sequence. Next,
the identiﬁed correspondence ﬂows are semantically analysed for changes in their size and polycount,
translations, duplication, instancing and repeated copying. Finally, the resulting provenance is visualised
as an interactive timeline. This is further supported by experimental implementation and evaluation as
discussed in §7.1.2. The only requirement of this implementation is a known temporal ordering of the
input 3D models. Nevertheless, it would be easy to imply such an ordering if this was not available as,
in general, the models tend to grow in complexity over time. Since no further assumptions about the
models including their internal structure or temporal coherence of the editing effort have been made, the
third research question can be answered afﬁrmatively.
7.1.2 Practical contributions
In addition to the main theoretical contributions, this thesis also aimed to investigate the practical im-
plications of the management and visualisation of non-linear history of 3D models. Prototype imple-
mentations developed throughout Chapters 3–6 demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed solutions that
address the individual research questions as deﬁned in Chapter 1.
Chapter 3 introduced a novel NoSQL DB schema that was developed to evaluate the data organisa-
tion approach proposed in Section 3.2. This schema prescribes several compulsory ﬁelds that are shared
by every document regardless of the asset type it represents. These include the unique identiﬁer (UID)
and shared identiﬁer (SID) values both represented as universally unique identiﬁer (UUID) [Tel08], ma-
terialised paths, the type of the document as well as its encoding API level. Additional optional ﬁelds
deﬁne all of the individual properties of cameras, comments, materials, meshes, revisions, textures and
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are stored as serialised binary entries. Such a deﬁnition is capable of tracking millions of polygons
spread across thousands of components as demonstrated in Section 3.5. To support this, three different
client applications, developed in Section 3.4, connect to the remote 3D repository directly. A desktop-
based client was implemented in C++, a cross-platform UI framework Qt [BS08], the Open Asset Import
Library (ASSIMP) [SGK+14] and the OpenGL Library Class (GLC Lib) [Rib14]. This enables load-
ing of more than 40 popular 3D ﬁle formats into a uniﬁed in-memory scene graph representation that
is transformed into the required DB schema for storage. This multi-threaded implementation supports
full version control, rendering of hundreds of simultaneous 3D contexts with interlinked navigation
and parallelised repository management. Furthermore, a web browser-based client was developed as a
combination of a Java applet, JavaScript and WebGL [Mar11] in order to visualise the contents of the
repository over the Internet. This, same as all the other clients, interprets the DB schema via a dedicated
core library. Finally, an Android app was developed in Java and OpenGL ES [ML10] to demonstrate the
suitability of the system for the purposes of public consultation. Users of the app can view 3D revisions
and submit localised comments for further analysis.
Chapter 4 presented a prototype 3D Diff tool capable of 2-way and 3-way visual 3D differencing
and merging. The tool supports multiple visualisation modes as well as the detection of explicit and
implicit conﬂicts as deﬁned in Section 4.2. This was implemented as part of the desktop client from
Chapter 3, hence, it is based on C++, Qt, ASSIMP and GLC Lib. It can, therefore, load various types
of 3D models to ﬁnd their discrepancies and propose automatic merge suggestions. The addition of the
common ancestor of the differenced models further helps to resolve otherwise ambiguous cases when
it would not be possible to establish whether a component has been added, deleted or modiﬁed concur-
rently. Correspondence between the components was obtained from revision metadata stored in a form
of SID values introduced in Chapter 3. Their equality was based on an early reject byte-by-byte com-
parison. Various visualisation modes were evaluated in a formative user study in Section 4.5, ﬁndings of
which suggest that the most preferred UI is a hybrid visualisation where the differenced 3D models are
visible alongside the proposed merge result. In addition, the detection of implicit conﬂicts was found
useful, although the implementation only supported detection of bounding box intersections which, in
some cases, was not detailed enough. Thus, future tools should concentrate on mesh intersections.
Chapter 5 deﬁned a novel API for version control of 3D assets over the Internet. This API supports
retrieval of collections of resources, single resources and even their speciﬁc attributes in an encoding rep-
resentation that is the most suitable for the receiving client. A prototype sever-side daemon application
was developed in node.js [Ihr13] and a JavaScript port of the core version control library from Chap-
ter 3. The corresponding web browser-based client was developed in XML3D [SKR+10], JavaScript
and WebGL. Similarly to the base repository implementation, the UID and SID values were realised
using UUIDs that can be uniquely generated without any centralised coordination. Several different
encodings were tested in order to evaluate the system. These include XML, JSON, BSON [Mon14a],
SIG [BJFS12], OpenCTM [Gee09] and ArrayBuffers [BJFS12]. While the XML and JSON formats can
utilise native parsing capabilities of modern web browsers, the remaining encodings required develop-136 Chapter 7. Conclusions
ment of custom decoders. Section 5.5 evaluated all of them for their efﬁciency and speed of delivery.
Although the text-based formats provide the least gain in terms of size, they can be compressed using
standard compression methods in order to achieve data sizes similar to the binary formats. However, the
native parsing as well as the lower number of required XHR requests make them faster throughout the
experiments when comparing to other evaluated formats. Nevertheless, the choice of the best encoding
largely depends on the network properties and the decoding capabilities of the receiving clients.
Chapter 6 presented a prototype 3D Timeline tool for reverse engineering of a part-based prove-
nance from consecutive 3D models. This tool, same as the desktop client from Chapter 3 and the 3D
Diff tool from Chapter 4, was developed in C++, Qt, ASSIMP and GLC Lib. Such a setup enables com-
parison of otherwise incompatible ﬁle formats. In a pre-procesing stage, the tool automatically segments
the loaded models, establishes their component-based correspondence and evaluates it in order to visu-
alise the implied editing timeline. This is rendered using B´ ezier curves below the main blending preview
and thumbnail 3D models. Each component is colour-coded to match other corresponding components
across the thumbnails as well as their detected life-spans and operations in the timeline. The apparent
complexity of the timeline is further reduced by analytically independent row-wise and column-wise
collapse. Similarly to standard 2D animations, the timeline playback is linearly interpolated between the
keyframes. This means that the opacity of the immediately modiﬁed components changes as the time
progresses. Furthermore, the timeline can be explored manually by scrubbing the cursor forwards and
backwards in time. The accompanying user study demonstrated that such a GUI is preferred over a stan-
dard multi-view interface by scoring higher in the system usability scale (SUS) [Bro96] questionnaire.
7.2 Results
Each of the Chapters 3–6 presented a number of results that are summarised below. These include
novel technical approaches and prototype implementations in support of the proposed framework. The
theoretical and practical contributions are summarised in Section 7.1.
3D version control database.The architecture of a version control framework speciﬁcally designed
for 3D assets was reported in Chapter 3. This explored the asynchronous collaboration and storage of
decomposed polygonal 3D scenes in a remote NoSQL database. In order to support the vast number of
authoring tools and packages that already exist, the exchange of information was facilitated via external
3D ﬁles. Since a DB acts as a remote repository, such asset ﬁles are now considered only temporary data
representations that are transformed into a uniﬁed DB schema for eventual permanent storage. Individual
assets are encoded as Binary JSON (BSON) documents before being uploaded to the repository. Upon
retrieval, such documents are decoded and reconstructed into a meaningful scene graph representation
for immediate rendering or further editing. Each document is considered a delta increment in this system.
Although a single vertex modiﬁcation would force an entire mesh document to be committed again, this
is still considerably smaller than the whole 3D scene, which might be composed of tens of thousands of
components. Such a scene conﬁguration is anyway decided by the authoring tool that created it. This
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a novel extension to the materialised paths notation in order to efﬁciently represent DAGs in a linear
data store. Three different DB front-end applications were developed to support the non-linear version
control, automated merging as well as visualisations over the Internet. These prototypes are able to
represent polygonal geometry together with other types of assets alongside their revision history in a
single centralised location. The framework was demonstrated on millions of polygons and hundreds of
different revisions that each can be accessed remotely.
Visual 3D differencing and merging. The notion of visual 3D differencing and merging was introduced
in Chapter 4. This is required in order to support asynchronous collaborative 3D editing without the need
for per asset locking. When multiple users edit the same part of a 3D scene simultaneously, the newly
developed 3D Diff tool identiﬁes changes between the revisions and offers automated merge sugges-
tions. For this, new concepts of conﬂict classiﬁcation have been introduced. On the one hand, explicit
conﬂicts are detected whenever discrepancies amongst the 3D models arise. On the other hand, implicit
conﬂicts based on the bounding box intersections signify cases where the semantics of the models have
been violated. These are often caused as a side effect of the merging process itself. By further integrating
the knowledge about the common ancestor of the differenced models, it is possible to resolve otherwise
ambiguous cases. Several common visualisation strategies have been examined. The results of a pre-
liminary user study suggest that the most preferred visualisation is the one with the main merge result
visible alongside the two smaller differenced 3D models.
XML3DRepo daemon service. A novel client-server Representational State Transfer (REST) architec-
ture able to deliver and render revisions directly from a remote 3D repository was presented in Chapter 5.
This system serves representations of 3D assets that are independent of the underlying storage or ﬁle for-
mats. Data from the repository can be queried as collections of resources, single resources and even
separate attributes depending on the speciﬁc requirements of the receiving client. Such an architecture
enabled implementation of six signiﬁcantly different encoding formats. These were evaluated for their
speed and efﬁciency across three popular web browsers. The accompanying experimental evaluation
demonstrated that the API provides a consistent way of addressing version controlled 3D assets over the
Internet. It further established that none of the tested encoding formats for 3D data on the web would
be suitable for all scenarios and applications. While some formats offered considerable size reduction
via compression, they were slow to decompress on the client-side. Other formats, although faster, would
often require more HTTP requests that would impair the overall performance of the system. Hence, the
best format must be selected depending on the network properties and the client’s processing capabilities.
3D timeline reverse engineering.Finally, an approach for reverse engineering of editing provenance
was reported in Chapter 6. This implies high-level semantic operations from legacy datasets that were
not recorded in a VCS such as the one presented in Chapter 3. The algorithm ﬁrst automatically segments
the input 3D models and established a component-based correspondence across the entire collection.
This is subsequently analysed for editing operations including additions, deletions, changes in their size
and polycount, duplication, instancing and even repeated copying. Such operations are then visualised
in an interactive timeline which encourages automated as well as manual exploration of the construction138 Chapter 7. Conclusions
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Figure 7.1: Construction supply chain data exchange complexity. (a) In the construction industry, there
is a high level of complexity when exchanging any kind of data, especially 3D, amongst the members
of the supply chain. (b) In the future, 3D Repo will aim to reduce the need for handovers and formal
Request for Informations (RFIs) via application of a domain-speciﬁc version control repository. Similar
parallels can be found in the aerospace, automotive and creative industries where 3D models are heavily
relied upon, too.
sequence. However, it provides only one plausible history as many different actions might have resulted
inthesame3Dsequence. AcomparativeuserstudyfurtherdemonstratedthatsuchaGUIispreferredtoa
standard multi-view visualisation that is commonly found in existing modelling packages. Hence, it can
be useful for trying to identify occasions when important changes took place in a large data collection.
In principle, even higher-order representations such as parametrised models, non-uniform rational
basis spline (NURBS), constructive solid geometry (CSG) or boundary representation (BREP) that are
commonly found in CAD modelling could be version controlled in the newly developed framework as
long as they are assigned to speciﬁc nodes within the overall scene hierarchy. The main advantage is that
the VCS can store not only control points and surface boundaries but also their pre-calculated attributes
such as centre of gravity, volume and mass. However, by design, the system is not able to support any
speciﬁc queries about spatial occupancy, clash detection, etc., thus unable to perform integrity checks.
7.3 Directions for Future Work
There are many avenues for future work. Some of these were already discussed in the context of limi-
tations and potential beneﬁts of the proposed approach, while others cover those topics that are outside
the scope of this thesis. The intention is to continue developing this new architecture into a scalable plat-
form that can be used by the community, thus making all of the developed software and speciﬁcations
open source and available on GitHub. The framework will hopefully facilitate crowd-sourcing of 3D
models for various purposes in the near future. In the upcoming releases, the system will be expanded to
support standard animations, bones and various types of engineering metadata such as volumes, materi-
als, etc. It will also support all attributes of the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) [bui13] data format,
the de facto standard of the construction industry. The aim is to deﬁne a process change for the whole
construction supply chain as depicted in Figure 7.1. Due to the use of decentralised UUIDs, it will be
also possible to extend the framework into a fully distributed system where the clients connect to a local7.3. Directions for Future Work 139
database which is then dynamically synchronised with a remote repository. The overall aim is to track
ﬁve dimensional (5D) data, i.e. 3D models with cost over time.
The main architecture overview in Chapter 3 suggested that it would be possible to avoid the use
of intermediary GUI applications in order to connect to the remote repository directly. In a production
environment, it might be necessary to develop a plug-in to one or more popular editing packages. Such
a plug-in would be able to exploit the available information about the immediate changes. For example,
the system would know exactly when an asset has been created or modiﬁed and these changes could
then be seamlessly committed back to the repository for safekeeping without the need for any kind of
user intervention. Hence, the internal workings of the version control would be entirely hidden from
the end user. This approach could also support access control via locking. Although the support for
locking can be easily added to the DB schema, it would be difﬁcult to enforce when dealing with 3D
models at the level of individual ﬁles. Thus, plug-ins might be better suited for this task, too, since
they can represent much richer information during runtime. Nevertheless, it would be still necessary to
establish the granularity of the locks. For instance, the entire components or assemblies could be locked,
or a polyline could specify an interface beyond which no changes are permitted. Such locks could have
time-limited validity which, upon expiration, would be automatically released.
Another feature that is already planned for the upcoming release is the ability to search for 3D
geometry based on spatial queries. Meshes stored in the system already represent bounding box coordi-
nates including their centroids. Given MongoDB’s built-in geospatial indexing, it would be possible to
facilitate out-of-core rendering directly over the Internet. This technique is popular with GIS platfroms
that often span vast land areas that would not ﬁt into the operational memory [LP02, PG07]. There, the
data is organised on local disks in such a way that it is possible to fetch only the closest proximity ge-
ometry required for immediate rendering. A similar approach would be possible with the version control
repository proposed in this thesis. This would, however, require a development of a novel 3D protocol
for a real-time online visualisation as discussed in §2.4.3 in Chapter 2. Data formats such as X3D and its
DOM integration model X3DOM are already evaluating compression streaming over the network. Re-
cent developments in the ﬁeld include POP Buffers [LJBA13] and the Shape Resource Container (SRC)
data node [LTBF14]. Ultimately, the aim is to scale the framework up to millions of concurrent users
contributing to the same 3D scene which will eventually be composed of billions or even quadrillions
of polygons. This will require addressing practical limits of the 3D data storage in databases such as
clustered server-side infrastructure, tiling of the world when viewing and editing, etc.
Furthermore, the visual 3D differencing and merging of 3D models in Chapter 4 imposed certain
restrictions about the granularity of the changes that can be detected. To match the overall framework
requirements outlined in Chapter 3, the 3D Diff tool supports change detection at the level of individual
scene graph nodes. Since the tool only establishes whether there are any discrepancies between corre-
sponding nodes, it can be easily extended to take into account changes beyond the currently supported
node types. For example, existing image-based differencing techniques could be added in order to iden-
tify which portions of a texture were modiﬁed. Similarly, once the modiﬁed meshes have been found,140 Chapter 7. Conclusions
it would be possible to further compare individual vertices. The next big challenge will be searching
random collections of unrelated 3D models to ﬁnd the correspondences and then to express exactly what
is different. First steps towards this goal were already achieved in Chapter 6.
The results in Chapter 5 demonstrate that amongst the most popular tested web data formats there
is currently no single 3D encoding that would ﬁt all devices, networks and applications. This is because
of the existing limitations in terms of compression, decoding speed and the number of HTTP requests
that greatly inﬂuence the performance of such a client-server infrastructure. Hence, there is the need
for a dynamic system that would be able to automatically establish the best encoding format based on
some predetermined heuristics. Alternatively, it might be possible to develop a new format that would be
generic enough to represent all kinds of 3D assets, yet efﬁcient in its encoding. This would also require
the ability to support progressive loading. Currently, the system from Chapter 5 renders individual
components as soon as they become available giving the user an immediate visual feedback. In the
future, thisapproachcouldbecombinedwithvertex-levelmorphingandquantisationinordertovisualise
massive data instantly after the very ﬁrst few bytes have been loaded. Nevertheless, large 3D models
tend to have too many components that the existing JavaScript engines simply cannot handle. Hence,
another suggestion for future work is the investigation of techniques that can merge meshes together for
visualisation, but still support per component selection. In addition, it will be interesting to evaluate the
best approach of data upload into such a system. For example, the data might be decomposed directly
in the web browser before committing. However, given the assumption that there is always going to be
many more reads than writes, it might be equally feasible to upload raw 3D models for a more powerful
server to process. Similarly to the version control repository in Chapter 3, it would be further possible
to extend the proposed REST API in Section 5.2 with the functionality to support spatial and proximity-
based queries. If the repository contained the semantic meanings of individual scene components, these,
too, could be queried. It is likely that, in the future, it will be possible to enable collaborative 3D editing
directly in web browsers, just like Google Docs did for text documents [Vie09].
Finally, a simple addition to the 3D Timeline tool from Chapter 6 would be the application of
a heat map to visualise the rate of change on a morphed 3D model itself. In a way similar to the
3D Diff from Chapter 4, once the component-based correspondence has been established, it might be
possible to combine the existing tool with further techniques that are able to determine vertex-level
differences. This could achieve a form of deep semantic understanding that would be used for training
purposes when the editing session could not have been recorded. An interesting avenue for future work
is also the exploration of automated intention preservation while modifying the timeline. It might be
possible to replace individual components along the timeline while preserving the semantic meaning
of other related changes within the sequence. Another addition would be ﬁnding structural regularities
in 3D models, e.g. [PMW+08, MPWC13], that could automatically suggest improvements and ﬁxes in
otherwise incomplete or damaged sequences of input ﬁles that often span from laser scanning.
It is sincerely hoped that these results will inspire software vendors to embed such solutions in their
future modelling packages.Appendices
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BSON Binary JSON
BSP binary space partitioning
CAD computer-aided design
CAE computer-aided engineering148 Appendix B. List of Acronyms
CAM computer-aided manufacturing
CATIA Computer-aided Three-dimensional Interactive Application
CDE Common Data Environment
CDN content delivery network
CentOS Community Enterprise Operating System
COLLADA Collaborative Design Activity
CSG constructive solid geometry
CPU central processing unit
CSCW computer-supported cooperative work
CSS cascading style sheets
CVE collaborative virtual environment
CVS Concurrent Versions System
CRUD create, read, update and delete
DAG directed acyclic graph
DB database
DBMS database management system
DCCP Datagram Congestion Control Protocol
DFKI German Research Centre for Artiﬁcial Intelligence
DFS distributed ﬁle system
DIVE Distributed Interactive Virtual Environment
DOM document object model
EPSRC Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council
X3D Extensible 3D
FI FastInfoset
FS ﬁle system
GB Gigabyte
GHz Gigahertz149
GIS Geographic Information System
GIMP GNU Image Manipulation Program
GLC Lib OpenGL Library Class
GoD Gaming on Demand
GPU graphics processing unit
GUI graphical user interface
GUID globally unique identiﬁer
HAR HTTP Archive
HCI human-computer interaction
HDRI high-dynamic-range imaging
HS2 High Speed 2
HTML HyperText Markup Language
HTTP HyperText Transfer Protocol
HUT Helsinki University of Technology
HVAC heating, ventilating, and air conditioning
ID identiﬁer
IDE integrated development environment
IFC Industry Foundation Classes
ISO International Organization for Standardization
JSON JavaScript Object Notation
JVM Java Virtual Machine
KB kilobyte
KTH The Royal Institute of Technology
LIFO last in, ﬁrst out
MASSIVE Model, Architecture and System for Spatial Interaction in Virtual Environments
MB megabyte
MEP mechanical, electrical, and plumbing services150 Appendix B. List of Acronyms
MIME Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions
MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology
MMOG massively multiplayer online game
MR Minimal Reality
ms millisecond
NoSQL No Structured Query Language
NPM node packaged modules
NURBS non-uniform rational basis spline
OpenCTM Open Compressed Triangle Mesh
OpenGL Open Graphics Library
OpenGL ES OpenGL for Embedded Systems
OS operating system
OSM OpenStreetMap
OST Olympic Stadium Transformation
PDES Product Data Exchange Standard
PDF Portable Document Format
PNG Portable Network Graphics
PCA principal component analysis
PHIGS Programmer’s Hierarchical Interactive Graphics System
PS4 PlayStation 4
RAM random access memory
RDBMS relational database management system
RDP Remote Desktop Protocol
REST Representational State Transfer
RFI Request for Information
SID shared identiﬁer
SIG Sequential Image Geometry151
SIMNET Simulation Network
SRC Shape Resource Container
STCP Scalable TCP
STEP STandard for the Exchange of Product Model Data
STL STereoLithography
SUS system usability scale
SVG Scalable Vector Graphics
SVN Apache Subversion
TCP Transmission Control Protocol
UCL University College London
UDP User Datagram Protocol
UI user interface
UK United Kingdom
UN United Nations
URI uniform resource identiﬁer
URL uniform resource locator
USC University of Southern California
UTF-8 Universal Character Set Transformation Format–8-bit
UID unique identiﬁer
UUID universally unique identiﬁer
VBO Vertex Buffer Object
VCS version control system
VEIV Virtual Environments, Imaging and Visualisation
VRML Virtual Reality Modeling Language
VTK Visualization Toolkit
W3C World Wide Web Consortium
WAVES WAterloo Virtual Environment System152 Appendix B. List of Acronyms
WebGL Web Graphics Library
XHR XMLHttpRequest
XHTML Extensible HyperText Markup Language
XMI XML Metadata Interchange
XML Extensible Markup Language
XML3D Extensible Markup Language 3D
XPath XML Path Language153
Appendix C
3D Diff Questionnaire for Chapter 4
3D Diff User Study
Welcome to the 3D Diff User Study. In the next 50 minutes, you will be asked to test and evaluate 4 different 3D merging 
techniques with varying level of automation. After each section, you will be asked to evaluate your experience. 
*Required
Age *
(Enter below)
Gender *
(Choose one option)
 Male
 Female
What is your level of familiarity with 3D modelling? *
(Choose one option)
 Very familiar - took multiple training courses in the past
 Familiar - took one training course in the past
 Somewhat familiar - tried some but without any formal training
 Not familiar - no practical experience
How confident are you about your ability to manipulate an unseen 3D model using a tutorial? *
(Choose one option)
 Very confident
 Confident
 With no expectations
 Apprehensive
Testing and Evaluation
Please test each of the tools now and complete the relevant part of the questionnaire.
Your tasks is to merge edits from two different 3D models in such a way that you obtain the most visually pleasing result while 
making sure you preserve the latest changes whenever possible. If bounding boxes of 3D models did not intersect in either of the 
two versions of the models, it is undesirable that you introduce new intersections in the merged result. If you think you cannot 
resolve conflicting edits by selecting only one of the version, you can leave them in a conflicted state and indicate that you would 
need to export to an external editor such as Blender, Max or Maya.
The following colour coding is used to convey information:
- ORANGE - current selection
- RED - conflicted - change happened on the same piece of geometry and system cannot automatically decide what the result is 
meant to be.
- GREEN - resolved - only one of the two conflicted meshes is taken as the merged result
- BLUE - modified - only one of the the versions of a mesh has been modified
- BORDO - deleted - a mesh has been deleted 
- VIOLET - added -  a mesh has been added
- TURQUOISE - bounding box conflicted - bounding boxes intersect where they did not intersect before
Continue »
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3D Diff User Study
Part 1
Rate the accuracy of each of the following statements on a scale of 1 to 5 as per below:
1- Strongly disagree 
2 - Disagree 
3 - Neither agree nor disagree 
4 - Agree 
5 - Strongly agree 
Which tool did you use?
Two-way diff Overlay
The 3D merging tool is easy to use.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
I would be able to use the tool without the initial tutorial.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
The tool seems to be reliable.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
I feel that the tool helped me complete the given task well.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
The tool did NOT reduce my ability to finish the given task on time.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
The functionality of the tool was sufficient for me to complete the given task according to the instructions.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
I have NOT experienced any technical difficulties during the testing of the tool.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
I trust the suggestions for automated merging the tool offers.
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
Comments
(Add any comments to Part 1 below)
« Back   Continue »
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3D Diff User Study
*Required
Part 2
Rate the accuracy of each of the following statements on a scale of 1 to 5 as per below:
1- Strongly disagree 
2 - Disagree 
3 - Neither agree nor disagree 
4 - Agree 
5 - Strongly agree 
Which tool did you use? *
Two-way diff Standard
The 3D merging tool is easy to use. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
I would be able to use the tool without the initial tutorial. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
The tool seems to be reliable. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
I feel that the tool helped me complete the given task well. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
The tool did NOT reduce my ability to finish the given task on time. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
The functionality of the tool was sufficient for me to complete the given task according to the instructions. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
I have NOT experienced any technical difficulties during the testing of the tool. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
I trust the suggestions for automated merging the tool offers. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
Comments *
(Type any comments to Part 2 below)
« Back   Continue »
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3D Diff User Study
*Required
Part 3
Rate the accuracy of each of the following statements on a scale of 1 to 5 as per below:
1- Strongly disagree 
2 - Disagree 
3 - Neither agree nor disagree 
4 - Agree 
5 - Strongly agree 
Which tool did you use? *
Three-way diff Standard
The 3D merging tool is easy to use. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
I would be able to use the tool without the initial tutorial. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
The tool seems to be reliable. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
I feel that the tool helped me complete the given task well. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
The tool did NOT reduce my ability to finish the given task on time. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
The functionality of the tool was sufficient for me to complete the given task according to the instructions. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
I have NOT experienced any technical difficulties during the testing of the tool. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
I trust the suggestions for automated merging the tool offers. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
Comments *
(Type any comments to Part 3 below)
« Back   Continue »
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3D Diff User Study
*Required
Part 4
Rate the accuracy of each of the following statements on a scale of 1 to 5 as per below:
1- Strongly disagree 
2 - Disagree 
3 - Neither agree nor disagree 
4 - Agree 
5 - Strongly agree 
Which tool did you use? *
Three-way diff Smart
The 3D merging tool is easy to use. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
I would be able to use the tool without the initial tutorial. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
The tool seems to be reliable. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
I feel that the tool helped me complete the given task well. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
The tool did NOT reduce my ability to finish the given task on time. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
The functionality of the tool was sufficient for me to complete the given task according to the instructions. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
I have NOT experienced any technical difficulties during the testing of the tool. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
I trust the suggestions for automated merging the tool offers. *
1 2 3 4 5
Strongly disagree Strongly agree
Comments *
(Type any comments to Part 4 below)
« Back   Continue »
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3D Diff User Study
*Required
Comparison
Please rank the four tools on their ease of use. *
Very hard Hard Not sure Easy Very easy
Two-way diff Overlay
Two-way diff Standard
Three-way diff Standard
Three-way diff Overlay
Did you find any functionality in one of the tools particularly helpful? *
(Add comments below)
Did you find any functionality in one of the tools distracting or hard to use? *
(Add comments below)
What functionality do you think it would be useful to add? *
(Add comments below)
End
The experiment is now over. Please submit your evaluation.
Thank you very much for your help with testing the tools and for completing the questionnaire.
« Back   Submit
Never submit passwords through Google Forms.
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Appendix D
3D Timeline Questionnaire for Chapter 6
3D Timeline User Study 
 
Thank you for participating in our user study. During this study you will explore two different 
graphical user interfaces multiview and timeline that both support exploration of 3D modelling 
histories. Your task is to answer very simple quiz questions with regards to presented 3D models, 
assess the usability of the systems and at the end compare and contrast the two interfaces and the 
types of explorations you will have experienced. The experiment will last no more than 15 minutes 
and you can withdraw at any point in which case your answers will be invalidated. 
 
Q0. What is your 3D modelling experience? Please tick as appropriate. 
Beginner                               Intermediate                        Expert 
 
Please continue on the next page.  
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Multiview User Interface 
In the multiview user interface you are presented a sequence of 3D models ordered from the 
bottom right to the top left. You can navigate all models simultaneously and select and highlight 
individual meshes in each window independently.  
You will now be given a sample dataset to familiarise yourself with the user interface. You can ask 
questions at any time.  
Next you will be given a dataset on which to answer the following questions. The time it takes you to 
complete the task will be measured. 
 
Dataset: 
 
Q1. Between which two models were the most unique  
non-duplicate components added? 
 
Q2. How many components have the longest life span,  
i.e. appear in the most models? 
 
Q3. Between which two models the most duplication  
happened? 
 
 
Duration: 
 
Please continue on the next page. 
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System Usability Scale 
If you feel you cannot respond to a particular item, you should mark the centre point of the scale. 
 
Interface: 
 
 
 
 
 
1.  I think that I would like to use this system 
frequently. 
 
2.  I found the system unnecessarily complex. 
 
 
3.  I thought the system was easy to use. 
 
 
4.  I think that I would need the support of a 
technical person to be able to use this system. 
 
5.  I found the various functions in this system 
were well integrated. 
 
6.   I thought there was too much inconsistency in 
this system. 
 
7.   I would imagine that most people would learn 
to use this system very quickly. 
 
8.    I found the system very cumbersome to use. 
 
 
9.  I felt very confident using the system. 
 
 
10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could 
      get going with this system. 
 
 
Please continue on the next page. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Strongly 
disagree 
      Strongly 
agree 
         
1  2  3  4  5 
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Timeline User Interface 
In the timeline user interface you are presented a sequence of 3D models ordered from left to right. 
You can navigate all models simultaneously and select and highlight individual meshes in each 
window independently. In addition, you can move the slider to reveal the flow of editing operations 
in the main morphing window. Tool tips on each 3D view reveal the file name of each model. 
Timeline legend:    
           
Addition  Deletion  Life span  Duplication  Polycount 
increase 
Polycount 
decrease 
         
 
Size 
increase 
Size 
decrease 
Translation  Repeated 
copy 
Instancing   
 
You will now be given a sample dataset to familiarise yourself with the user interface. You can ask 
questions at any time.  
Next you will be given a dataset on which to answer the following questions. The time it takes you to 
complete the task will be measured. 
 
Dataset: 
 
Q1. Between which two models were the most unique  
non-duplicate components added? 
 
Q2. How many components have the longest life span,  
i.e. appear in the most models? 
 
Q3. Between which two models the most duplication  
happened? 
 
 
Duration: 
 
 
Please continue on the next page. 163
System Usability Scale 
If you feel you cannot respond to a particular item, you should mark the centre point of the scale. 
 
Interface: 
 
 
 
 
 
1.  I think that I would like to use this system 
frequently. 
 
2.  I found the system unnecessarily complex. 
 
 
3.  I thought the system was easy to use. 
 
 
4.  I think that I would need the support of a 
technical person to be able to use this system. 
 
5.  I found the various functions in this system 
were well integrated. 
 
6.   I thought there was too much inconsistency in 
this system. 
 
7.   I would imagine that most people would learn 
to use this system very quickly. 
 
8.    I found the system very cumbersome to use. 
 
 
9.  I felt very confident using the system. 
 
 
10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could 
      get going with this system. 
 
 
Please continue on the next page. 
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Open Ended Questions 
 
Q1. How would you compare the two tools?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q2. Which tool would you prefer and why? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Q3. Any additional comments? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thank you for your participation, the user study is now over. 165
Appendix E
3D Timeline Input Models for Chapter 6
Figure E.1: Medieval dataset.166 Appendix E. 3D Timeline Input Models for Chapter 6
Figure E.2: Character dataset.167
Figure E.3: Brick dataset.168 Appendix E. 3D Timeline Input Models for Chapter 6
Figure E.4: Engine dataset.169
Figure E.5: Cruciform dataset.170 Appendix E. 3D Timeline Input Models for Chapter 6
Figure E.6: Portico dataset.Bibliography 171
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